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Executive	summary	

Inequality in health has been increasing globally for several years, and similarly in Denmark, where 

the inequality in health has doubled the past 20 years compared to other western European countries 

(Ulighed I Sundhed, 2011). Thus it is relevant to consider how this polarisation can be minimized, 

as it is not only costly for the government, but it also challenges the foundation of a free welfare 

system.  

 

In order to approach the problem the Danish health Authorities does several campaigns and local 

initiatives in order to promote healthy behaviour, however evaluations show that many of these 

campaigns fail to meet their objectives. This indicates that the current strategies need to be 

evaluated in order to consider better communication alternatives, which is why we in this thesis 

focus on branding strategies as an alternative as oppose to health marketing communication 

strategies. Because we as researchers find ourselves within the Social Constructivist Paradigm we 

view the Danish consumers’ perception of health campaigns, and health as a social construction in 

their minds. Thus, we have primarily conducted qualitative research in order to gain an in-depth 

understanding of the Danish consumers’ minds, which has resulted in two focus groups, two in-

depth interviews with industry experts, and an online questionnaire. By analysing the findings 

hereby respectively in relation to health marketing communication-, and brandings strategies, we 

have been able to compare and conclude, which of the strategies fulfilled the Danish consumers’ 

needs.   

 

Overall we found that the current strategies that are applied for health campaigns do lack focus on 

the consumers’ needs, which could be one of the main reasons why a majority of prior health 

campaigns have not been able to meet their objectives. The research showed that the Danish 

consumers’ perceptions depended on factors, such as consumers not being able to relate to the 

message, content- and executional elements among others.  This means that the current strategies 

should shift towards branding strategies, which should be implemented and incorporated in the 

establishment of future health campaigns. Thus, we can conclude that we have created a model 

primarily based on branding strategies, which can optimize future health campaigns, since it is 

focused on the Danish consumers’ needs.  
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1.	Introduction	

Inequality in health has been increasing globally for several years, and similarly in Denmark, where 

the inequality in health has doubled the past 20 years compared to other western European countries 

(Ulighed I Sundhed, 2011). However Denmark, unlike many other countries, has a low economical 

inequality but a high mortality, which is a paradoxical tendency. Social inequality in health will 

always exist and is a systematic association between people’s social status and their health. This 

applies for both men and women, where the most common diseases are more apparent amongst 

people who are early school leavers (ibid.). 	

The high mortality rate is especially due to a high alcohol and cigarette intake, which results in 

several related diseases such as, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, heart disease, dementia, 

lung cancer and depression which make up 2/3 of the inequality in Denmark (ibid.).  

However, the Danes are generally living healthier and have a more active lifestyle. Recent studies 

show that not only are Danes eating healthier, but the past 20 years an increasing amount of Danes 

are signing up for Gym membership, and the amount of people drink who smoke or start smoking is 

decreasing (Idrættens analyseinstitut: Overblik over den danske fitness-sektor (2007); Danskernes 

Sundhed, 2013; Alkoholstatistik, 2015). On the other hand the lower social class have an 

unhealthier lifestyle compared with the rest of the society, not only do they smoke and drink more, 

but they also have a less active lifestyle.  

This leads to long-term physical consequences, increasing medical costs due to free healthcare, and 

further increases the polarisation among the different social classes. For the same reason the Danish 

ministry of health is constantly focusing on health communication in order to guide and instruct the 

Danes, and further to change or prevent the Danes’ from developing unhealthy behaviours.  

 

The increasing polarisation is especially interesting from the Danish health authorities’ perspective 

since it raises a series of questions regarding their existing strategies, which in relation to the 

increasing polarization could indicate a lack of effectiveness. The government does several 

campaigns and local initiatives in order to promote healthy behaviour, however evaluations show 

that many of these campaigns fail to meet the objectives set, such as recall, attention, adoption of 

the message etc. (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2015). This indicates that the current strategies need to be 

evaluated in order to consider better communication alternatives, which can optimize the outcome 

of health campaigns.  
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1.1	Problem	field	
In relation to the above introduction we are interested in analysing the current communication 

strategies for health campaigns and initiatives from the Danish health authorities, in order to shed 

light on strengths and weaknesses and thereby provide suggestions for how to optimize the 

effectiveness of the communication. Therefore, we first need to understand how current and 

existing campaigns use communication to reach their target audience, and additionally how 

consumers perceive the communication. In order to gain this consumer knowledge and 

understanding we will apply an integrated health communication message framework, in order to 

test which specific factors need improvement. In addition we will present branding strategies as an 

alternative to the existing health marketing communication paradigm, and test its relevance and 

whether it is applicable in relation to the Danish consumers’ needs. After this research and analysis 

we will able to present a more optimal communication strategy for the Danish health authorities.  

 

In relation to the above mentioned, we outline the following research question along with three sub-

questions that will structure the research and analysis.  

1.2	Research	Question	
	

 

How can current health campaigns be optimized using either health marketing communication 

or branding strategies based on the Danish consumers needs? 

	

	

• How does the Danish government currently communicate to the Danish consumers?  

• How is health campaigns perceived by the Danes?  

• How can health marketing communication theories and branding strategies be applied in 

order to meet the target audience more effectively?  

 

1.3	Delimitations	
Because health covers many different areas, it has been necessary to limit our focus to only concern 

alcohol, smoking and healthy eating, since these are the main causes of health related diseases, 

which make up 2/3 of the inequality in Denmark. Similarly it has also been necessary to limit our 
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theoretical focus, since a lot of theory exists within health marketing because it is build on 

marketing theories. Instead of applying separate theories, and due to time- and content constraints, 

our main theoretical focus is based on an integrated framework, which provides an overall 

understanding of how to create the most optimal health marketing communication messages.  

Secondly, our focus is only on the Danish consumers, because inequalities in health can vary due to 

different factors, which are more prominent in certain countries than others. For example education 

and health care are free, and the welfare sector is very large compared to most other countries 

(Ulighed I Sundhed, 2011). Even though the health marketing communication theories can be 

applied irrespective of different markets, we are interested in testing whether the current strategy 

needs to shift its perception on consumers. Thereby the Danish consumers’ needs will dictate the 

outcome for a proposed strategy, therefore it will only be applicable on Danish consumers. 

Thirdly, we have delimitated ourselves from doing an internal analysis of how the campaigns are 

established from both the Danish health authorities and the advertising agency’s perspective. This 

could have provided us with an insight into how the communication is conducted, and the research 

that lies behind in order to understand and better reach the consumers. Thus, our focus is only on 

the consumer’s perception of health campaigns and how they think they need to be improved.  

1.4	The	Danish	Health	Authorities	
The Danish Health Authorities has recently (since the 8th of October, 2015) been split into three new 

agencies, including The Danish health authority, The Danish Medicine agency and The Danish 

safety Authority. Each of the agencies covers different legal areas that are laid down by the Danish 

Parliament including, the Danish health Act, the Danish Medicines Act etc. Thus each agency is run 

independently on an organisational level, and in this thesis we are only interested in the Danish 

health authority, since they cover health and treatment, which includes health campaigns. As they 

state on their homepage, one of their main tasks is to: “…to support the national, regional and 

municipal planning within the health service, which includes contributing to an effective 

preparedness within health” (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2013). That is why the Health Authorities 

launches several informative campaigns each year, which are focused on the most widespread risk 

factors, which have a great impact on the public health, and involves areas such as: alcohol, 

physical activity, tobacco and sexual health. Thus, our main focus is similarly on health campaigns 

that are focused on these areas, however we will exclude sexual health, since it is not relevant for 

our research question.  
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1.5	Thesis	flow	model:	
The following model shows the flow or structure of this thesis, which is divided into four main 

parts, each with underlying chapters. 
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2.	Methodology	

In the following section we will explain our research philosophy, research approach, research 

strategy and design and triangulation. The last section in the methodology will elaborate further on 

the qualitative- and quantitative methods used, in order to gather the data needed. To make sure the 

data collection methods are valid, reliable and generalizable they will also be revised.  	

 
 

 

2.1	Philosophical	assumptions	and	hermeneutic	phenomenology	
Research	philosophy	

In this section we will explain our research philosophy, and how this chosen perspective influences 

our research, analysis and conclusion throughout the thesis. The chosen research philosophy 

contains important assumptions about the way we view the world and the assumptions will 

underpin the research strategy, and the methods chosen as part of that strategy (Saunders et al., 

2009). 
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2.1.1	Social	constructivism		
This thesis will take a social constructivist approach, this particular paradigm can build knowledge 

around any chosen subject through reflection and meaning making. In our case an understanding of 

the underlying and socially constructed mindsets, which in this thesis is an understanding of the 

cultural, and contextual factors that influences consumer’s perception of health campaigns, and how 

this impacts behaviour (Justesen & Mik-Meyer, 2010).  

It is critical to consider that consumers’ mindsets are shared and often culturally biased ways of 

perceiving, organizing experience, and learning because they are socially acquired and altered 

through factors such as, religion, socialization, educational upbringing and other experiences 

(Werhane et. al 2011). Because the consumer mindsets are incomplete and socially derived it is 

possible to evaluate and change these mental models and patterns of recognition, which is a 

profound assumption within health marketing (ibid.).   

 

In this paradigm it is also known that knowledge is never neutral, the underlying dynamics that 

create knowledge are as important as knowledge itself (Hirtle, 1996). One of these dynamics is the 

social context that we want to investigate through our focus group interviews, which will provide 

knowledge on the aforementioned consumers’ mindsets. 

In addition the reasoning behind our choice of paradigm is that we primarily apply health marketing 

theories in order to understand the Danish consumer’s needs, however we want to explore whether 

branding theory is a more suitable choice. This is based on the assumption that health is a sensitive 

topic, and is embedded in culture and context, which health marketing theories do not accommodate 

for (Basu & Wang, 2009).   

 

The	ontology	and	epistemology		

The ontology within social constructivism argues that reality is independent, but is constituted by 

the realization that it has a subject this means that facts only happen when people collectively 

determine them (Fuglsang & Olsen, 2009). Thus, perceptions of health campaigns depend on the 

social context they are created within, and they only exist because people have collectively 

determined it. This is particularly due to other actors in the social context, such as the health 

authority, the media, and scientists etc. who are a part of the knowledge creation along with the 

consumers, which ultimately influences perceptions.    
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The epistemology in social constructivism is based on the idea that scientific theories’ content is 

either solely or mainly influenced by the social factors involved in the research process (ibid.). This 

indicates that knowledge is always socially constructed, and a product or outcome of meaning 

constructions of the involved parties, such as between the respondent and interviewer, which will be 

the case with our research methods. Therefore, knowledge is not understood as one truth or 

‘reality’, but is only a construction of processes of various interpretations and meanings. This means 

that the outcomes of this thesis must be understood as one out of other possible meanings.  
 

Philosophical	hermeneutics	

In this thesis we follow the principles of philosophical hermeneutics. Hermeneutic is the practical 

art, that is involved in such things as preaching, interpreting other languages, explaining and 

explicating texts, and, as the basis of all these, the art of understanding (Gadamer, 2006). More 

specifically it is the necessary condition of interpretation and understanding as a part of the research 

process, which cannot be avoided and takes place in all the research. Therefore we as researchers 

play an active part in moulding and changing the reality, when for example conducting interviews, 

and for the same reason it is crucial to understand the human intentions, and actions such as these 

are the foundation for all knowledge in social science. This further outlines the importance of 

interpretation in the research process, and throughout this thesis we are aware that we as researchers 

and the interviewees are biased due to our own intentions. Thus we state our intentions with our 

research topic as it creates more transparency, and forces us to be more objective in our 

interpretations. However since we are interpreting a reality that is already socially constructed 

complete objectivity can never be attained.  

 

In addition we acknowledge that we will gain new insights, which will open up for new ways of 

investigating the topic. In other words new meaning on the topic is created through the research 

process, which will impact the way we gather further data, in terms of the chosen methods, and 

further into the analysis. This on going learning and relearning process in hermeneutics is known as 

the hermeneutic circle where we are gaining new knowledge and constantly reinterpreting the 

topic.  Lastly, since most of our research is based on qualitative data, as we investigate a socially 

constructed reality, we have also included quantitative data in order to gain more depth in our 

thesis. Thereby the findings in this thesis are not only based on interpretations and analysis, but also 

on measurable factors and values.  
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2.2	Research	approach	
In order to generate and produce knowledge, there are two commonly used models of social science 

research, called deduction and induction. Deductive theory is defined by the researcher deducing a 

hypothesis on the basis of what is known about a particular field, and theoretical considerations that 

might be related. The hypothesis is then tested in order to see whether the theories hold. On the 

contrary, in an inductive approach the researcher starts empirically, and on the basis of the 

empirical studies, and the findings hereof the researcher formulates new theories (Bryman & Bell, 

2011). 

 

The chosen model in this thesis is a mix of both induction and deduction, because we are interested 

in seeing whether existing health marketing theories can be applied in order to answer our research 

question. In addition we are interested in generating new knowledge based on the Danish 

consumers’ perception of health campaigns in relation to both health marketing communication- 

and branding theories. .  

 

An argument for using both models is that the deductive process appears linear, as each step follows 

the other in a logical sequence, which does not apply for an inductive stance, where theory is an 

outcome of research, and generalizable interpretations are drawn out of observations, which leads to 

a higher degree of uncertainty (Bryman & Bell, 2007).  

2.3	Research	strategy		
Mix	methods	research	

Choosing an appropriate research design depends on the research question and the scientific 

approach, therefore qualitative data is preferred, because it allows us to use methods that provide a 

better understanding of a phenomenon, in this case perceptions and related behaviours (Justesen & 

Mik-Meyer, 2010). Understanding these requires extensive qualitative research, such as focus 

groups and in depth interviews, as it is the only way we will be able to understand the consumer’s 

minds. This is also aligned with the research approach, where we are interested in understanding the 

social constructs that influences the consumers’ minds. On the other hand quantitative data, which 

is based on numbers and tries to prove causality, using primarily statistics to prove the results, 

allows us to gather data on a larger scale, which improves the generalizability and it also has a 

higher validity and reliability (Bryman & Bell, 2011). To gather statistical insights on the 

consumer's perceptions, online questionnaires will be used in order to make the data more 
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generalizable. However, one of its main limitations is to provide in depth answers that are not 

quantifiable. Despite being grounded in different sciences, which means that the methods mostly 

argue against each other, they each have advantages and disadvantages, which we consider relevant 

for gathering the data needed (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

2.3.1	Research	design	
Since we look at Danish consumers and try to understand their perceptions of health campaigns in 

order to explain their behaviour, we are using a descriptive and explanatory design for this thesis. 

The descriptive design will help us get a better understanding of the consumers we are investigating 

and help us analyse the data. Whereas the explanatory design, which is grounded in theory, will 

help us to answer the research question (Blumberg et al., 2014). The explanatory design goes 

beyond the description, and attempts to explain the reasons for the phenomenon that the descriptive 

study has only observed. Because we, use a mixed methods research we will use qualitative and 

quantitative methods, in order to gain a more nuanced perspective on our research question. 

However when analysing the data from each research method they will be processed separately 

(Saunders, 2009). 

2.3.2	Triangulation	
Triangulation, multimethod research, generally refers to the use of more than one approach in order 

to investigate the research question and enhance credibility in later findings. In other words if 

different methods are used in order to confirm a proposition or finding, it is believed that 

independent measurement processes reduce the uncertainty in the interpretation of it (Alan Bell, 

2004). Throughout this thesis method triangulation is applied by using two focus groups, and 

questionnaires, in order to gain a better understanding of how health campaigns are perceived and 

whether our findings show similar results. In addition we used source triangulation among the 

industry experts, where we conducted two in-depth interviews on with a professor within 

prevention and health-politics and a scientist who was specialised within risk assessment, nutrition 

and had experience with health campaigns. However, triangulation can become a device for 

enhancing the credibility and persuasiveness of interpretations related to the research. Triangulation 

disregards that sets of data that derives from different research methods should not be compared and 

regarded equivalent in terms of their ability to address a research question (ibid.). 
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2.3.3	Industry	experts	
In addition to the empirical findings and the qualitative data from our target segment, industry 

experts are also included as a source of primary data in order to gain insightful knowledge on our 

research topic. A professor and a scientist, the above mentioned Finn D. and Sisse F. were 

interviewed in order to complement the empirical findings we have gained from articles, reports etc. 

and in order to clarify any missing information, and new knowledge that is necessary for answering 

our research question and sub questions.    

2.3.4	In-depth	interviews		
In-depth interviews can be a good way to collect qualitative data, because it enables us to develop a 

detailed description, and learn about an event or development we are not able to see, in this case the 

Danish consumer’s perception of health campaigns. The interview can also help us get multiple 

perspectives to the research we are conducting (Weis, 1994). The in-depth interviews will be 

conducted with two scientists as mentioned, because they will allow us to get a deeper insight and 

clearance, which will be used when we conduct the focus group interviews. The interview technique 

used will be semi-structured interviews because it allows us to get as many findings regarding 

health campaigns, and how to influence healthy behaviour, from the interviewees as possible 

without neglecting important information. When using semi-structured interviews the researcher 

has a list of questions on fairly specific topics to be covered, often referred to as an interview guide 

(See chapter 4, Data collection). Questions that are not included in the guide may be asked as the 

interviewer picks up on things said by interviewees (Bryman and Bell, 2011). On the other hand the 

unstructured interview, does not have any specific question or topic list that needs to be covered, 

which is why we exclude this method.  

2.4.1	Focus	group	
Since we are interested in understanding the Danish consumers’ perception and thoughts on health 

campaigns, we are aware that we need to gather in depth knowledge on the underlying predefined 

definition of health, which is a result of culture and context, and in other words a phenomenon 

constructed in a social context. Thus, using focus group will serve as the most optimal method for 

gathering this information. As oppose to in-depth interviews focus groups are not only focused on 

going into depth with the individual participant’s contribution, but the group's interaction and 

dialog, and the participants’ response to the other participants’ statements. It is important that it is 

not a group interview but more a group discussion (Justesen & Mik-meyer, 2010).  
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The focus group is typically made up of 6-10 participants, if too small the group will consequently 

result in a less effective participation, and if the focus group gets too big, there is also a chance that 

the group will split up in subgroups, which can bias the answers. Overall the effect in both cases 

depends on the sensitivity of the issues discussed (ibid.).  

The choice of participants can vary whether a homogeneous- or heterogeneous grouping is chosen. 

Homogeneous grouping is more common and tends to promote more intense discussion and freer 

interaction, however if group members are to similar, discussion might not emerge and assumptions 

shared by the group members remain unsaid. In groups where people know each other or work 

together, already build-in social patterns may suppress the open discussion. On the other hand in 

heterogeneous groups there are more argumentative interactions, and this group works best if 

participants are open to each other, and can find some common ground (Saunders, 2009).  

Some of the challenges, which are important to consider prior to conducting the focus group 

interview is the moderator's role, and group thinking, since both can bias the outcomes from the 

interview. Since the moderator in this thesis is going to be one of the authors, it is very important 

not to bias the interview by interfering too much with the participants’ discussion, which can also 

be avoided by preparing a structured interview guide.  

2.4.2	Questionnaire		
In addition to the focus group interviews, we wanted to increase the generalizability of our data by 

gathering data from questionnaires, which was based on the same themes and topics. Thereby we 

could also cross check our findings from both research methods, which increases the credibility and 

persuasiveness of the results.  

A questionnaire generates quantitative data, and is a set of relevant questions sent out through 

different sources, shedding light on the research topic. When writing a questionnaire, an important 

task is determining what data needs to be collected, and how they are best collected. Before making 

the questionnaire, it is common to carry out preliminary qualitative research to determine what the 

issues are within the market, and how subjects in the market view them and talk about them. As we 

already did this from the focus groups and industry experts (see appendix 1 & 2), it will help us to 

determine which questions to ask and the type of language to use in order to carry out a 

conversation with the respondents in a way that they will understand and will help them to provide 

the information that is sought (Brace, 2008).  
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2.5	Limitations	and	potential	problems		
After collecting both the qualitative and quantitative data, we as researcher have to validate our 

research. It is important to reduce uncertainty associated with the choice of research design and how 

data is collected, as this will influence the quality of the knowledge gathered. Thus, it is crucial that 

we can verify our data where the following concepts are necessary to consider; the reliability, 

validity and generalizability.  

2.5.1	Generalizability,	Validity	and	reliability	
When assessing the reliability in the research method, it is a way of considering the trustworthiness. 

The reliability is assessed by the researcher in relation to the issue, more specifically, the findings 

have to be reproducible at other times and by other researchers, and the data collection techniques 

or analysis procedures need to provide as consistent findings as possible (Saunders, 2009). Thus, it 

is not only a question of the interviews being reliable but also the transcription and analysis of 

interviews, but also whether other researchers would come up with similar transcriptions and 

analyses (Kvale, 2007). In order to achieve a high degree of reliability we are aware that no 

individual is the same, thus an exact recreation of our research might not generate the exact same 

outcomes. However by increasing the transparency in this thesis, we will assure that the research 

can be recreated with outcomes that are similar to ours.  

The validity refers to the truth, the correctness and the strength of a statement. Are we as 

researchers using the method to investigate, what is meant to be investigated, and are the findings 

really about what they appear to be about? (Kvale, 2007; Saunders, 2009).  

In order to assure a high degree of validity in this thesis we will have our research question in our 

focus in everything we do, and only choose data collection methods that are relevant for answering 

our research question.  

 

In addition validity is sometimes referred to as external validity. A concern you may have in the 

design of your research is the extent to which your research results are generalizable. This is 

whether your findings may be equally applicable to other research settings, such as other 

organisations (Saunders, 2009).  

If the findings of an interview study are judged to be reasonably reliable and valid, the next question 

remains whether the results are primarily of local interest or whether they may be transferable to 

other subjects and situations. A common objection would be that after doing interviews with a few 

people, there would be too few subjects for the findings to be generalized. It is not necessarily an 
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interview finding which we want to consider whether or not can be generalized globally, but 

whether the knowledge produced in a specific interview situation may be transferred to other 

relevant situations (Kvale, 2007). This is a highly relevant consideration in our case, because our 

data, due to time and resource constraints, are not representative compared to reports published by 

the ministries. In addition since our focus is based on the Danish consumers, and since the health 

perceptions are culturally embedded the results are not generalizable globally. However the 

theoretical findings might be relevant and applicable in other contexts, as it opens up for a 

discussion about the current state of health campaigns, but further research would be necessary.  

 

3.	Theory		

3.1.	The	issue	of	social	class	and	morbidity	
According to several studies conducted within the field of health in relation to socio economic 

status (Education, occupational class and income) there is a clear connection between different 

social classes, health, and an increasing morbidity and mortality. The lower social classes in 

Denmark often drink and smoke more than average, and has less active lifestyles, which has 

resulted in an increasing polarisation in health over the past 20 years (Vedsted, 2014). This raises a 

series of questions since the Danish society has one of the biggest welfare sectors in the world, with 

free healthcare for every citizen. Thus, it is reasonable to question whether or not our modern 

healthcare system has a couple of built in errors and side effects (ibid.). Data shows that people with 

a longer educational background live an average of 7 years longer than people who are early school 

leavers (Bak & Andersen, 2013; Didrichsen, Andersen & Manuel, 2011).  

 

To tackle these tendencies in societies globally, the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2009, 

encouraged its member states to conduct analyses to clarify the reasons and actions taken to 

eliminate social inequalities in health. The Danish Health Authorities met this proposal in 2011, 

where they made a rapport stating the inequalities in health (Didrichsen, Andersen & Manuel, 

2011). The reason behind the concern with the inequality in health, from the government's 

perspective, is based on the related expenses of providing free healthcare, which puts a lot of 

pressure on the welfare system. Since the 1850s the Danish government has been actively trying to 

improve the welfare state, and despite the relatively low economic inequality and an equal and 

accessible health care, there is still an increasing inequality in morbidity and mortality, compared to 
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other Western European countries (ibid.). This is rather unusual compared to other Western 

European countries, where there is a correlation between the economical situation and the mortality 

and morbidity, which is why the Danish paradox is called the Scandinavian welfare paradox. Even 

though we have a high degree of social policy coverage, we still do not manage to decrease the 

level of social inequalities and mortality, which could be caused by the lack of implementation of 

structured prevention against the tobacco - and alcohol area (ibid.). 

 

The Danish Health Authorities has also found that there is a link between educational level and 

lifespan, which is due to a combination of factors for the early school leavers (ibid.). However, 

focusing on the influential factors from an early age can prevent children from ending up as early 

school leavers with an income below the median, but it is a very deeply rooted problem, which 

involves many different aspects. Already before a child is born factors such as premature birth and 

malformations will all affect the health, and the chances of developing an unhealthy lifestyle later 

on in life. After being born, factors such as physical immediate environment, emotional 

environment and social interaction have a huge effect on the child’s development. These factors 

will all affect the child later on in life, and will also influence their education level. Thus, if they 

become early school leavers, it will affect their job opportunities, income level, their chances of 

being unemployed, and chances of working in a bad environment will increase, which will lead to 

poverty, and from our perspective an unhealthy lifestyle (ibid.).  

 

In 2013 the Danish Health Authorities made a new rapport, which this time documented the Danes’ 

health according to themselves (their own perception). A questionnaire was sent out to 160.000 

people across the five regions in Denmark. The report showed that fewer young people smoked, the 

amount of chainsmokers had dropped, and the Danes’ alcohol intake (based on what is 

recommended by the Health authorities) had decreased, but it still showed social inequality in 

health (Illemann et al., 2014). The group of people that rated their health, as relatively bad were the 

singles, early retirees, the ones excluded from the labour market, and early school leavers.  

 

How	is	health	promoted:		

In this section we will focus on the initiatives that the government has implemented and still is 

implementing, in order to promote healthy behaviour in society. 
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Theoretical propositions  

Starting of with the theoretical propositions, we will address what can be done to decrease the 

unhealthy behaviour, and also how to prevent polarisation in the Danish society. As mentioned 

earlier, the unhealthy behaviours (i.e. smoking, excessive drinking, too little activity etc.) can be 

due to several factors, and people with less money have substantial shorter lives, even in affluent 

countries, and it is not only poor people but also people from the middle-class who have a shorter 

lifespan. These segments will generally suffer from more illnesses and diseases compared to people 

who earn above the average in a society (Wilkinson and Marmot, 2003). These illnesses can also 

lead to stress, which can cause social and psychological illnesses such as anxiety, insecurity, low 

self-esteem, social isolation and lack of control over work and home life, which all have a powerful 

effect on health. Thereby, the longer the people live under stress due to economical circumstances, 

the greater the physiological wear and tear they suffer, and the less they are to enjoy a healthy old 

age (ibid.).  

 

This is one of the main reasons why the government is focusing on prevention in the early stages, 

and especially early on in children’s development. By developing a social policy it will make it 

easier for the government to address these problems. The policy enables doctors to hand out 

medicine for people who suffer from stress, and institutions can provide people with a sense of 

belonging, participation, and of being valued. Thereby, these people will be more likely to live 

healthier than in places where people feel excluded, disregarded and used. In addition to maintain 

people's health it is important to provide easy access to doctors, which is harder in the socially 

deprived areas where the need for doctors is usually higher, and they have less resources due to the 

huge amount of people that have medical illnesses in the specific areas (Vedsted, 2014). To prevent 

the polarisation of health in society, it will demand a coordinated prevention, where the patients are 

followed-up and treated according to their situation with an easy, and quick access to the healthcare 

system. Overall the government among others should: support families, encourage community 

activities, combat social isolation, provide easy access to doctors, reduce material and financial 

insecurity etc. (ibid.)  

 

The governmental initiatives 

Despite attempts to improve the Danes’ health by promoting healthy behaviour via campaigns and 

local initiatives, the polarisation in health is still increasing (Ulighed I Sunhed, 2011).  
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Each year the Danish Health Authorities launch several campaigns, in order to educate and instruct 

the Danes about improving their health. These are usually focused on the most widespread health 

issues, which are caused by alcohol, smoking and lack of activity, which make up for 2/3 of the 

inequality in Denmark. 

Apart from educating and instructing, the aim with the campaigns is ultimately to motivate 

consumer to change attitudes and thereby behaviour, which they intend to achieve by repeating the 

message on different media channels, and through local initiatives.  

When launching health campaigns there is a distinction between whether the related activities run 

centrally or locally. This means that the Danish Health Authorities run a national media campaign 

(central), where the main aim is to generate attention and awareness by reaching as many as 

possible. Then the local actors implement initiatives that support the campaign, which makes it 

possible to reach the local communities more effectively according to their needs. Campaigns are 

typically evaluated before and after they are launched, thereby it is possible to assess how 

successfully it, in terms of attention, recall, awareness, behaviour change etc. (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 

2015)   

However many of the evaluations for prior health campaigns show that they rarely meet their 

objectives, which indicates that they need improvement, since the target audience do not adopt the 

message. This could be due to numerous factors, which is also our primary focus in this assignment, 

and the basis of our research. In the following text we will highlight some of the most recent 

campaigns we found on the health ministry's’ homepage, and consider them in order to illustrate 

their problems, which will inspire our research (ibid.).  

 

Get moving 

In 2003 the Danish health authorities launched the campaign “Get moving” which focused on 

motivating children in the age group between 11-15 years old, to be physically active for at least 60 

minutes a day. The campaign was based on statistics, which showed that physical activity decreased 

the older a child gets, and especially from the age of 12. In addition the aim was to provide teachers 

at youth centres, and parents with tools on how to keep the children physically active.  

This campaign was not directly targeted towards children but mostly to parents with inactive 

children. With this approach it would be more likely that the children became more active, because 

their parents or teachers are aware of the problem, and with help and support from the government, 

they are encouraging them to act. Even if people are from a less active or sportive background, the 
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parents can get the help to encourage the children. After doing an evaluation in 2010, the results 

showed that there was a slight increase in recognizing and recalling the message. But the problem 

was that the target audience thought it was directed towards the younger children between 11-13 

years old, which made the children in the age 14 and 15 years old feel excluded because it was too 

childish. The evaluation also showed that 29% of the children discussed or talked with their parents 

about the campaign, (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2015: Evaluation of Get Moving, 2010). Thus, 

communicating with the parents, and assuming that children will discuss the campaign with them 

can create a great effect. The later evaluation report from 2013 shows that most of the parents 

couldn't recall the amount of time it was recommended to be physically active, which indicates that 

the message was not adopted properly (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2015: Evaluation of Get Moving, 

2013).   

 

An easier childhood 

Another health campaign, which focused on children and their health, is the “An easier childhood” 

campaign, which was first launched in 2008. Here the aim was to target families with obese 

children in the age group 4-6 years old, or families with children who were in danger of becoming 

obese. The campaign was meant to educate about the physical and psychological consequences of 

being obese, and give the parents guidelines on how to overcome this. The numbers prior to making 

this campaign showed that 15-20% of children in Denmark are overweight, and only 33% of the 11-

15 year olds boys, and 20% of the girls are meeting the requirements of being physically active for 

at least 60 minutes a day (Sundhedsstyrelsen 2015, Overvægt blandt børn og unge i DK). These 

children are in the risk zone for developing type 2-diabetes, asthma and other cardiovascular 

diseases later on in life (IBID). But being overweight does not only lead to physical diseases, but 

also psychological consequences such as being bullied, isolation, low self esteem and poor quality 

of life. This can lead to long term consequences, as the children are caught in a vicious circle of 

physical and psychological issues, which impacts their education, whether they are active, if they 

drink too much or start smoking. According to the evaluation many of the parents had knowledge 

on healthy behaviour, and thought the campaign was a good reminder. However there were no clear 

objectives listed in the evaluation, but overall the feedback had been positive, where especially the 

activities that were a part of the campaign were the most popular.  
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Stop smoking 

It is shown that smokers have an average of 8-10 years shorter to live than non-smokers, and each 

year 14.000 Danes die due to smoking (Stoplinien).  

In 2015 and 2016 Danish Health Authorities will launch a campaign called “Stop smoking”. The 

aim with this campaign is first of all to motivate people stop smoking and thereby reduce the many 

smoke-related diseases, secondly the campaign is also focused on reducing the social inequality in 

health, that can be attributed from smoking. The advantage of this particular focus is to take the 

increased awareness and apply it on the municipal agenda.  

The target audience is chainsmokers (i.e. people who smoke more than 15 cigarettes a day), but in 

particular the chainsmokers who are also early school leavers.  

One of the objectives is to increase the amount of smokers who quit, and increase the amount of 

smokers who take action and seek help in order to stop smoking. This objective will be met by 

making a campaign, which is based on personal stories from several ex-smokers, and by focusing 

on the advantages of not smoking. Thereby smokers should be able to identify themselves, with the 

people in the campaign, which is assumed to motivate them to stop smoking.  Since the campaign is 

not released yet, an evaluation has not been accessible.  

 

How	can	marketing	disciplines	be	applied	for	promoting/communicating	health	

2.4	Health	marketing:	
Health marketing is generally defined as an area of public health practice, which draws from 

traditional marketing theories and principles. It adds science-based strategies to prevention, health 

promotion and health protection. Because it draws from different fields including, marketing, 

communication, public health promotion it provides an outline of theories, strategies and techniques 

that can be applied in order to guide work in public health research, interventions, and 

communication campaigns (Bernhardt, 2006). 

Thus it is a highly relevant field for our research, because we are interested in how to minimize the 

polarization of health within the Danish society.  

3.3	Social	marketing	
Similar to health communications (which will be elaborated on in the next section), social 

marketing aims to promote socially beneficial behaviour changes based on principles derived from 

commercial marketing. It became a new discipline when it was developed in the 1970’s by Philip 

Kotler and Gerald Zaltman, who realized that the same marketing principles that are applied to sell 
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products can be used in order to “sell” ideas, attitudes and behaviours (Weinreich, 2011). In other 

words social marketing draws from marketing principles and techniques in order to influence a 

target audience to voluntarily accept, reject, modify, or abandon a behaviour, which will benefit the 

individual, groups or society as a whole (Dooley, Jones & Iverson, 2014; Kotler & Roberto, 1989). 

Similar to commercial marketing the primary focus in social marketing is on the consumer, and 

trying to understand their wants and needs, thus marketing talks to the consumers and not about the 

product (Weinreich, 2011). The same consumer focused perspective is also applied in the planning 

process of social marketing and is reflected in the four P’s, Product, Price, Place and Promotion, 

which are commonly used in commercial marketing. Because we are interested in marketing 

execution and planning in terms of health related issues, the four P’s model is relevant as it provides 

a holistic view on different factors that are important to consider in the planning process. The model 

is a helpful tool for planning and execution as it considers various strategic factors that are 

important in order to create an approach that appeals to the target audience and meets its’ needs 

(ibid.).  

The four P’s will briefly be described in the following text along with the adaption of each P to fit 

with social marketing practice. The first P (product), which originally refers to a tangible good, 

considers aspects such as the product’s lifecycle, the product mix (i.e. increasing a certain product 

line’s depth or the number of product lines, how to position the product, how to exploit the brand, 

company resources etc. (Kotler & Keller, 2012). In terms of social marketing the product represents 

a behaviour that you want the target audience to adopt. However it is important to build awareness 

before promoting behaviour change, therefore people must first recognize that they have a problem, 

before they realise that the product offered is the solution to that problem. Otherwise the target 

audience will be less likely to adopt behavioural changes, since they do not consider themselves as 

being at risk or in an improvable situation. In addition to awareness it is important to specify which 

behaviours will have the most impact on the problem and which are relevant for the target audience 

(ibid.). 

 

The second P, price, originally refers to: the list price of the product, discounts, allowances, 

payment period and credit terms, but in the social marketing context the price represents the cost 

associated with a certain behaviour (Kotler & Keller, 2012; Weinreich, 2011). The price can be 

monetary, but more often in social marketing, it consists of tangibles (i.e. time, effort, old habits 

and emotional cost, which can be a matter of giving up a certain pleasure related to a certain 
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behaviour). Thus it is crucial that the cost, whether it is of a tangible or intangible good, does not 

outweigh the benefit of adopting the product, which otherwise makes the product less attractive and 

the likelihood for adoption low in the target market (Weinreich, 2011) 

The third P, place, generally refers to the distribution channels in commercial marketing, that is: 

where and how the customers are going to get the product (locations), inventory, assortments, 

coverage and transport (Kotler & Keller, 2012). In social marketing there are other aspects to 

consider in term of price, e.g. how difficult is it to change the behaviour and what are the barriers 

preventing it, where is the behaviour available to the target audience? 

These considerations demand thorough thinking from the marketer, in order to determine where to 

expose the target audience to a given message, or implement systems that facilitate adoption of the 

behaviour (Weinreich, 2011). In order to make it easy for the target audience to perform the 

behaviour or encounter a certain message, a campaign should ideally reach people at a time and 

place where they are already thinking about, or making decisions related to the behaviour (e.g. at 

point of purchase). It is important to keep in mind that there is a very limited opportunity to get the 

message through to the target audience at a time and place where they can act on it, thus nudging 

the consumer/target audience toward the desirable behaviour at the appropriate time will be more 

effective as they will be more receptive due to the circumstances (ibid). Nudging is another field, 

within behavioural economics, which can be beneficial within social marketing especially from a 

governmental perspective, however we will not elaborate on the topic due to our current perspective 

on health campaigns (The Economist, 2012).  

The last P, promotion, which in commercial marketing covers: sales promotion, advertising, sales 

force, public relations and direct marketing, is similar for social marketing. The aim is to create and 

sustain demand for a product, and in terms of social marketing, to get a message out to the target 

audience, which encourages them to try and then continue to perform the behaviour (Kotler & 

Keller, 2012; Weinreich). 

3.4	Health	communication	
Health communication is generally defined similar to social marketing, because the two disciplines 

share the same goal by focusing on how to influence a target audience by promoting socially 

beneficial behaviour changes based on principles derived from commercial marketing. Similarly the 

aim is to influence the target audience to voluntarily accept, reject, modify, or abandon a behaviour, 

which will benefit the individual, groups or society as a whole (Kotler, P., & Roberto, W., 1989). 
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Because our focus is mainly on existing campaigns and communication initiatives initiated by the 

Danish health authorities, most of the theoretical outline and analysis will be based on health 

communication. In the following text we will introduce a framework, which is based on key 

determinants of health behaviour across different stages of change. The framework is particularly 

relevant because it aims to identify key determinants of health behaviour across the most commonly 

used health behaviour theories in order to identify source, consumer, channel and message 

characteristics in addition to executional/situational factors and attitudinal variables, which can 

influence health behaviour. Thereby it is possible to explain for example, at which stage of change 

certain determinants and factors can influence health behaviour change and maintenance (Manika & 

Gregory-Smith, 2014). Thereby we will gain a better and more thorough understanding of how to 

target different segments within the Danish society more optimally with health communication, 

since prior campaigns have failed to do so. 

 

In order to understand how persuasion occurs at different stages of change in a health related 

context the framework we will introduce combines the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), with 

popular health behaviour theories, which are: the Health Belief Model (HBM), Extended Parallel 

Processing Model (EPPM) and the Transtheoretical Model (TTM) (IBID). We will briefly elaborate 

on the different theories, in order for the reader to understand their importance and relevance for the 

framework. Thus, we will not discuss the critique of each theory, but instead we will discuss their 

relevance in the framework, and whether the integrated framework is meaningful and applicable for 

our research question. This will be clarified in the final section of the theory. 

3.4.1.	ELM	
The ELM, which is commonly used, since it is one of the most comprehensive persuasion theories 

of all, is included in the framework because it helps to understand how consumers process 

information and form or change attitudes. According to the ELM, attitude formation, or change, can 

occur either via effortful thinking (i.e. central route processing), or via peripheral cues (i.e. 

peripheral route processing), which influences the strength of the attitudes, and are a result of the 

two processes (ibid.). One of the key concepts within the model is the elaboration likelihood 

continuum. It is defined as the likelihood that the consumer will engage in active thought processing 

(elaboration) of the message, and is influenced by factors connected to the recipient, (i.e. 

motivation, and ability to assess the merits of an argument), and message/situational characteristics 

(i.e. source, medium, message style, environment etc.). Thus, the central route processing and 
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peripheral route processing can be viewed as two end points along the elaboration likelihood 

continuum. 

Under the high elaboration condition, consumers put a lot of effort into analysing any available 

information, that is relevant in relation to their prior knowledge (whether this knowledge is accurate 

or biased), and develop a reasoned attitude formation or change (via the central route). Otherwise, 

in the low elaboration condition, consumers’ effort in analysing any available information is 

reduced, and attitude change can result from less effort demanding processes (via the peripheral 

route) (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Even though the ELM model (compared to health behaviour theories) does recognize, that 

consumers can form or change attitudes via peripheral cues, (since they are not always motivated to 

elaborate on every persuasion attempt that they are exposed to), past research has lacked the 

theoretical background of incorporating health related theories in their considerations. Thus it is 

important to consider other theories, like the Health Belief Model (HBM), which only 

acknowledges central route processing. This means that the model lacks insight on how source, 

channel and message content factors, which might influence processing and outcomes (Manika & 

Gregory-Smith, 2014).  

3.4.2.	The	health	belief	model	
The Health Belief model is a popular behaviour theory, which proposes the likelihood of a 

consumer acting upon a recommended health related action (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). The 

health related action is based on cues to action, which are bodily (e.g. sneeze) or environmental 

events (e.g. media publicity), which can influence a person’s readiness to take that recommended 

action. The cues to action can also be considered as strategies that activate the consumer’s readiness 

to act, which makes it very relevant to consider these strategies, when developing promotional 

messages. In addition the cues to action has the greatest influence on behaviour in situations where 

threats and benefits are high and barriers are low (ibid). Other HBM constructs (apart from the cues 

to action) include, perceived susceptibility, perceived severity, perceived barriers, perceived 

benefits, perceived efficacy and demographic and socio-psychological variables. The perceived 

susceptibility and severity are used in order to measure the perceived threat of a certain condition, 

which consequently can influence whether or not a consumer will engage in the recommended 

health behaviour. The perceived barrier and benefits are based on a consumer’s assessment of the 

negative and positive impact, and consequences of adopting the recommended behaviour, in other 
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words the assessment is based on whether the benefits outweigh the “cost” of adopting that 

behaviour, which is also a part of the considerations in the four P’s under Price (ibid.). 

Because the HBM is a cognitive based theory, which assumes that consumers are rational decision 

makers, it is relevant to consider another health behaviour theory, which does take into account that 

consumers may act irrationally. The Extended parallel process model (EPPM) does just that, and in 

addition it identifies fear appeals as ways to elicit behaviour change by generating fear (a negative 

emotional response). 

3.4.3.	The	Extended	parallel	process	model	
The EPPM identifies the importance of threat (which is measured, based on perceived susceptibility 

and perceived severity similar to the definitions in the HBM) and efficacy components. However, 

the efficacy component of the message consists of two types (i.e. self-efficacy and response 

efficacy), unlike in the HBM, which only identifies one component. 

The self-efficacy, which was also included in the HBM, is defined by the perceived ability of the 

consumer to carry out a recommended health related action. In addition perceived barriers (e.g. 

embarrassment), which is also included in the HBM, are important because they are a subset of self-

efficacy, since barriers hinder an individual’s ability to perform a given action (Manika & Gregory-

Smith, 2014). The response efficacy, which is the additional efficacy component in the EPPM, 

refers to the part of a message that tries to convince consumers that the recommended action will 

avert the threat.  

 

The use of fear appeals is another key component in the EPPM, as it is believed that fear generates 

both a cognitive response, which is designed to protect a person from danger (e.g. acceptance of the 

advocacy), and emotional responses that are aimed at protecting the person from aversive arousal 

(e.g. avoidance). The EPPM is based on two possible fear appeals (danger control and fear control), 

where danger control refers to the consumer’s attempt to control the threat (from for example a 

disease), and fear control is the consumer’s attempt to control their fear caused by the threat. 

Whether consumer try to control the danger or their fear of for example a disease, will influence the 

way they respond to health marketing communications (HMC). Consumers who try to control the 

danger of a disease will be more likely to process the recommended action in a health 

communication message cognitively. Whereas, consumers who try to control their fear of a disease 

will neglect to consider taking any action to avert the threat of the disease, and instead they will 

rather focus on reducing their perception of the threat, because they primarily focus on their 
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emotional response and feelings which arise from the awareness of a disease (Manika & Gregory-

Smith, 2014). 

Because the EPPM primarily considers fear appeals, its application will be limited to fear appeal-

based HMC messages. However, fear appeals fail to persuade because of fear control processes, and 

in addition the threat is perceived to be trivial to the receivers of the message, therefore it is 

important to keep in mind that both the EPPM and the HBM are complementary, and can be applied 

to specific problems by using the stages of change, which leads to the last of the four main theories 

included in the integrated framework. 

3.4.5	TTM,	stages	of	change	
The TTM, which can be used as a cross theoretical platform for combining key constructs or 

determinants of health behaviour (such as the HBM and the EPPM) is often used to understand how 

consumers intentionally change their health related behaviour (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

The TTM is based on six different stages of change, which consumers go through to change health 

related behaviours, and has been applied to both addictive behaviours and other health related topics 

(ibid.). 

At the first stage, which is the pre-contemplation stage, consumers are unaware or have limited 

awareness of a certain health issue or condition. Thus, consumers at this stage have no intention to 

change their behaviours. In order to move to the second stage consumers need to gain awareness on 

the existence of a health issue, then they will move to the contemplation stage. Here consumers are 

aware of an existing health issue, and are thinking seriously about reducing the risk associated with 

the health issue, but they have not yet made a commitment to take action. However, if the 

consumers are seriously thinking about taking action they will more likely move to the preparation 

stage. At this stage consumers have high behavioural intentions to change, in other words 

consumers at this stage have thought about, and have decided to make a change, which can be 

behavioural steps towards an action, which has not yet been taken. Thus, it is expected that 

consumers who have taken more behavioural steps towards an action, will be more likely to move 

to the action stage, compared to others. Here consumers take action on their behavioural intentions 

by changing their behaviour, experiences or environment in order to eliminate their barriers that 

inhibit the action. After taking action consumers will move to either the maintenance- or the 

termination stage, which depends on what type of health behaviour change is required. At the 

maintenance stage, consumers try to prevent relapse since health behaviours at this stage require 

repeated actions (i.e. addictive behaviours), therefore they also consolidate the gains they have 
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achieved from these actions. On the other hand, consumers are more likely to move to the 

termination stage if the health behaviours are not associated with a temptation to relapse, and/or if 

the consumers have full confidence in their ability to prevent a relapse. The factors, which can 

influence temptation, include: negative affect or emotional distress, social situation that encourage 

unhealthy situations and craving. Because of these factors, which can lead to relapse, progression in 

the stages of change is not always linear, which is aligned with the view that consumers can act 

irrationally without passing through all the stages (i.e. classical conditioning, where behaviour 

change is evoked, meaning that consumers skip the contemplation stage) (Manika & Gregory-

Smith, 2014). 

In addition the TTM identifies some processes that occur when consumers move between stages of 

change, which are essential in order for the consumer to progress through the stages of change. 

These processes are distinguished by whether they occur in the early- or later stages. In the early 

stages consumers apply cognitive processes (i.e. increasing awareness), affective processes (i.e. 

relief involving a decrease in negative emotions if action is taken), and evaluative processes (i.e. 

self- and environmental re-evaluation, realising how unhealthy behaviour impacts a person’s 

identity, social and/or physical environment). In the later stages, consumers depend more on their 

own commitments, counterconditioning (learning about substituting unhealthy with healthy 

behaviour), environmental controls (increasing rewards or reminders) and support (social support), 

in order to progress towards maintenance or termination. As mentioned earlier the TTM is only 

relevant when it is applied with the HBM and the EPPM in this context, since the TTM does not 

take health related constructs into account, such as perceived risk, efficacy, and barriers.  

3.4.6	The	integrated	framework	
The integrated framework is build upon the TTM as an integration platform for combining 

constructs, and concepts of the ELM, HBM and EPPM in supplemented with additional constructs, 

such as emotional proneness and responses. The framework generally illustrates which constructs 

should be taken into account when creating health marketing communication messages (HMC) for 

each stage of change of the TTM, and additionally outlines the different processes that might lead to 

behaviour change (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). However, and as mentioned earlier in the 

section on the TTM, it is important to keep in mind that, even though the framework is designed in 

a hierarchy of effects it does not mean that succession through the different stages is always a linear 

process, since it is possible to target consumers at a stage where they already possess considerable 

knowledge on the topic, and have high behavioural intentions to take health related action, despite 
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not having acted upon them.  That is one among four of the main assumptions, which the 

framework is based upon, the second and third assumption are based on the meaning of a persuasive 

message. Thus, the persuasive HMC message is not limited to influence attitudinal outcomes, since 

attitudes do not always predict and/or lead to behaviour change, as per the ELM. Instead it refers to 

how the meaning of a persuasive HMC message can differ based on the goal of the message and the 

stage of change (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p.). 

Also, the framework does not distinguish between the ELM’s routes of persuasion, but rather 

focuses on the different ways health information can be processed. In other words the framework, 

unlike the common health behaviour theories, which rely on cognitive evaluation of arguments and 

scrutiny of merits, acknowledges other ways of processing information (ibid.). In addition and 

similar to the ELM, the framework proposes that consumer process information along a 

thinking/elaboration continuum, however the elements related to the source, message content, 

recipient, channel and execution of the HMC message can be processed as arguments and/or 

peripheral cues at the same time, at various levels of elaboration, which is unlike the ELM that 

separates the peripheral and central route processing according to the level of elaboration (i.e. high 

or low). The last assumption is based on the influence of affective factors, which according to 

recent studies influences processing, attitudinal- and behavioural outcomes, which both the ELM 

and the HBM (which are cognitively based theories) does not acknowledge. Thus, according to the 

framework, cognitive and affective processes are considered as interdependent during message 

processing, and both can influence attitudinal and behavioural outcomes. However, the stage where 

the processes will be manifested can vary, along with the consumer, the HMC message and by 

situation (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). In addition health communication messages can have 

more than one indented goal, which can lead to different outcomes, the framework/hierarchy of 

effects is not always accurate for portraying how consumers process messages and make decisions. 

The framework generally regards how persuasion occurs across different stages of change, more 

precisely the top of the framework shows the conditions under which the consumer may be exposed 

to HMC messages for each stage of change (e.g. no awareness, awareness but no elaboration. 

etc.)   (See figure 1).  
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FIGURE 1: “Based on the aforementioned theories (HBM, EPPM, TTM, ELM) and assumptions, an integrated 

framework is advanced regarding how persuasion occurs across different stages of change, which is depicted in Figure 

1. At the top of Figure 1, the conditions under which the consumers may become exposed to HMC messages for each 

stage of change are identified. The next row, in grey font, identifies the stages of change of the TTM that correspond to 
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the conditions identified, and each dotted column corresponds to each stage of change. The subsequent rows of the 

framework, after the identification of the stages of change, are organized by a common set of antecedents across all 

stages of change; processing (of arguments and/or peripheral cues), emotional responses to the HMC message, and 

resulted health behaviour perceptions; factors which exert the greatest influence on processing at each stage of change; 

and possible outcomes. Below the framework, the legend clarifies the proposed relationships and symbols used in 

Figure 1”. (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p.14 and 17 ). 

The next row, which is marked in grey font, shows the stages of change according to the TTM, 

where each state corresponds to the above mentioned conditions. Also each dotted column 

corresponds to each stage of change (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

The subsequent rows of the framework, after the stage of change has been identified, are organised 

by a common set of antecedents across all stages of change. These include: processing (of 

arguments and (or peripheral cues), emotional responses to the HMC message, and resulted health 

behaviour perceptions; factors which exert the greatest influence on processing at each stage of 

change; and possible outcomes. (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p. 14) (see figure 1) 

According to the framework it is proposed that there is a common set of antecedents across the 

stages of change, which impact information processing, decision-making and outcomes after 

exposure to an HMC message. The common set of antecedents include: a consumer’s ability and 

motivation to process an HMC message, the level of elaboration a consumer is willing to devote to 

a message, a consumer’s mood at the time of exposure, and a consumer’s emotional proneness 

(Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p.15) (see figure 1). In relation to the level of elaboration the first 

among a series of propositions in the article are identified and will be cited in the following section, 

which explains the stages of change in the framework. The propositions are founded in supportive 

literature from empirical studies, and highly relevant for understanding the theoretical foundation at 

each stage of change in the framework.  

The first proposition is: 1.1 Consumers with high ability and motivation to process an HMC 

message will be more likely to bestow a higher level of elaboration on message processing, than 

consumers with low ability and motivation (Petty and Cacioppo 1986). (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 

2014 p.15). 

The second, third and fourth proposition is respectively related to the consumer’s ability to process 

a message, the level of involvement and how the level of involvement influences message 

processing (i.e. via the central or peripheral route): 
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Proposition 1.2. (a) High consumer knowledge (Wood and Lynch 2002) and low levels of 

distraction (Petty, Wells, and Brock 1976) will be more likely to result in high consumer ability to 

process an HMC message. (b) The repetition of a message is likely to affect consumers’ ability to 

process an HMC message (Cacioppo and Petty 1979, 1989; Petty and Cacioppo 1986). (Manika & 

Gregory-Smith, 2014 p.16). 

Proposition 1.3. High consumer involvement (Petty and Cacioppo 1979), need for cognition 

(Cacioppo et al. 1983), and personal responsibility for processing the message (Petty, Harkins, and 

Williams 1980) will be more likely to result in higher consumer motivation to process an HMC 

message. (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p.16) 

Proposition 1.4. Consumers with high levels of elaboration will be more likely to carefully 

scrutinise all merits of its arguments, rather than processing the message’s peripheral cues (Petty 

and Cacioppo 1986). (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p.16) 

The next proposition is based on how mood (i.e. positive or negative) influences elaboration. 

Proposition 1.5. (a) When elaboration is high, consumers with a negative mood at the time of 

exposure to an HMC message will be more likely to process a message by its arguments, rather 

than by its peripheral cues, if they have the ability and motivation to do so (Batra and Staynman 

1990). 

(b) Consumers with a positive mood at the time of exposure to an HMC message will be more likely 

to form positive attitudinal outcomes, through simple association processes, when elaboration is 

low (Rucker, Petty, and Priester 2007), or process peripheral cues of an HMC message (rather 

than its arguments) when elaboration is high (Batra and Staynman 1990). 

(c) A consumer’s mood can affect perceptions (Riener et al. 2003) such as health behaviour, and a 

positive mood may also increase processing of threatening information, if the information is 

considered to have high self-relevance for the consumer (Raghunathan and Trope 2002). (Manika 

& Gregory-Smith, 2014 p.16). 

It is important to mention that the propositions 1.1-1.5 except (c) in 1.5 (which requires further 

research to be validated) are all based on the ELM. However the last proposition, in relation to the 
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antecedents, is based on emotional proneness, which is different from prior cognitive-based health 

behaviour theories such as the ELM. 

Proposition 1.6. Consumer’s emotional proneness towards experiencing certain emotions will 

influence his/her emotional responses to an HMC message and behavioural outcomes (Tangney 

1990, 1993). 

In the next section the different stages of change will be described, and there will be a series of 

propositions, which will be cited, since they are essential for understanding the theoretical 

foundation of the integrated framework. However, it should be noted that each stage of change has 

its own conditions for exposure to HMC messages, with inferences for the antecedent factors. 

Therefore when designing HMC messages the antecedents should not be considered independently 

for each stage of change, but in combination with the relevant factors at each stage. 

The pre-contemplation stage 

Consumers at this stage are characterized by not having any awareness of the existence of a health 

issue, which is different from the TTM, which includes people with limited awareness. The 

distinction is on the fact that even a little awareness requires some level of elaboration (based on the 

ELM) (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Because consumers have no awareness they do not posses any knowledge or involvement with the 

health issue that is being promoted, this implies that no elaboration has taken place. Thus, the pre-

contemplation stage may not be applicable or relevant in terms of certain health issues and 

behaviours for all audiences (where one of the exceptions are children, who might not be aware of 

the benefits of healthy eating). More specifically, HMC messages at this stage, which are focused 

on health behaviours such as dieting, healthy eating exercising or smoking, might not be relevant 

since it is unlikely that consumers at this stage have no knowledge/awareness of these issues or 

behaviours. Thus, we will not elaborate on this stage, since our main focus is on smoking, drinking 

and eating healthy, among adults as mentioned in the introduction. 

The contemplation stage 

At this stage some information processes are taking place, however it does not necessarily mean 

that consumers have to effortfully elaborate on the message. Thus consumers do not need 

considerable cognitive effort to process an HMC message, which is different from the TTM’s 
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assumption. According to the ELM and the elaboration continuum, Consumers will process 

messages either in an effortful way, or through peripheral cues depending on the level of 

elaboration they are willing to devote to a message. 

Even though consumers at this stage have a minimal level of knowledge and involvement in 

relation to the promoted health issues it is assumed that they have not yet elaborated on the 

issue/behaviour and/or prior HMC messages related to the health issue (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 

2014). 

Message goals and the definition of persuasion 

Because the aim is to initiate processing and motivate consumers to form or change attitudes in a 

positive way, persuasion implies that the consumers posses enough knowledge and involvement in 

order to decide how much he/she wants to elaborate on a HMC message. This ultimately influences 

attitudinal outcomes (depending on the level of elaboration), which means that persuasion at this 

stage results in the formation of-, or change to positive attitudinal outcomes. The attitudinal 

outcomes, which can be influenced by the HMC message processing are: attitude strength (how 

strong is the attitude the consumer holds; behaviour-initiated attitudes are stronger than cognitive- 

or affect-initiated attitudes), attitude certainty (how certain a consumer is about his/her attitude), 

attitude valence (whether the attitude is favourable or unfavourable towards the health issue or 

recommended action), and attitude correctness (how close the attitude of the consumer is, 

compared to what he/she thinks is correct or appropriate or mostly accepted by 

others),…   (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p.22). In addition different processes are involved 

when consumers are forming attitudes as oppose to when they are changing attitudes, which is very 

relevant when designing HMC messages.  

Information processing and outcomes 

As mentioned earlier the level of elaboration influences the way consumers process messages, 

arguments and/or peripheral cues. Thus, both ways of processing lead to attitudinal outcomes, 

however, based on the ELM, the attitudinal outcomes that are formed under high levels of 

elaboration will be more resistant to change, persistent over time, and come to min faster compared 

to the ones formed under lower levels of elaboration. However messages can be effective under low 

elaboration because of the effects of feelings/emotions (type of affect), which can drive decision-

making. In other words low elaboration does not imply that there is a lack of cognition, but instead 
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consumers will use more affective decision-making processes than cognitive ones when processing 

messages. Therefore cognitive and affective processes coexist when consumers process HMC 

messages, irrespective of the level of elaboration. In addition concepts related to health behaviour 

perceptions such as, perceived threat, benefits, barriers, self- and response efficacy (according to the 

HBM and the EPPM), can be formed at any level of elaboration, and ultimately influence the 

message processing and/or attitudinal outcomes at the contemplation stage. More specifically the 

perceived threat may affect the ways of processing the HMC message and/or lead to negative 

emotional responses such as fear when it is high. The perceived threat is based on perceived 

susceptibility and severity, and the higher they are the greater the perceived threat will be. However 

the perception of barriers as oppose to benefits of taking action, are more likely to be valued and 

influence outcomes when elaboration is high because they require more cognitive effort in order to 

carry out the comparison. Because cognition and affect are interdependent, as it was mentioned 

above, it is also believed that health behaviour perceptions may affect emotional responses (which 

are positive or negative), which can ultimately influence the ways of processing the HMC message 

and/or attitudinal outcomes. Consumers who display positive emotional response are more likely to 

process HMC messages via peripheral cues, because they do not carefully analyse the merits of 

message arguments, however automated processes influenced by the emotional state (mood) take 

over (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Factors exerting the greatest influence 

Source (i.e. expertise, credibility, attractiveness/likability and trustworthiness), message content (i.e. 

prestige, audio visual, quality of arguments, number of arguments, message length, speed of speech, 

agreement with and complexity of arguments and comprehensibility of message), and channel (i.e. 

how the message in communicated to the consumer) are three of the most relevant factors, which 

can have the greatest influence on consumers exposed to HMC messages compared to executional 

elements and cues to action (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Among source factors, expertise, credibility, attractiveness/likability and trustworthiness are some 

of the factors, which influence message processing either, via careful analysis of message 

arguments or via processing peripheral cues. Even though source expertise and source 

attractiveness/likability have normally been associated with the peripheral route of the ELM, it can 

influence thinking (which is relevant for the issue), when elaboration likelihood is high. Among 

other, the effect of source expertise on attitudinal outcomes depends on factors such as involvement, 
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where expert sources are more likely to lead to attitudinal outcomes when involvement is low, and 

consumer knowledge, where source expertise has a greater impact when knowledge is low.  Also, 

under high elaboration source expertise is more important than celebrity, which is relevant to 

consider for consumers at the contemplation stage. 

In terms of attractiveness/likability it had been found that is has a greater effect on attitudinal 

outcomes when elaboration is low, but it does also affect attitudinal outcomes under high 

elaboration depending on the moderators, such as motivation to process the message, the relevance 

of source attractiveness etc. Finally trustworthiness also impacts processing and attitudinal 

outcomes where it is found that trustworthy sources have a greater impact on attitudinal outcomes 

than untrustworthy sources (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Some of the message content factors, which can influence attitudinal outcomes, are messages that 

require for the consumer to form their own arguments, since it has a greater effect on attitudes, or 

messages that are feeling-based which are more effective in attitude formation or change when 

cognitive resources are low (i.e. the ability to process the message is low).  Also argument quality 

and the number of arguments elicit more favourable outcomes, when elaboration is either high or 

low there should be a great number of arguments, however the quality is less important when 

elaboration is low, whereas under high elaboration the arguments need to be very strong (Manika & 

Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

The final of the three factors, which impacts consumers exposed to HMC messages is channels, 

which can be characterized as either active (i.e. printed media), which requires active processing of 

information and more effortful thinking compared to the passive channels, which involves TV and 

radio (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Possible outcomes 

It is important to keep in mind that HMC messages are not only focused on formation of positive 

attitudinal outcomes, but they often aim to influence the likelihood of behaviour change. Thus many 

factors can influence whether the HMC message fails, such as, the formation of negative attitudes 

or attitudes low in strength, the formation of low behavioural intentions in the preparation stage 

without the formation of attitudinal outcomes. In other words this means that consumers a more 

likely to move from the contemplation stage to the preparation or action stage if attitudinal 
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outcomes, emotional responses and health behaviour perceptions are positive/high, which indicates 

message success (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

The preparation stage 

At this stage consumers have not yet decided whether or not to take action on HMC messages and 

they have not made any commitment to an action, however they might have formed attitudinal 

outcomes and/or emotional responses to prior HMC messages and/or health behaviour perceptions. 

Thus HMC messages at this stage are targeted towards consumers who have previously elaborated 

on a prior HMC message or a health issue/behaviour but have not formed behavioural intentions to 

act on it (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Message goals and the definition of persuasion 

The goal at this stage is generally to motivate consumers with positive prior processing outcomes in 

order for them to commit to a decision and form behavioural intentions. Thus persuasive messages 

are highly relevant because they can lead to high behavioural intentions to act, either as a result of 

attitude formation or not (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Information processing and outcomes 

At this stage the same processes that influence attitudinal outcomes according to the ELM are 

assumed to affect behavioural outcomes (i.e. any process can lead to attitudinal and/or behavioural 

outcomes) because attitudes, which are potentially a result of prior processing, do not always lead 

to, and are not necessary for, the formation of behavioural intentions. Thus, according to the ELM 

consumers with a low level of message elaboration are more likely to use more automated processes 

in influencing behavioural outcomes, and effortful thinking processes in influencing behavioural 

outcomes when elaboration is high. In addition prior attitudinal outcomes that are formed under 

high elaboration are more likely to lead to behavioural intentions, compared to those formed under 

low elaboration. 

Apart from attitude formation, which influences behavioural intentions according to the ELM, the 

HBM and the EPPM focus on the influence of health behaviour perceptions (i.e. perceived threat, 

barriers, benefits, self and response efficacy) on behavioural intentions to act, at any level of 

elaboration. More specifically high perceived threat is more likely to lead to positive behavioural 

intentions when it is associated with danger control, and on the contrary high perceived threat 

associated with fear control is more likely to lead to negative behavioural intentions. Because 
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danger control processes are more likely to lead to positive behavioural intentions, while fear 

control process lead to the opposite (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

In terms of barriers consumers who outweigh the benefits of taking action more than the barriers 

will be more likely to have high behavioural intentions. Consumers will be more likely to do the 

weighting process under high elaboration conditions rather than under low elaboration conditions. 

Lastly, in terms of health behaviour perceptions, when self and response efficacy is perceived as 

high by consumers they will be more likely to have high behavioural intentions. 

An additional aspect, where there is still a need for additional research, is emotions, and their 

influence on behavioural intentions. However recent studies support the proposition that consumer’s 

emotional response will influence behavioural intentions depending on the emotion the consumer 

experiences (i.e. either positive or negative) (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Factors exerting the greatest influence 

The content elements (e.g. prestige, audio visual, quality of arguments, number of arguments, 

message length, speed of speech, agreement with and complexity of arguments and 

comprehensibility of message) in HMC messages at this stage will exert the greatest influence on 

the formation of behavioural intentions rather than source, channel and executional elements and 

cues to action, which were relevant at the preparation stage. 

The underlying assumption here fore, is that consumers have already been exposed to prior HMC 

messages or have at least elaborated on the heath issue/behaviour and/or have formed positive 

processing outcomes, which is attitudes, emotional responses and health behaviour 

perceptions.  Thus they have a greater ability to process an HMC message and will more likely do 

so by carefully scrutinizing every merit of its arguments rather than its peripheral cues. However 

further research is also needed (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Possible outcomes 

If consumers have formed high behavioural intentions to act at this stage, they will be more likely to 

move to the next stage, which is the action stage. This also indicates that the HMC message has 

been successful (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

The action stage 

At this stage consumers might have formed prior positive processing outcomes, which is 
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positive/high attitudinal outcomes and/or positive emotional responses, and/or high behavioural 

intentions, but no health-related action recommended in the HMC message has yet taken place. This 

could be due to lack of motivation, because consumers only take action if they perceive none or 

limited barriers to action, high perceived benefits, high self and response efficacies and have formed 

prior positive processing outcomes (either positive attitudes/behaviours or not). In addition 

performance deficits can also prevent health behaviour change, if consumers see many negative 

outcomes and limited positive outcomes to a certain behaviour, or if the behaviours are competing 

meaning that the consumer can engage in other behaviours in instead and receive positive 

reinforcement (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Even though consumers with higher or more favourable attitudinal outcomes, formed under high 

elaboration, are more predictive of behaviour it is not necessary for consumers at this stage to have 

formed attitudinal outcomes, health behaviour perceptions or behavioural outcomes in order to take 

action. Thus consumers exposed to HMC messages at the contemplation and/or preparation stage 

can move directly to the action stage, given that health related actions do not require effortful 

processing of information and decision-making. Thereby consumer can me encouraged by HMC 

messages through the peripheral route (i.e. classical conditioning, mere exposure and heuristics) 

according to the ELM (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Message goals and the definition of persuasion 

Because the aim at this stage is to motivate consumers into taking action, the persuasion implies 

behaviour change (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Information processing and outcomes 

Consumers at this stage process information according to whether or not they have formed 

behavioural intentions. More specifically, if consumers have high behavioural intentions to act the 

HMC message will act as a reminder to take action and for the same reason the message will not be 

processed via the effortful thinking. If consumer have not yet formed behavioural intentions prior to 

exposure to the HMC message at the action stage, they will go through the same processes as the 

ones taking place at the preparation stage (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Factors exerting the greatest influence 

Messages at this stage will be focused on reinforcement of decisions to act (behavioural intentions), 
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therefore these message might act as a reminder to take action or as a way to increase the need to 

take action. 

Executional elements of a message, which is moderate repetition of message and cues to action 

(either bodily or environmental), can have a greater influence on behavioural change compared to 

source, channel and message content factors. The moderate repetition will lead to a greater and 

more satisfactory attitudinal outcome, behavioural intentions and behaviours if the arguments are 

strong. The environmental cues to action, which can be a doctor’s recommendation, media 

publicity, discussion with friends/relatives can be motivational as they act as a reminder for action 

according to the HBM (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Possible outcomes 

If consumers who are exposed to HMC messages at this stage take action, according to the above 

mentioned conditions, it would indicate message success. However, if consumers move to the 

termination stage or any prior stages of change the message will be perceived as a failure (Manika 

& Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

The maintenance stage 

At this stage not all health issues or behaviours are considered relevant, the stage is only applicable 

when health issues/behaviours require continued monitoring and repeated behaviours/actions, which 

is primarily addictive behaviours (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Message goals and the definition of persuasion 

The aim for HMC messages at this stage is to expose consumers, who have previously engaged 

with the recommended behaviour in order to sustain it, if there is a need. Thus it is a necessary 

condition that consumers at this stage have previously engaged in health behaviour at least once in 

the past and that the health issue/behaviour requires sustained behaviour. Because the aim is to 

motivate consumers to maintain their behaviour, the persuasion means that consumers will be 

motivated to sustain their behaviour change until action is not needed any longer (Manika & 

Gregory-Smith, 2014).     

 

Information processing and outcomes 

In order to sustain behaviour a higher frequency and greater recency of past behavior have shown to 
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influence behaviour. “The behaviour is likely to be sustained if consumers had a prior experience 

with the recommended health behaviour, and maintain high levels of perceived benefits, self 

efficacy and response efficacy while not experiencing no or limited barriers to action and 

competing behaviours” (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p. 34). 

In addition, processes that take place at this stage are similar to the contemplation, and preparation 

stage in terms of the influence of message processing and outcomes. Thus, consumers at this stage 

might process messages as: “…arguments and/or peripheral cues, may form emotional responses, 

health behaviour perceptions, attitudinal outcomes, and/or behavioural intentions to sustain the 

behaviour.” (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p. 35).    

Emotions are also another factor which can influence consumer’s ability to sustain behaviour, since 

positive experienced emotions are more likely to lead to sustained behaviour, whereas negative 

affect from emotional distress and cravings (i.e. temptations), along with competing behaviours can 

overturn consumers (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). 

Factors exerting the greatest influence 

Because messages at this stage are designed to focus on sustained behavior, messages might serve 

as a reminder to take further action. Thus, similar to the action stage cues to action (based on the 

HBM) and executional elements of a message are preferable since they will have the greatest 

influence on behavior change compared to source, channel and message content factors. 

Possible outcomes 

Consumers at this stage who have been exposed to the HMC message are either motivated to 

sustain the past behaviour and take action, which means that the message has been a success, or 

move to other stages of change, meaning that the message was a failure. 

The termination stage 

At this stage, which is also the last stage in the integrated framework, not all health 

issues/behaviours are relevant to consider, since not all processes reach the termination stage, which 

is reflected in the absence of behaviour. For example, some behaviours might require permanent 

sustained behaviour, for example healthy eating and exercising meaning that consumers stay at the 

maintenance stage. Others might not have reached this stage because they never make a decision in 
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relation to the health issue/behaviour, thus they stay fixed at the contemplation and/or the 

preparation stage. 

Message goals and the definition of persuasion 

The general goal of HMC messages is to motivate people to move to the termination stage, thus 

consumers who will reach this stage have undergone past behaviour change and are at low risk of 

relapsing. In other words the absence of behaviour except for when the termination stage is not 

relevant or appropriate is perceived as message failure. 

Information processing and outcomes 

Consumers at this stage do not process information, since messages are most likely considered 

invaluable because consumers have already reached the HMC message target of behaviour change. 

Instead measures such as lack of behaviour, (meaning that consumers do not need to change their 

behaviour any more), and confidence of no relapse (meaning that consumers are confident enough 

to not relapse from their current healthy behaviour), can be used as alternative measures in order to 

ensure persuasion and goal achievement for consumers at this stage. Thus, success is indicated by 

whether the message is considered appropriate and relevant.   

Factors exerting the greatest influence 

As mentioned earlier consumer who fail to reach the termination stage can be due to different 

reasons, however in order to reach those who stay at the pre-contemplation stage it is more effective 

to use repetition of the message via a passive communication channel (i.e. TV).  Thereby it is 

possible to increase awareness about the health issue via the peripheral route, which requires 

minimum effort. Other reasons why HMC messages can fail depending on each stage of change are: 

“…limited knowledge, involvement, benefits, self and response efficacy, cues to action, negative 

prior processing outcomes (attitudinal outcomes, emotional responses, behavioural outcomes), high 

competing behaviours, and high distractions” (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014 p. 37).   

Possible outcomes 

At this stage it is not relevant to consider the outcomes because it is the final stage instead it is more 

relevant to consider the different possible outcomes across the stages of change. 
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Limitations	of	the	integrated	framework	

The integrated framework is as mentioned earlier very relevant because it considers different 

models, which complement each other in terms of limitations. Thus one model can compensate for 

the limitations of another model, and integrating all of the models in one framework creates a more 

elaborate and fulfilling theoretical approach. However, because the framework consist of different 

models which all have their limitations and apply for certain areas, and since the framework is 

focused on a health related context, many of the propositions (the underlying theory which applies 

for the different stages of change), require further examination and validation within that context. 

 

3.5	Branding	and	health	marketing	
Another current theoretical argumentation for how to be more successful with communicating, and 

promoting health, is by applying branding strategies to health campaigns. Because health marketing 

and social marketing, as mentioned earlier, are disciplines, which draw from traditional marketing, 

branding is another marketing approach, which is highly relevant to consider in terms of health 

marketing. The general critique against traditional public health campaigns is based on the lack of 

consideration to the contemporary marketplace conditions, where health is sold as a product and 

consumers are in charge. Consumers are faced with numerous persuasive messages on a daily basis, 

and a variety of products, which can meet his or her needs, wants and desire. In such a marketplace 

it is more challenging to engage consumers in a long-term relationship, and it requires that the 

product is able to project its value propositions clearly and constantly, and help the consumer adopt 

the product in order to agree on its long-term use (Basu & Wang, 2009). 

Traditional public health campaigns are primarily focused on utilizing theoretical frameworks to 

plan, design, implement and evaluate communication based programs that are intended to initiate 

and sustain changes in knowledge, beliefs, attitudes and behaviours in the target audience in regards 

to positive health behaviours. Thus given the market conditions, and the goal of health campaigns, 

there is a general need for creating unique positioning for the health campaigns in order to generate 

public awareness and ensure their approval among consumers. This is why branding strategies are 

viable, since branding is the process of creating identity for a product (i.e. consumer equity), which 

contributes to a greater approval in the marketplace (ibid.). 

The traditional health behaviour models (i.e. social cognitive theories and models such as the health 

belief model (HBM), the fear appeal-based extended parallel process model (EPPM) the stages of 

change model etc.) are in terms of campaigns, primarily focused on developing high quality 
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messages, which reflect any evidence related to health behaviour. Consequently, not much attention 

was paid to ensure that a majority of the target audience were repeatedly exposed to these messages, 

however social marketing approaches such as the 4Ps have helped minimizing this problem. 

However marketing public health campaigns are limited because of low cost advertising strategies, 

which influences the effectiveness of such campaigns in terms of inducing and sustaining positive 

health behaviour change in the target audience. Thus branding is an alternative communicative 

strategy which can develop a relationship between a public health campaign and its consumer base. 

A brand is generally defined as “…A perceptual entity that resides in the minds of the consumers 

but is rooted in reality. A brand help to identify a product and its producer, and to differentiate it 

from competition.”(Basu & Wang, 2009 p. 78). However it is important to distinguish between 

branding as creating a product and providing it a name and/or a logo and then branding it, as oppose 

to creating a brand, which is based on giving value, both tangible and intangible to a good or a 

service. In case of public health campaigns branding aims to give it a long term value, which makes 

it easier for the target audience to associate with the campaign and its message, and to approve its 

use and maintain it (Basu & Wang, 2009). 

 

Another factor, which traditional public health campaigns do not focus on, is collaborative 

relationship building with its targets audience, since traditional campaigns are based on a top down 

approach where focus is on the delivery of messages created from outside the consumer’s cultural 

space. In other words these campaigns fail to accommodate culture and context of the target 

audience in planning, designing, implementing and evaluating these campaigns. Culture, can be 

considered as a communicative process, which creates and reinforces meanings, values, ideals and 

beliefs, and is created as “ webs of significance that characterizes human life and living.” (Basu & 

Wang, 2009 p. 81).  In terms of health in general it is important to understand that it is a function of 

culture and context since it is an essential component of everyday life and living. Thus, it is fair to 

say that the success of a health campaign will depend on how the campaign process is situated in 

the cultural context of the target audience (Basu & Wang, 2009). In addition to culture and context, 

campaigns fail to include the target audience in the campaign process, therefore the messages are 

mainly focused on educating or instructing the target audience about the need to adopt a certain 

health behaviour. This underlines the need for a shift in paradigm, instead of instructing, educating 

and persuading consumers, focus should be on building associations and relationships with 

consumers which branding can do. Branding focuses on the need to understand what the consumers 
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want from a product or a service, and then adapts these insight into the creation of a product or 

service. Thereby branding becomes a culturally collaborative enterprise with the producers on one 

side and the consumer on the other side, which ensures that product adoption is followed by long 

term-use and new consumers who will join. In order to assure this long term adoption of health 

behaviour among a campaign’s audience, branding can be applied as a strategy, which can generate 

a high degree of brand resonance by “creating awareness, improving the loyalty base, increasing 

positive perceptions about benefits of the health behaviour or idea and by promoting associations 

with consumer” (Basu & Wang, 2009 p. 82). Ideally from this, consumers will become brand 

evangelist, or agents of conversion, who influences non-practitioners to engage in the behaviour. 

Thereby communities can arise and expand, especially if the brand community is developed around 

sustained use of the brand. 

Instead of solely focusing on branding the name of a health campaign in order to vitalize it, other 

branding strategies can be relevant to consider according to the specific health issue. 

In order to understand more specifically what a branding approach entails for public health 

campaigns there are three core concepts that a relevant to consider: “brand definition, branding 

communication and brand management” (Basu & Wang, 2009, p. 84). 

A brand definition is the process of defining the identity of a brand, and can be considered as a set 

of associations that a brand desires to create and maintain. This is created in the minds of the 

consumer who seek perceive and seek value in product acquisition. There are three benefits 

consumers attach to a product, functional, symbolic and experiential benefits. The functional 

benefits are the essential advantages of using a product in order for the consumer to satisfy any 

physiological needs, for example the effects of using a drug. The symbolic benefits are extrinsic 

advantages, which are associated with consuming the product and meeting the consumer’s needs of 

social approval or personal expression. Lastly experiential benefits are based on how consumers fell 

when using a product, which satisfy sensory pleasure and stimulation (Basu & Wang, 2009). 

In relation to health campaigns it is common that the communication is focused on health risks and 

consequences, which only highlights the functional value of a health belief and behaviour instead of 

the symbolic and experiential benefits, which are very relevant to consider since health is a 

fundamentally personal and deeply emotional matter. An effective way of differentiating a brand by 

its identity in a competitive space is by creating the right balance between Points of Difference 

(PODs), which is the strong, favourable and unique associations of a brand, and Points of Parity 

(POPs), which is associations, which are not necessarily unique and that are often shared by 
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competing brands. Creating a brand that is able to differentiate it self in a meaningful way towards 

the target audience creates the essence of the brand, and makes it possible for the consumer’s to 

properly locate the brand in their mental map. 

The second core concept in order to create an effective brand strategy, is brand communication, 

which is based on the factors that help to identify, express and share the meaning of the product or 

in this case the idea with consumers. There are two different types of efforts, the first is a brand 

identity system, which includes brand names, logos, symbols, colour schemes, characters, jingles 

etc. and the other an integration of different marketing communication vehicles to deliver brand 

meaning and dialogue. In addition integrated marketing communication (IMC) is popular within 

brand communication, since it considers a combination of communication vehicles (e.g. advertising, 

public relations, sales, promotion, direct marketing, sponsorship, word-of-mouth, personal 

communication) instead of relying solely on advertising for reaching consumers. Thus it identifies 

consumer contact points with the brand, and pursues interaction with consumers. Overall a brand 

identity which is combined with a systematic application of brand communication can improve 

public health campaigns in order for them to reach the right audience, build interest and loyalty 

while minimizing any potential waste in the communication process (Basu & Wang, 2009). 

The last key concept in pursuing a branding strategy is brand management, where it is essential to 

consider how to promote, protect and sustain the brand. This requires a centralized unit, which can 

control messaging, deliver strategies and manage consumer contact points, which is not the case 

with public health campaigns where the efforts are spread, and there is not a central organization 

that coordinates all the communication. In addition effective brand management requires 

organizational recourses and managerial commitment, which is focused on growing the brand over 

time and across regions, segments and categories.  

3.6	Sub-conclusion	
There are different disciplines in terms of health marketing and a traditional area within this field is 

social marketing, which aims to promote socially beneficial behaviour changes based on principles 

derived from commercial marketing, thus the idea is to “sell” ideas, attitudes and behaviours. More 

specifically it draws from marketing principles and techniques in order to influence a target 

audience to voluntarily accept, reject, modify or abandon a behaviour, which will benefit the 

individual, groups or society as whole. In order to optimize existing theories in a more 

contemporary context, the integrated framework, which is based on traditional social marketing 

theories aims to identify key determinants of health behaviour across the most commonly used 
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health behaviour theories in order to identify source, consumer, channel and message characteristics 

in addition to executional/situational factors and attitudinal variables, which can influence health 

behaviour. Thereby it is possible to explain under for example which stage of change the 

determinants and factors can influence health behaviour change and maintenance among the general 

Danish population and particularly within the segment, which is considered the most unhealthy. 

However social marketing is considered traditional in its approach to target consumers with the aim 

to initiate and sustain changes in knowledge, beliefs, attitudes and behaviours, given that the 

contemporary marketplace is already cluttered with persuasive message and various choices for 

consumers. Thus branding is another and less applied marketing discipline, which can be 

considered as highly relevant because it is based on the aim to create long-term value, and 

associations to the campaign and its messages, which consumers can adopt and sustain. 

However there are few examples of public health campaigns, which have been branded, but those 

which did apply branding strategies have been successful. Thus it is an area, which is relevant to 

consider in our case, since the majority of the public health campaigns in Denmark are based on 

traditional social marketing strategies, and because these are assumed to be inefficient in relation to 

minimizing the polarization of health within the Danish society, we will consider branding as an 

alternative and very valuable approach. 
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4. Data collection and findings 

In this section we will focus on the data we collected and how it was collected, through in-depth 

interviews with industry experts, focus groups with a different range of participants and lastly 

through questionnaires that were distributed online. The purpose of the data collection is to gather 

knowledge on how Danes perceive health and what their general thoughts are on existing health 

communication messages.  

The overall findings from both the interviews and the questionnaires will be presented under each 

section: semi-structured interview, focus group and questionnaire. The specific findings will then be 

elaborated further on in the analysis, where we will compare our empirical findings with our 

theoretical findings. For any specific results, which were gathered, such as transcripts and statistics, 

we refer to the appendixes 3-12.   

(We will distinguish between the two words, participants and respondents, where the participants 

are the consumers who were involved in both of the conducted focus groups, and the respondents 

were those who answered our questionnaires). 

4.1	In-depth	interviews	
The aim with these in-depth interviews is to gain an insight on the polarisation of health in the 

Danish society and how this can be minimized, therefore we included two industry experts. Before 

conducting both interviews we did research on the topic where our primary source was the report, 

Ulighed I Sundhed, which Finn D. has also been a co-writer on. We were particularly interested in 

his knowledge on the topic, and more specifically his view on governmental health campaigns, 

which our questions were based on. In addition we questioned the findings in the report in relation 

to current research on the topic, and whether the findings were still relevant and applicable, since 

the report was published in 2011.  

The second industry expert, Sisse Fagt, is specialized within risk assessment and nutrition, which 

was also relevant in order to understand the Danes’ health behaviour in terms of diet and their 

perception of health. She has been studying the Danes’ nutritional profile, and co-written several 

articles and reports on different nutritional patterns within the Danish society. Thus, we considered 

her knowledge relevant in order to analyse the Danes, and understand how to appeal to them via 

health campaigns that are based on understanding and meeting their needs. 
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4.1.1	Conducting	the	interview	
We decided to do a semi-structured interview with the industry experts, because it allowed us to 

follow an interview guide, but at the same time the both the interviewer and the interviewee could 

contribute with additional views, and elaborate on the subject.  

The first industry expert we interviewed was Finn Diderichsen, a professor at the University of 

Copenhagen, who works in the department for social medicine. Finn D. was especially relevant for 

our topic because his specialty lies within areas such as, methods for evaluating on prevention and 

health politics, mechanisms for social inequality in health, and political prevention strategies against 

smoking.  

We met him at his office in the city center of Copenhagen where we had set up a meeting with him. 

Before we conducted the interview we introduced our subject and the overall theme. However we 

did not tell him about our research question in order to prevent any bias, as we did not want to 

influence the focus of his answers to be on health communication messages and campaigns.  

Because we were interested in his general knowledge on the topic we had between 10-12 questions, 

which were focused on facilitating in-depth answers. Thus, we did not interrupt the interview 

process unless the answers were out of topic, in this case we would ask a new question or try to 

summarize his answers, and confirm whether we had properly understood his statements, which the 

semi structured interview would allow us to do. Finn D. was very enthusiastic and had a lot of 

knowledge on the subject, therefore some of it was not relevant. The interview was audio recorded, 

in order for us to transcribe it afterwards and gather the main points and knowledge from the 

interview (See appendix 3).  

 

This interview was the first out of two with the chosen industry experts, and the second interview 

was a phone interview with Sisse Fagt (See appendix 4), who is a senior adviser at the National 

Food institute in the division for risk assessment and nutrition. We chose Sisse F. because we read 

one of her articles regarding the Danes’ eating habits, and after an email correspondence she 

confirmed that she had valuable experience within the research area of health. Her specialty is 

within the Danes’ eating habits in relation to the health goals within general nutrition, and more 

specifically what characterizes groups with unhealthy or healthy eating habits.   

We prepared the same questions for her, in order to compare the results from the interview with the 

findings from the interview with Finn D.. Sisse F. was also very enthusiastic and similar to the 

interview with Finn D. we only interfered when it was deemed necessary. The interview was also 
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audio recorded, but there were not any particular obstacles of doing the interview through the 

phone.   

 

In addition to the interview Sisse F. informed us about another researcher, Mette R. who was 

currently conducting a PhD study on health behaviour among men who are early school leavers. We 

contacted her in order to gain further knowledge on how to conduct an interview where health is the 

main topic (See appendix 5). This was particularly relevant for our focus group where we applied 

her suggestions of, not asking directly about health but rather focus on situations or asking 

participants to describe a healthy person. In addition she suggested for us to ask both abstract and 

concrete questions and outlined that it was a “learning by doing” process because the topic is 

sensitive and people will perceive the topic very different.  

4.1.2	Findings	
One of the main findings from both interviews was that Finn D. particularly outlined the importance 

of governmental initiatives in terms of tax regulations on healthy and unhealthy foods. He stated 

that health campaigns could not be effective if they were promoted without an additional incitement 

like tax reductions or an increase in taxes. He repeatedly mentioned this during the interview, 

however he also explained the difficulty in applying this solution, even though he stated it was the 

only solution that would be effective. This is due to political and stakeholders’ interests, which 

makes it difficult for the government to implement tax regulations on certain products in the Danish 

marketplace. Consequently, Finn D. mentioned that the current level of taxes on alcohol and 

tobacco is one of the main reasons why the average age of living in Denmark is lower compared to 

other countries in Europe, despite a lower level of polarisation between rich and poor people in 

Denmark (Ulighed I Sundhed, 2011).  

On the other hand the main points from the interview with Sisse F. was the importance of 

understanding the target segment’s need and meeting these when conducting a preventive or 

informative health campaigns. Thus, she agreed with Finn D’s statements on the importance of tax 

regulations in order to achieve a greater effect on health behaviour changes. However she 

emphasized the importance of understanding the target audience’s norms and values, because it is 

essential in order to create an optimal communication strategy for a health campaign, which will 

results in adoption and maintenance. In addition she mentioned the difficulties in communicating 

about health, which is a sensitive topic to many, and especially to the segment of men who are early 

school leavers. She explained from experience that this segment was short of words when they were 
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interviewed about health, which made it difficult to understand their norms, values and cultural 

world. However, she believed that it was crucial to understand this, and also include the target 

segment’s views in order make the health campaigns more successful. Another key point which we 

also asked her about, was the choice of target segment for health campaigns, more specifically 

whether they should be targeted towards the segment which is considered unhealthy, or whether it 

should be targeted towards the general public. Sisse F. mentioned that the Danish health authorities 

were currently targeting the unhealthy segment, and overlooked the segment with a higher 

education that are perceived as healthy, even though studies show that this segment also has many 

unhealthy habits. The belief is, that targeting the “weak” segment will result in a “contagious” 

effect, where the positive impact on the target segment will influence the other segments as a side 

effect.  

4.2	The	focus	groups	
In the previous section we went through the insights that we gained through industry experts on the 

current problems with health within the Danish population. In order to understand the consumer, 

and how they perceive health, and health campaigns we have conducted two focus group 

interviews. In the following section we will elaborate on how we conducted the focus group 

interviews, the selection of participants, the interview guide and analysing the findings. Coding is 

used for analysing the data, which will help us from collecting the data to analysing it and making it 

relevant, in terms of applying the data on the theory we have. 

 

The focus group was conducted to gain further, and in depth insights into the participants’ 

perceptions of health, and how this is influenced by health communication messages via campaigns, 

and further how it influences their perception of health campaigns and their effects. Thereby we 

wanted to test our theoretical findings and our knowledge from the industry experts in order to 

reach new knowledge or insight, which can be utilized in order to optimize the existing health 

marketing communication messages from the health authorities. Thus, we introduced the 

participants to current and previous health campaigns, in order to understand their opinions and 

general attitude towards health communications. More specifically we wanted to gain a thorough 

understanding of the participants norms and values, both on a personal and a societal level, which 

was based on our theoretical finding, in relation to branding health and also based on the interview 

with Sisse F. Thereby we can compare the knowledge from the focus groups with our theory and 
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empirical data from the interviews, with the industry experts, in order to clarify whether our 

theoretical approach can be backed up by our research, or whether there is any misalignments.  

4.2.1	Conducting	the	focus	groups		
The focus groups were conducted in a group study room at CBS, because we wanted surroundings 

that were quite and did not distract the participants, but also a place nearby a metro station, which 

would make it easier and motivate the participants to agree on joining the focus groups, since they 

were all from Copenhagen. However this could also bias the data from the focus groups since all of 

the participants were from Copenhagen, which could influence their views on our subject due to 

similar mindsets (e.g. values, norms, culture etc.). An optimal focus group, in our case would 

consist of a mixture of participants from different parts of Denmark, with different income levels, 

age, and an equally distribution of men and women, since we wanted to have a representative view 

on the topic. But since we don’t have the resources to conduct a focus group study with participants 

from different geographical locations across Denmark, we tried to gather as many different people 

to our focus group interviews as possible.  

4.2.2	Selection	of	participants	
The way we decided to select and invite participants was through our social media network where 

we posted an invitation for people, which could be further passed on to people who were not 

directly linked to us. Thereby we wanted to attract a diverse group of people, in order to achieve a 

more dynamic space for interaction and achieve more nuanced answers from the participants. This 

could prevent group thinking, where one person dominates the group and the group format makes it 

difficult to research sensitive topics (MacDougall, 1997).  

 

We therefore chose a heterogeneous group of people, who as the only limitation had to be Danish, 

since our focus is on the Danish population’s perception of health and health campaigns, and since 

we wanted to test whether the participants could recall prior health campaigns. The amount of 

participant we wanted for our focus groups was between 6 and 8 people, and preferably an equal 

number of women and men because our topic concerns both men and women, thus we wanted the 

focus groups to be representative in terms of gender.   

We chose to conduct two focus groups in order to detect any similarities and increase both the 

validity and reliability. The first group consisted of 8 participants, four men and four women. The 

second focus group consisted of 7 participants, where 3 of them were men and 4 of them women. 
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We also chose that the focus groups should take place at weekdays, both were Wednesdays with a 

week apart, and also after work hours, because of the participants’ availability. 

 

First focus group: 

Age: Gender: Kids: Latest finalized education: Yearly income: City: 

24 F 0 Bachelor degree 150.000 kr. Copenhagen 

24 F 0 Secondary education 120.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

25 M 0 Bachelor 70.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

24 M 0 Master degree 150.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

27 F 0 Master degree 410.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

24 M 0 Professions bachelor 100.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

25 F 0 Bachelor degree 150.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

23 M 0 Bachelor degree 130.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

 

Second focus group: 

Age: Gender: Kids: Latest finalized education: Yearly income: City: 

26 F 0 Master degree 250.000 kr. Copenhagen 

33 F 0 Professions bachelor 350.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

25 F 0 Bachelor degree 250.000 kr. Rødovre 

27 M 0 Secondary education 300.000 kr. Kongens Lyngby 

27 M 0 Master degree 200.000 kr. Karslunde 
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30 M 0 Elementary school 250.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

25 F 0 Bachelor degree 100.000 kr. Frederiksberg 

 

4.2.3	The	interview	guide	
The focus groups started with the participants filling out a paper, which was placed at each seat 

around the table, and included different questions regarding their gender, age, whether they have 

children, their yearly income, education level and which city they live in. This information would 

allow us, to validate whether or not the participants had different backgrounds in terms of, age, 

income etc. Afterwards the participants were introduced to the topic, where they were informed that 

the main aim of our research was to gather knowledge regarding governmental communication to 

the public through campaigns.  

The focus group had one moderator, which would be leading the discussion in order not to confuse 

the participants. The questions asked were set beforehand, and were specifically aimed at 

facilitating a discussion among the participants, where the moderator would only interfere if it was 

necessary to elaborate further on specific comments. The moderator’s job was also to ensure that 

everybody was included in the discussion, by pinpointing participants at occasions where a 

participant was too controlling in the discussion, but also to take control of the discussion in order 

to move on if it became irrelevant. The moderator would not have an active role in the discussions 

since the questions were open-ended, which meant that the discussions were lead by the 

participants. The other researcher was the observer, and was sitting in the corner of the room 

observing the participants interaction and transcribing the general opinions and perceptions.  

We did not choose to video-record the focus groups because many participants find it intimidating 

which could influence their behaviour in the focus group, and prevent others from participating in 

the first place.  

 

The questions for the focus group were divided into two sections, where the first section was 

focused on general questions regarding the participant’s perception of health, their opinion of health 

campaigns, and what factors influences healthy behaviour (see appendix 2). The questions were all 

based on testing the theoretical findings by incorporating knowledge on how to create effective 

health communication messages (HMC) for a target audience. Of course the effect is different 

according to what stage of change consumers are at (according to the integrated framework), thus 
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our focus was on gathering knowledge about factors such as the influence of using certain sources, 

channels, the influence of surroundings, the amount of exposure etc. (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 

2014) 

 

The second part of the questions was based on prior health campaigns, where we were interested in 

testing the participants’ opinions on five different health campaigns. Each campaign included a 

certain emotional appeal such as, humour, fear and sex, thus the messages could be characterized as 

either demanding low elaboration or high elaboration.  

The moderator handed out one printout at the time to the participants, showing the above mentioned 

campaigns (See appendix 9). They were given 10-15 seconds to look at the campaigns followed by 

a question from the moderator, asking the participants what their thoughts were. Afterwards, the 

moderator asked the participants to rate them based on whether they thought they were good or bad, 

and secondly whether or not they thought the message of the campaigns were clear or unclear. After 

the discussion of the campaigns, the focus group was done and the participants were allowed to go.  

 

In the first focus group, we observed that the participants quickly loosened up towards each other, 

and towards the moderator. The interaction within the group was very dynamic, even though some 

of them knew each other, they did not split into subgroups, but kept on questioning each other’s 

answers, and everyone was active in the discussions. Thus we did not observe any signs of group 

thinking, or any dominant participants, however there was mutual agreement on some of the topics, 

and a general casual and humoristic ambiance.  

The second focus group however, was more passive and the moderator had to interfere on several 

occasions in order to facilitate the discussion, or point out some of the participants in order for them 

to interact in the discussion. This could be due to differences in age and personality among 

participants in the two focus groups. In the first focus group the average age was 24 years whereas 

the average age was 28 years in the second focus group. People were generally more extrovert, and 

enthusiastic about the topic in the first focus group compared to the second focus group, where we 

observed shyness, and awkwardness among the participants.  

 

We did not choose to do any changes from the first focus group because it enables us to compare 

the findings and analyse if there are any similarities or noticeable patterns. In addition the first focus 

group was very successful based on the high level of interaction, and the data we were able to 
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generate, therefore we did not find it necessary to do any structural changes. However we did try to 

improvise in the second focus group because of the situation with the participants, but we could not 

have foreseen this problem.  

4.2.4	Analysing	the	findings	
To be able to memorize and analyse the data, both the interviews, were recorded and transcribed, 

which can be found in appendix 3 and 4. In order to interpret the raw data in the most efficient way, 

we used grounded theory, which is one of the most well known qualitative research methods 

(Oktay, 2012). It builds on the theoretical perspective of symbolic interactionism, which assumes 

that the social world is created through an interactive process of sense making and interpretation 

between humans and the world. A main characteristic of the grounded theory is an iterative three-

stage process, which starts with open coding, which is a conceptualization process of the original 

raw data, and here each piece of information is disaggregated into conceptual units receiving a 

label. This results in a collection of labels that are compared with each other to find related ones 

that can be placed in categories. The second step is axial coding, which refers to the process of 

linking categories of data and thereby developing theoretical explanations. The final step is called 

selective coding, which takes place in the end of the research process (Bryman & Bell, 2011). In the 

last step the core categories help to create themes, which will be outlined in the analysis.  

 

To be able to code, we both printed out the transcription of both focus group and sat apart to see if 

we would get the same findings with open coding. The printouts were highlighted when any 

important keywords, such as interesting and dominant wording, or words were mentioned multiple 

times. After the open coding process we did a comparison to see if we had the same words, or if one 

of us had let out some important wording. We categorized the words that were similar or could fit 

into the same categories, and thereby we were able to give them themes that represented the codes 

and concepts. This led to four main themes; Cannot relate to it, appeals to me, Guidelines and 

mental and physical health. The following four themes will be elaborated on in the next section 

where they will be discussed. 

 

Cannot relate to it 

One of the themes in both the focus groups, which shed light on the participants’ perception of 

health campaigns, and their related behaviour, was the fact that they could not relate to the 
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campaigns’ messages. Some of the participants mentioned this explicitly while others had other 

reasoning behind their perceptions. A participant in the first focus group mentions:  

 

Sarosh: “I do not have any close relatives that have been in an accident, so it would not appeal to 

me, but of course if you know somebody who has been in an accident and you see this campaign, it 

would make you think twice”.  (Appendix 6) 

 

It was also clear from the other focus group participants, who agreed that the message had to be 

realistic in order for them to find it effective, which they mentioned in relation to the picture of the 

rotten teeth (see appendix 9 campaign 3). Some of the participants mentioned that they had several 

relatives, that have been smoking for years, without having teeth like the ones shown in the 

campaign, which just made them question the message’s trustworthiness, as in the following 

statement:   

 

Marie-Louise: “I think it is a combination of the fact that you have seen it many times, and you are 

not going to be affected anymore, since it is a bit unrealistic as well.. ” (Appendix 6) 

 

Appeals to me 

Another theme observed from the focus groups, was from the campaigns that the participants said 

appealed to them. They clearly expressed when they liked a campaign, and thought it was directed 

to them. A participant mentioned:  

 

Yannick: “This campaign is directed to me, and for me this is what would make me stop smoking, 

the fact that it costs a lot of money to smoke. So a campaign like this would appeal to me”. 

(Appendix 6) 

 

What was interesting about the campaign, was that some of the non-smokers found the smoking 

campaign very disturbing (Appendix 9, campaign 2), because they did not like the new take on it. 

One of the participants mentioned:  

 

Stefan: “I can not see the humoristic aspect in the campaign, and everybody knows that it is 

unhealthy to smoke, but this just makes me annoyed. For me it seems like the Danish health 
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authority are saying you should stop smoking because it is expensive and not because it is 

unhealthy.” (Appendix 6) 

 

They all mentioned that they liked the humoristic campaign (Appendix 9, campaign 1), because it 

quickly catches their attention. Even though most of the participants mentioned that the message 

from the humoristic campaign would not affect their behaviour, they all liked it and mentioned that 

it was catchy, because it was easy to remember and used puns. Several of the participants repeatedly 

mentioned that emotionally involving campaigns in general, which they for example had seen on 

TV, were the ones that made the biggest impression on them.  

 

Guidelines 

In addition, there was a mutual and similar perception of the campaigns, as informative guidelines, 

which the participants agreed upon, but did not choose to adopt. Several of the participants 

mentioned that the most influential factor, in terms of behaviour change or adopting new behaviour 

(i.e. taking action, or wanting to take action), is family and friends. We also found that participants 

outlined the importance of the context in which the message was delivered. If the message was seen 

on different media channels, it would elicit a greater effect in terms of recall, and remembering the 

message. However all the participants agreed that television was the most effective media channel, 

since they best recalled campaigns from TV.  On the other hand social media was not mentioned in 

this context, and when asked about social media as a distribution channel, the participants 

mentioned that they already thought there was too much content on these platforms for the message 

to be noticeable.  

 

Mental and physical health 

In terms of health perceptions, a majority of the participants mentioned dieting and exercising as 

their primary associations, but physical health was not the only factor they mentioned in relation to 

health. They also mentioned mental health, such as not being stressed and in balance. It was clear 

from both focus groups that mental and physical health was embedded in their perception of a 

healthy person, and one of the participants mentioned: 

 

Michala: “I think there are two aspects on it, the mental and physical. The physical is your 

appearance and how you look, and the mental I think comes from work and school”. (Appendix 7) 
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This was also backed up by a participant from the same focus group, and similarly a participant 

from the other focus group mentioned: 

 

Sarosh:“You can divide health into two, physical and mental health, and sometimes they can relate 

to each other. But if you look at physical health it is when you are eating balanced diet and 

exercising. The mental health we could talk about forever..” (Appendix 6) 

4.3	Questionnaire	
In this section we will go through our development of the questionnaire, which includes the design, 

sampling and lastly the findings. The findings will be cross checked with the focus group findings, 

in order to detect if there are any similar results, in order to test if the same results apply for a larger 

population.  

4.3.1	Questionnaire	design	
In order to further validate our findings from the focus groups, we conducted a self-completion 

questionnaire based on the same topics as in the focus groups. In addition, the questionnaire would 

make it possible to cross check the findings from the focus groups and the respondent’s answers 

from the questionnaire, in order to discover similar patterns. The use of questionnaires is especially 

useful in order to provide “a quick, inexpensive, efficient, and accurate means of assessing 

information about a population”, in this case the Danish population (Zikmund et al, 2013. p. 186).  

A self-completion questionnaire is a questionnaire where the respondents answer questions by 

completing the questionnaire themselves (Bryman & Bell, 2011). The data type for the questions 

made depends on four different types of scales; Nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio. The 

measurement scale we used in order to analyse this questionnaire, was the nominal scale, ordinal 

and the interval scale.  The nominal data was used to analyse the segment, since the data is 

classified into discrete categories, such as male/female, income and educational background. When 

using nominal data, the categories should be exhaustive (everybody should fit somewhere) and 

mutually exclusive (i.e. there is no overlap between them) (Brace, 2008).  

The ordinal scale is a comparative scale, which would help us determine the frequency of use and 

the characteristics (ibid.). We had two five-point rating scales ranging from; never - less than 5 

times a month - less than 10 times a month - less than 15 times a month - over 15 times a month and 
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the other going from more than 5 times a month - 4-5 times a month - 2-3 times a month - once a 

month - never.  

The interval scale provides a rating system, which has a numerically equal distance between each 

point, and this scale is used to determine the relative strength of relationships between items (IBID). 

Since we want to measure the respondents’ attitudes, they would need more help to express it, thus 

an interval scales was applied; very high degree - high degree - some degree - low degree - very low 

degree. The easiest and most commonly used approach to measuring attitude is the itemized rating 

scale, which we will use.   

 

In the questionnaire, we mixed both close-ended, and open-ended questions, which allowed us get 

both standardized answers and further insights to the participants thought, without biasing the 

answers. However, only two out of the fifteen questions were open-ended.  

 

The questionnaire was created using an online survey program called SurveyXact, which added a 

professional touch, and enabled us to create a design that visually made it easy for the respondents 

to answer the survey. SurveyXact also came with many possibilities for analysing the data 

afterwards in a straightforward way, which made it easier for us in terms of visualising the results. 

The questionnaire was short in order to reduce the risk of respondent fatigue, since respondents tend 

to skip it, if it becomes too long (Bryman & Bell, 2003). Before sending out the questionnaire, we 

pilot tested it on our self, and send it out to a few other people to ensure that there were no 

misunderstandings. Due to time constraint we did not send out a test of the questionnaire in order to 

improve the original questionnaire, and thereby avoid any mistakes and misunderstanding, which 

would otherwise have been improved.  

4.3.2	Sampling		
To conduct the questionnaire we used the simple random sample in order to make sure that we 

gathered as many responses as possible. With the simple random sample, each unit of the 

population has an equal probability of inclusion in the sample, therefore we distributed the 

questionnaire through our social networks, Facebook and LinkedIn (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

Furthermore, the questionnaire was shared by various of our connections, and in different groups on 

Facebook to ensure that we would reach as many consumers as possible, and achieve more 

differentiated data. We only expected, between 150-200 answers, because social media is already 

flooded with content, which made it easy for people to overlook it, especially if it did not appear in 
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their news feed. In addition we could keep reposting the questionnaire, since people would start 

ignoring it.  

 

We distributed the survey the 16th of October and closed it on the 27th of October, when we 

managed to get a relative size of 302 respondents, and an absolute size of 198 respondents who 

answered and finished the questionnaire. Our analysis will only be based on the absolute size of 

respondents that answered the whole survey, which also corresponded with our expectations. 

Unfortunately, 104 respondents never finished the whole survey, which we do not know the 

reasoning behind, since it was not reported by others that there should be any problems with the 

survey.   

4.3.3	The	structure			
The questionnaire consisted of 18 questions where the first four questions, were personal 

information (i.e. age, gender, last finished educational level and yearly income, which was based on 

the yearly income from: The economic council of the labour movements division of incomes in the 

five social classes).  Questions 5-7 asked for the participant’s habits in terms of alcohol, exercise 

and smoking on a monthly basis, in order to compare and clarify any correlation between the three 

habits. Questions 8-12 were based on health perceptions and included a textbox where respondents 

were asked to fill out a minimum of three words. In addition respondents were asked to rate the 

perception of their own health, whether the governmental health campaigns influenced their 

thinking when making choices, and whether or not the campaigns has had any influence on their 

current behaviour. 

Question 12, respondents were asked to choose the channels where they thought health campaigns 

were most memorable, (i.e. TV, outdoor, magazines, etc. See Appendix 8) 

The last section (questions 13-18) included the same questions as in the focus groups, where we 

asked participants to rate the same campaigns. Each campaign could be rated based on the whether 

the message was clear or not, and if the participants liked the campaign or not. This will enable us 

to determine what types of campaigns respondents find most effective and why, and compare the 

results with those from the focus group interview (see appendix 6 and 7).  
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4.3.4	Segmentation	
The 198 participants were distributed in 43 men and 155 women (see appendix 10, figure 1), which 

indicated that 78,3% of all the respondents were females, which will be taking into consideration, 

within the limitations of the questionnaire.  

The respondent’s distribution of age, was primarily in the age group 21-26 years old,  which was 

43,9% of the respondents. This is mainly due the distribution channels we used, that is Facebook, 

and LinkedIn, where most of our connections are the same age, and usually more active online, 

which is another limitation for the representativity.  

However, we did managed reach a wide range of people in the age between 21-50, and people with 

different educational background and income level, while the other age groups will be less 

represented due to the lack of respondents (See appendix 10, figure 2-4).  

To ensure that we have covered a wide range of consumers, in terms of health habits, we also 

looked at the monthly exercise level, drinking and whether they are smokers, social smokers or not 

smoking at all. When looking at the data it shows, that we have a wide, and equally distributed 

representation of people who are not exercising to people who exercise more than 15 times a month, 

with a mean of 3 from a 1 to 5 scale. The alcohol drinking habits are also quite equally distributed 

showing a mean of 3,21, whereas an overrepresentation of non-smokers is represented in the survey 

(see appendix 10, figure 5). 

 

4.3.5	Findings	
Educational	background	versus	health	perception	

An interesting observation in relation to the polarisation of health, is the correlation between the 

participants´ perception of health and their educational background. As mentioned in the 

introduction, people with a higher education (and a higher income) generally live healthier (i.e. they 

smoke and drink less, and a more physically active) than people who are early school leavers. 

This was confirmed from the respondents’ answers where we found that the participants who “feel” 

healthy to a “very high degree” (meget høj grad) and “high degree”, are the ones with a higher 

education while early school leavers, only “feel” healthy to a “certain degree” (nogen grad). 

However none of the respondents, irrespective of educational background, answered that they felt 

healthy to a “low degree”. Thus, the participants must have had a specific perception of health, and 

what it means to be healthy prior to the survey. 
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Governmental	recommendations	

Another of our questions in the survey was regarding the campaigns´ health communication 

message, and to what extent the participants follow their advice/recommendations or adopt the 

message. Here it was interesting to see that there was no significant difference, in terms of 

following and/or adopting the health communication message (i.e. recommendations) in relation to 

the participants´ educational backgrounds.  

 
 

The same comparison was also conducted with income level, in order to prevent any bias, and to 

make sure that there is no significant difference between people who have a certain income level, 

and whether they follow or adopt the recommendations from the Danish health authorities. The 

results were similar as to the above mentioned comparison, which means that there was no 

correlation between the two factors.  
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This result indicates that the governmental health communication messages do not have a profound 

effect on any of our participants, which we will elaborate further one in the analysis. 

 
 

Educational	background	versus	behavioural	change		

When we analysed whether there was a correlation between the participants’ educational 

background and behaviour change (in relation to exposure to health communication 

messages/health campaigns) we found that only 9,1% of the respondents have changed behaviour 

after exposure to health campaigns. However there was no clear connection between education level 

and the respondents´ answers, and overall the data indicates that the current health campaigns fail to 

achieve behaviour change among our respondents. Otherwise the data could indicate that the 

respondents already perceive themselves as ones who do not need to change behaviour or follow the 

recommendations, if they for example already think they are “healthy enough”.  
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Distribution	of	campaigns	

To find out which platform our respondents thought was the most effective, we asked them which 

channels they found the health campaigns more memorable or effective. To analyse this, we 

considered the results according to the participants’ age, since we assumed that the participants’ age 

could influence their media channel preferences. The data showed that the preferred media channel 

for health campaigns is TV (45,5%), social media (38,9%) and in public spaces (25,3%). In addition 

we found that age was not a relevant parameter because a majority of our respondents were in the 

age range between 21-38, which appendix 10 figure 2 shows.  

 
 
 

Factors	associated	with	health	

Apart from a majority of closed questions, we include two semi open-ended questions, where we 

asked the respondents to state a minimum of three words to describe what they associated with 

health. To find out what words were mentioned repeatedly we inserted each word into an excel 

sheet, and counted each time it appeared. In the end we would be able to see which words appeared 

most frequently (See appendix 11).  

Going through the participants´ answers, we discovered a tendency among two words, which were 

repeatedly mentioned: Diet and Exercise. Even Though some of the answers did not explicitly state 

the word diet, many of the answers were clearly linked to it. For example respondents used words 
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such as: vegetables, RAW food, Omega 3, balanced diet, healthy food, Broccoli, vitamins, salad, 

food and fibre, which we classified within a category called diet. We chose to include these words 

that represented a similar meaning in main categories, as it would create less categories, which 

made the analysing process easier and more meaningful.  

Besides diet and exercise, the words: sleep, happiness, wellness, organic and health were also 

repeatedly mentioned in the questionnaires.  

	

Factors	influencing	a	healthier	lifestyle		

The respondents were asked to mention a minimum of three words, which they thought would 

influence them to change behaviour, in order to achieve a more healthy lifestyle . The words were 

analysed in the same way as the previously described analysis of factors associated with health, 

where we found that the following words were repeatedly mentioned; time, resources/energy, 

exercise, diet, illness, economy, cheaper healthier solutions, stop smoking, motivation, sleep, less 

sugar, more greens and less stress (See appendix 12). Many of these words were also mentioned in 

the prior analysis of what they associated with health, which shows that there is a link between the 

factors they associate with health and those, which would influence them to change behaviour.    

 

Campaign	analysis		

In this section we will analyse the data collected regarding the five health campaigns, which were 

included in the questionnaire, and originally a part of the focus groups. The respondents were asked 

to rate these, similar to the participants in the focus groups, where the first question is based on 

whether they thought the message of the campaign was clear or not, and whether they liked it or 

not.  

 

The first picture shown was the “Get moving” campaign (Appendix 9, campaign 4), which showed 

that a majority of the participants thought the message was clear (65%), however 30% did not find 

it clear, and 5% were not able to answer this question. It should be noted that the figures show a 

higher number because SurveyXact rounded the numbers, instead of using the exact numbers with 

their decimals. This is a problem we could not solve in the program, thus we still apply the number 

shown in the figure, since the rounding does not have a significant influence on the overall results.  

In terms of whether the participants thought the campaign was good or bad, 43% thought it was 

good while 56% of them did not like the campaign or did not have any preference towards it.  
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The next campaign was an alcohol campaign with a message of drinking less than 14 units of 

alcohol on a weekly basis (Appendix 9, campaign 5). Data showed shows that 84% of the 

respondents thought that the message was clear, while 17% did not like the campaign, or were 

indifferent. In terms of liking, 55% thought it was good while 23% did not like and 22% were 

indifferent.

 
 

The third campaign, which was the “six vegetables a day” (appendix 9, campaign 1) showed that a 

significant amount of the respondents thought the message in the campaign was clear, while 65% of 

the participant thought of it as good. Only 26% participants were indifferent. 
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The next campaign, which was an anti-smoking campaign, focused on the economical perspective 

of smoking (appendix 9, campaign 2). A majority (63%) thought the message was clear, and 

similarly a majority (44%) did not like the campaign. This could be due to the fact that a majority of 

the respondents are non-smokers and do not find it relevant, or do not like the take on the campaign. 

 
The last campaign we included was a picture of rotten teeth, commonly know as a fear induced 

campaign, which shows the long term consequences of smoking in a very harsh way (appendix 9, 

campaign 3). A majority of the respondents thought the message was clear, and compared to the 

other campaigns this scored the highest in terms of understanding the message. However one half 

liked the campaign, while the other half did not (38%), or were indifferent (12%). 
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4.4	Chapter	conclusion	
The analysis of the questionnaires generated general knowledge in addition to our focus group 

findings, and further outlined the how consumer perceives health and health campaigns in general. 

We discovered that people with a higher education, perceived themselves as healthy, compared to 

those who were early school leavers, which was aligned with our existing theory.  

In addition several of the findings were similar to those from the focus groups, for instance we 

found that a small amount of the respondents had changed behaviour in relation to a health 

campaign. This indicates that consumer rarely adopt the message from the health campaigns. 

Another example was the respondent's perception or associations with health, which was based on 

physical health, including diet, exercise, sleep, etc., and also mental factors such as happiness and 

well-being. 

 

The analysis of the health campaigns showed similar results regarding the participants´ attitudes 

towards the campaigns. The respondents found thought that the fear induced campaign had the most 

clear message, however the respondents were divided in half on whether or not they liked it. In the 

other anti-smoking campaign, a majority of the participants thought the message was clear, however 

a significant amount of respondents did not like it, which could be due to the fact that non-smokers 

were overrepresented in the survey, and like in the focus group, the non-smokers did not like the 

new take on the campaign. The findings indicate that even though the message is clear, this does not 

mean that consumer necessarily like the campaign, which will influence whether they adopt the 

message.  

 

4.5	Validity,	reliability	and	Generalizability		
In this section the validity, reliability and generalizability will be discussed according to the terms 

outlined in the methodology in chapter 2, and in relation to our analysis.  

 

An important factor when conducting the interviews, whether it was the focus group interviews or 

in-depth interviews, is that it will never be possible to reach the exact same results. This is both due 

to the interviewer and the interviewees, who both influence the knowledge creation/generating 

process, which is inevitable and creates a certain degree of bias that can be minimized. Thus, in 

order to increase the reliability in our data collection, we used an interview guide, and audio 

recorded and transcribed the findings. In addition the applied data collection methods were all 
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chosen based on our research question, which is why we conducted two focus groups, in-depth 

interviews and questionnaires, since it assured a high degree of validity. The two focus groups, and 

the questionnaires also increased the generalizability of our research, and allowed for us to cross 

check our data, which will be more apparent in the analysis.  

However we are aware that the amount of data collected is little compared to the general 

requirements for representativity (Linde, 2013), which was due to resource and time constraint. This 

further influenced the age and geographical distribution of our respondents, and participants, who 

were primarily in the age range 21-38 and from Copenhagen. 

 

Regarding the questionnaires, one of the primary weaknesses was the use of “Do not know” as a 

response opportunity, where the “Do not know” can be a legitimate response to many questions 

where the respondent genuinely does not know the answer” (Brace, 2008, p. 57). However in the 

context where we applied it, it generated confusion for our results, and it is likely that respondents 

used the “do not know”-answer because they were indifferent, or thought it was the easiest choice, 

since it did not require for them to elaborate on the question asked. By excluding the “Do not 

know”-answer we could have achieved more accurate results.  

 

Despite the critique of our validation points, we still believe that our findings are valid, reliable and 

generalizable, because the findings from the questionnaire showed correspondence with the results 

from the focus group.  
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Part 3 
 

Analysis	

Proposed	strategy	

Evaluation	of	proposed	

strategy	
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5. Analysing attitudes towards health campaigns 

In this section we will analyse our data in order to determine whether health marketing techniques, 

in this case the integrated framework, or branding strategies is the most optimal way to improve the 

Danish health authorities’ health campaigns. 

In the first part of the analysis we will focus on two different main headlines, achieving behaviour 

change and building a long term relationship and maintaining it, since they are the main aim of any 

health campaign, and therefore our primary focus. Under each of the two headlines we will further 

distinguish between using social marketing theories (i.e. the integrated framework) and branding 

strategies (i.e. branding theory). Thereby each headline will contain a sub-headline called using 

health communication messages, and using branding strategies. 

In the second part of the analysis we will propose our strategy for optimizing health campaigns, and 

apply it on the on “Nej tak” alcohol campaign, since too much alcohol and cigarette intake are the 

main reasons for health related deaths in the Danish society. Lastly we will do an evaluation of the 

strategy and a conclusion to sum up our main findings and implications. 

 

5.1	Achieving	behaviour	change:	
One of the primary challenges with health campaigns is definitely to achieve behaviour change 

based on the health communication message (HCM). This requires well-prepared strategies in order 

to reach the target audience in the most optimal way. According to the integrated framework 

consumers move through different stages where the ultimate goal, and the last stage includes 

achieving and maintaining behaviour change (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014).  

On the other hand branding strategies are not based on a top-down approach, on the contrary, focus 

is on the consumers, and only by understanding the target audience’s needs is it possible to 

communicate with them. This challenges the social marketing approach, where information is 

pushed down on consumers based on a general understanding of the consumer’s mind, and thereby 

how to influence it. These are two paradigms that perceive the role of both the sender and the 

receiver of the message very differently, and in order to determine which paradigm is the most 

optimal in relation to the Danish consumers we will analyse how it is possible to achieve behaviour 

change from the existing classical social marketing paradigm and from the branding paradigm. 
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5.1.1	Using	health	communication	messages	
The Danish government primarily publishes informative and instructive health campaigns, which 

are based on a top-down approach with the intent of initiating and sustaining changes in knowledge, 

beliefs, attitudes and behaviours of the target audience. In order to create HCMs, which are more 

oriented towards the target audience the integrated framework argues that it is important to consider 

consumers according to the stage of change they are currently at. Thereby it is possible to target the 

consumers more optimally by specific means, which they are more susceptible towards due to their 

current situation.  

Because we are focusing on health, more specifically smoking, drinking and healthy eating, one of 

our main assumptions is that most consumers in the Danish population are at the preparation stage 

as a minimum. We believe that it is very unlikely that any Danes have not elaborated on any of the 

health campaigns that have been published by the government for at least the last 20-30 years, and 

distributed through various channels, such as TV, ads in newspapers, magazines, banners, poster, 

pamphlets etc. Thus we also assumed that a main part of the participants from the focus groups, and 

the respondents in the questionnaires were all characterized as undecided and had no commitment 

in terms of changing behaviour. However they were assumed to have had done prior processing of 

HCMs on healthy behaviour, thus knowledge was available via memory. This was confirmed from 

the focus groups where all of the participants were able to reflect on whether they could remember 

any prior health campaigns, and similarly what they thought of health campaigns in general. 

 

Stefan: “I remember them (campaigns), and I know what they are about, but it is not like I am adopting my 

behaviour because of them, it is not like I eat 6 pieces of fruit each day, or run for half an hour or use a 

helmet when I bike.. But you do think about it, but there are still many things you don’t do”. 
 

Katja: “...I primarily think of them as guidelines, but don’t really do anything about them… It is the ideal, 

then you have to do what you can do according to what fits into your everyday life”.  
 

Michala: “I think, well at least for the ones I can remember, that they are quite nice because they are easy to 

understand, for example the message with remembering your cycling helmet is something everybody can 

easily do, then I need to think, what else is there…” 
 

Thereby the aim was to gain knowledge on how these consumers can move to either the action, 

maintenance or termination stage, even though some of the participants and respondents may 
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already have been there, which we were unable to fully determine. The only parameter, which could 

indicate that the respondents were at a higher stage than the preparation stage, was if they replied 

that they had a little intake of alcohol, did not smoke and perceived themselves as healthy. Thereby 

we assume that the consumers who already perform healthy behaviours have moved from the 

preparation stage to a higher stage, which means they have done prior processing on healthy 

behaviour in order to achieve it. Otherwise we assumed that the majority were at the preparation 

stage, which the quantitative data also confirmed since 73% of the respondents consumed alcohol 

less than 2-3 times a month on an average (irrespective of the quantity), and 70% did not smoke 

(Appendix 10, figure 5). 

Even though the data indicated that many of the respondents already performed healthy behaviour, 

it is important to consider that most of the respondents are women (78,3%), and it is known that 

women are generally more focused on their health than men (Behrendtzen, 2008). A majority of the 

respondents also have a university degree, whereas 29,9 % of the respondents do not have a 

university degree more specifically 16,2 % of the respondents have high school, and 6,1% have 

primary school as the highest achieved degree, 7,6% answered that they had another form of 

education. These are important factors for the generalizability of our data, since the segments that 

are perceived, as the unhealthiest within the Danish society are men who are early school leavers. 

Thus we are aware that our data is not applicable for generalisation in relation to that segment, and 

it would have been ideal if the main part of the respondents were men who were early school 

leavers. However the data provides an overall quantified understanding of consumers´ health 

behaviour and attitude towards health campaigns. It is important to keep in mind that health 

campaigns are often targeted towards the “unhealthy” segments, which are mainly consumers who 

are early school leavers, and do not follow the Danish health authorities´ recommendations. Thus 

the health campaigns do not account for consumers with a higher education who are perceived as 

unhealthy, but are within the “healthy segment”. The belief is that targeting the “unhealthy” 

segment will generate a synergy effect where the “healthy” segments are exposed to the same 

information, and thereby they will undergo the same information processing, however they do not 

require the same amount of effort in order to be influences as the “unhealthy” segment. 

 

Sisse F.: I believe that the ministry of health already conducts their communication based on the early 

school leavers’ segment’s values, and overlook the segment with a higher education because they assume 

they already know a lot, thus if their communication is universal but based on the values of the segment of 
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early school leavers there is a high possibility that there will be a redundancy of information where the 

segment of consumers with a higher education will be reminded of eating fruits and vegetables. There is a lot 

of talking about targeting information towards the segment of early school leavers and if it is successful to 

lift this segment then it is believed that the other segments will follow as well for free. 
 

In relation to the integrated framework, attitudes are believed to predict behaviour, however 

attitudes are not always predictive of behaviour, because behavioural intentions can be impacted 

directly by the consumer’s beliefs from their social environment (subjective norms).  Thus, 

achieving attitude formation and change requires different strategies for the different segments, and 

especially an in-depth understanding of the social environment, in stead of a “kind of” universal 

communication strategy targeted towards one segment, where it is believed that the others will 

follow because they already posses a lot of knowledge. 

In addition we are aware of health being a sensitive and very personal topic for many, which could 

interfere with the respondents’ answers. In other words respondents will be likely to exaggerate in 

order to make themselves appear healthier, because health is strongly embedded in culture and 

norms, and being unhealthy is therefore equivalent to not “fitting into” society (Larsen, 2015). 

Thereby it appears from the quantitative data that many of the respondents are past the action stage. 

However, taking the respondents exaggeration into consideration, and since the quantitative data 

does not allow us to gather in depth knowledge on the respondent's’ perception of health, we will 

assume that the majority is minimum at the preparation stage. Thus, throughout our analysis we will 

consider all the factors that exert the greatest influence (e.g. content elements and executional 

elements) irrespective of which stage they are linked to in the integrated framework. In the next 

section we will list the factors, and link them to our empirical findings, because many of them were 

mentioned as important factors in the focus groups.   

 

Contemplation stage: Source (expertise, credibility, attractiveness/likability and trustworthiness). 

Message content (prestige, audio visual, quality of arguments, number of arguments, message 

length, speed of speech, agreement with and complexity of arguments and comprehensibility of 

message, and channel (how the message is communicated to the consumer). These have a greater 

effect compared to executional elements and cues to action at this stage (see Theory chapter.) 
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Preparation stage: Content elements that is: prestige, audio visual, quality of arguments, number 

of arguments, message length, speed of speech, agreement with and complexity of arguments and 

comprehensibility of message will have the greatest influence compared to source, channel and 

executional elements and cues to action. 

  

Action stage:  Executional elements of a message: Moderate repetition, where strong arguments 

will lead to greater and more satisfactory attitudinal outcomes, behavioural intentions and 

behaviours. Cues to action, either bodily or environmentally, where the environmental cues to 

action can be a doctor’s recommendation, media publicity, discussions with friends/relatives which 

can be motivational as they act as a reminder for action. 

 

Maintenance stage: Messages might serve as a reminder, thus: 

Executional elements and cues to action will have the greatest influence on behaviour change 

compared to source, channel and message content factors. 

 

Termination stage: The consumer has reached the goal of behaviour change. Thus, no further 

doing is deemed necessary. 

Many of these elements, which are already implemented in current and prior health campaigns, 

were tested in the focus groups where the participants directly and indirectly shed light on the 

weaknesses, and the elements they perceived as successful, which leads us to following 

areas/topics: 

 

Content elements: 

Source, message content, channel 

According to the focus groups several of the participants mentioned the importance of more than 

one of these factors. Message content was especially one of the elements, which was mentioned 

several times and the quality of the arguments and the comprehensibility of the message, were in 

particular used as arguments for whether the participants liked a campaign or not. 
 

Shanne: “I actually, also think the message is unclear at the beginning and also the visual, that could easily 

also have been done better…. “ (appendix 9, campaign 4) 
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Sarosh: “Like you said, it should not be necessary to do a lot of analysing. Because it is a campaign it should 

be clear in its message, and you should be able to look at it and think and then you remember something”. 
 

Shanne: “I think that it is important for such campaigns which gave a strong message that they appeal to you 

visually and emotionally, and just like the remember your cycling helmet commercials, which the other ones 

remember, there needs to be something special about it like a song or a melody, which is something you 

remember if you tend to remember by sound, and I think that the good campaigns are those which uses these 

different elements.” 
 

Dejan: “Speaking on my own behalf, then I remember these campaigns much better than those for products 

because they have a strong message. The governmental campaigns just stick much better in my mind than 

those other commercials you see in TV.” 
 

Dejan: “I think it is really bad, first of all you have to read the entire text in order to even get what it is 

about, and if you drive and pass it you would not know what it is about without having read about it, and 

another thing, what if you are rich, then it does not affect your economy at all. (Appendix 9, campaign 2) 
 

Amnah: “This is one of the campaigns I remember best, and one of those where I remember the message 6 a 

day because it plays on words, which I remember very well, since it is very catchy”. (Appendix 9, campaign 

1) 
 

Ahmed: If I passed it I would wonder what is happening, and then you would go closer and notice that it 

says “six a day” and have a laugh about it, it is very minimalistic in a simple way which is fantastic and I 

think it makes an impression. (Appendix 9, campaign 1) 

 

Compared to the focus groups more than 50% of the respondents thought that the message was 

clear in all of the campaigns, however the campaigns that had the lowest percentages were the 

“Skod det nu” and the “get moving” campaign, where respectively 63% and 66% of the respondents 

answered that the message was clear, and only 35% and 43% answered that the campaign was good. 

On the other hand the “six a day campaign” was rated good by 65%, and 84% thought the 

campaign’s message was clear. However, the fear induced campaign, was the one, which 91% of 

the respondents answered had the clearest message, but only 50% thought it was good. This is 

aligned with the findings from the focus groups, where the “get moving” and “Skod det nu” 

campaigns were perceived as unclear in their message and overall not good, while the “six a day” 
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campaign was the most liked. Similarly the participants mentioned that the fear induced campaign 

was very clear in its message, because it did not require much processing and was familiar for many 

of the participants. Thus it is likely that the findings from the focus groups also apply for the 

respondents, more specifically the same factors, which influenced the participant’s perceptions 

could be explanatory for the results. 

The source was also mentioned as a factor, which influenced their receptiveness, because it was 

mentioned that the government was perceived as a trustworthy source. Therefore the participants 

did not doubt validity of the arguments in the messages, and did not shut out or block the 

information, as they would do with regular marketing communication messages. However they did 

not consider it a crucial factor, since it is the other factors as mentioned above, which influence 

their message processing. But it is important to consider that health campaigns are always sent by 

the same source and with the same intention of behaviour change. Thus, it is likely that recipients 

do not spent time thinking about the source, because they always know the sender and their 

intention, which makes it a less influential factor.    

 

Ahmed: “I would say loyal, that you can trust them, and that there is not any hidden intention, that what is 

being communicated is for our good, and that you can trust it. It is not a company who is behind it” 

(Appendix 7). 
 

Martin: “…The message is delivered, but who the message is from usually is indifferent, it is not what you 

remember, so the sender is not top-of mind but there is awareness regarding the message it self “. (Appendix 

6) 
 

Regarding the distribution channel participants and respondents were directly asked, which they 

preferred, and perceived as the most effective for communicating health messages. Both focus 

groups and the questionnaires showed that television was the most popular choice of channel, 

however the questionnaires showed that social media was also preferable, which contradicted with 

the findings from the focus groups.   

 

Moderator: “What about social media?” 
Bothainah: “I have shut them out there, I do not see them…”   
Ezza: “There are too many commercials there, so you do not see them” 
Katja: “I usually shut out information there.” (Appendix 6) 
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In addition both the focus group, and 25,3% of the respondents from the questionnaires, thought 

that advertising in public spaces was effective, which is a little share. However the participants from 

the focus groups implied that timing is an important aspect. In other words consumer are more 

receptive (has a high level of elaboration), when they are in a situation, which they described as 

being bored for example while waiting at a bus stop or in a traffic jam. 
 

Ahmed: “Busses, when I am driving behind a bus, and is already bored then the messages make an 

impression on me because I am already bored”. (Appendix 7) 
 

Ezza: “They are good in their own way, I also think bus stops are effective because you are just standing 

there waiting, and then you start looking and analysing”. (Appendix 6) 
 

Executional elements: 

One of the factors, which were repeatedly mentioned in both focus groups, was the relevance of 

HCMs. If the participants found the messages relevant they were more receptive towards the 

message and their level of elaboration higher. 

 

Gry: “I think that it has to be something I can relate to. So for example there is the underground water, I can 

relate to that because I need water, and everybody else too, so in a similar way something that has to do with 

my everyday” (Appendix 6). 
 

This is a key factor in understanding, which elements can appeal to consumers in order to motivate 

them to move to the action stage. Thus cues to action, especially environmental cues to action, and 

understanding the consumer’s social environment are particularly relevant, however there is limited 

focus on understanding the social environment and its impact on behavioural intentions in the 

integrated framework.  

 

Cues to action: 

The cues to action that were mentioned the most, were the environmental cues to action, where 

family, partners and friends were repeatedly mentioned as the most influential factors. 

 

Yannick: “… I smoke and when I see the scary images of rotten teeth on packages that is not what affects me 

the most, my mother has just quit smoking and that makes think that it probably is a great idea to quit. So the 
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surroundings is a factor that influences you to live a healthier life, I do not think that it is the scary 

campaigns that does that, you think about it but it is not what primarily influences you.” (Appendix 6) 
 

Bothainah: “It is both, the campaigns and what happens in real life, just like you mention. Because you listen 

to your surroundings… I started wearing a cycling helmet when I was 25 and that was because my boss 

pressured me by saying that she did not want any more employees with a hole in their head. So that was the 

main reason I started wearing a helmet”. (Appendix 6) 
 

Martin: “…people who are healthy make me want to be healthy. When I came back from Beijing my brother 

told me in the airport I had gained weight and then right after I went to them gym to try and lose the 

weight.” (Appendix 6) 
 
Dejan: “if you get a partner or a girlfriend who does things differently then you might be influenced by that 

also”. (Appendix 7) 
In terms of the participant’s workplace, how they perceived the outside interference, and whether they 

considered it an effective influence, the majority of the participants were positive towards it. 
 
Ahmed: “I have not tried it but I can only see it as a positive thing if it has an effect on the amount of 

employees who call in sick.” (Appendix 7) 
 

This was also aligned with the industry expert Sisse F.’s suggestions to target unhealthy behaviour 

among men who are early school leavers. She outlined the importance of making structural changes 

at the workplace, which she perceived as an effective strategy since it had a direct and immediate 

effect.   

 

Sisse F.: “But the structural initiatives you should not avoid. Those who do not have time or energy to listen 

they need to act. They need to learn by the power of an example-this tastes good and I can get full from it.” 

(Appendix 4) 
 

In the focus group only one of the participants mentioned that it interfered with her personal space, 

and she felt that her workplace limited her. This could also be the case for other consumers and an 

aspect, which should not be overlooked, since health for many is a personal and therefore a 

sensitive issue. This further outlines the importance of understanding the social environment, 
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otherwise if the communication is not aligned with the target segment’s meanings, values, beliefs 

and ideas they might be less receptive towards the message.   

 

Amnah: “In my workplace there is a lot of focus on health, but it also feels imposed, so I have quitted the 

canteen because I think it is a little too much, and I do not feel like I get any choice, they just let you know 

that the canteen has been changes, and I just need to deal with that, but I want to choose on my own. It 

should not be imposed on me…” (Appendix 7)  
 

In terms of the bodily cues to action the participants mentioned illness as an influential factor, 

which was also aligned with the respondents answers in the questionnaires. In addition it was also 

implied in the focus groups that seeing others being sick was a cue to action. 
 
Dejan: “If I get sick!” (Appendix 7) 
Amnah: “If it gets close to you, and you experience sickness yourself”. (Appendix 7) 
Bothainah: “The surroundings, the people you run into who are suffering from lifestyle diseases, they are the 

most intimidating to me”. (Appendix 6) 
Katja: “It puts things into perspective when you see how you could end up.” (Appendix 6) 
 

However most of the words that were mentioned in relation to achieving behaviour change or 

taking action, in the questionnaires was: time, resources/energy, exercise, diet, illness, economy, 

cheaper healthier solutions, stop smoking, motivation, sleep, less sugar, more greens and less 

stress. Overall there is a clear link between many of the factors and the respondent’s perception of 

health (see data collection), but especially time is an interesting factor to consider. Time is often 

related to stress, and little sleep, unhealthy behaviour, little energy, thus understanding that 

consumers feel a need for more time in their everyday is highly relevant when creating 

communication messages (Sørensen, 2015). 

 

Repetition of message: 
Another effective executional element is repetition of the message, which the industry expert Sisse 

F. also mentioned was an important part of informative health campaigns, since consumers 

frequently need to be reminded and inspired. 
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Sisse F.: “I do not think that you can avoid informative health campaigns. I believe that consumers 

frequently need to be reminded and inspired about something. And regarding the segment of early school 

leavers there needs to be a focus on visual elements instead of text”. (Appendix 4) 
 

The participants from the focus groups also mentioned that repetition was effective for them, and 

implied a need for it in their everyday, which contradicts with our assumption that consumers 

already feel overwhelmed from information in an already cluttered market. This is especially 

relevant for the choice of channel, which should not be focused on only one choice even though 

both the focus groups, and the questionnaires showed that consumers prefer television as a channel 

for HMC messages. 
 

Amnah: “I think it is a good idea to do it everywhere I need to be reminded all the time. Either on YouTube, 

where I am forced to watch it, or around town, and I also think it would affect me if it was on the products.” 

(Appendix 7) 
 

Michala: “The situations where I have seen it on TV and afterwards on social media is when I think it makes 

an impact because there is a link and a sense of consistency in the message. Thereby it makes sense to use 

the different media channels.” (Appendix 7) 
 

In addition we tested what the participants in the focus groups thought about having HCMs directly 

on products, which is another way of repeating the message. We found that a majority of the 

participants were positive about it, but one of the critiques was that consumers would get use to the 

messages, and thereby their effect would diminish. 
 

Dejan: “I think it would work better if it was on the actual products because you would constantly be 

reminded that it is bad for your health. That is where it makes an impact, because one thing is that you see it 

in television, but then when are in the store and you see it every time you want to buy the product then it 

makes an impact.” (Appendix 7) 
 

Gry: “I do not think it should be on the products, since the consumers would just get use to it.” (Appendix 6) 
 

Using affect 

In the integrated framework they exclude personality traits when they consider affect, thus focus is 

on emotions and mood due to the amount of supportive literature. It is believed that an affective 
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response to a HMC message and its elements can influence processing, attitudinal and behavioural 

outcomes. Especially positive emotions can be beneficial for health marketing communications 

(HMC), since they broaden the consumer’s attention and thinking, undo the lingering of negative 

emotional arousal and fuel psychological resilience (Manika & Gregory-Smith, 2014). This was 

also confirmed from the industry expert Sisse F. who outlined the importance of making the 

communication based on a positive message, which as mentioned will result in a broadened 

attention and thinking etc.  

 

Sisse F.: “If you have a campaign that says people should be eating more of something, that is a positive 

message, then it is actually much better than saying they need to eat less of something.” (Appendix 4) 
 

On the other hand the use of negative emotions (i.e. fear appeals) can generate both cognitive 

responses, which protects oneself from danger, and emotional responses, which protects oneself 

from aversive arousal (IBID). This was confirmed from our focus groups and from the 

questionnaires. The participants mentioned that the HMC messages that used fear appeals were 

ineffective because they had already seen these several times, and they implied that their reaction 

was based on aversive arousal more specifically avoidance by looking away. 

 

Katja: “Our boundaries have been moved more and more, suddenly it takes much more to affect us, and 

when I was in Thailand and bought cigarettes I put them in my cigarette package from Denmark because the 

pictures there were much more disgusting.” (Appendix 6) 
 

Marie-Louise:” But maybe it is a combination, we have seen it many times, move on, now you just do not get 

affected any more, and it is a little unrealistic…It has to be more specific and not so much focused on 

smoking kills and smoking is harmful, that is just yeah yeah I know.” (Appendix 6) 

 

However both the participants from the focus groups, and 91% of the respondents in the 

questionnaires thought that the message was clear, but only 50% answered that the campaign was 

good. In addition the focus groups showed that a majority of the respondents thought that the 

campaign, which used fear appeals, was unrealistic and the participants could not relate to it, 

because they mentioned it showed a worst-case scenario. This could similarly be the explanation for 

why the questionnaires showed that only 50% liked the campaign, even though the majority thought 

the message was clear. Thus, based on our data using fear appeals, and provoking negative 
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emotions was not considered an effective communication strategy, and it supports Sisse F.’s 

statement of using positive messages, that appeal to the consumer’s positive emotions. 

 

Milan: “The first thing that comes to my mind is that I have family members who have been smoking for over 

20 years and none of them have teeth like that, that is a worst case scenario.” (Appendix 7) 
 

Ezza: “The message here is very clear and everybody knows that smoking is unhealthy and that it ruins the 

teeth and lungs, so as soon as you see it you know what the message is…” (Appendix 7) 

 

Sarosh: “That is a fear campaign, that is what it is it has nothing to go with smoking. In Denmark you smoke 

a lot, and we know a lot of people who smoke and who do not have teeth like that. And then I just think it is 

annoying to see such a campaign it makes me think whether they are lying to us. That is not reality and 

therefore you can not relate to it.” (Appendix 6) 
 

Especially humour was perceived very positive and appealed positively to the consumers’ emotions 

as they presumably feel happier when they see such campaigns.  

 

Bothainah: “I liked the cyclinghelmet-campaign because it was funny, there was a humoristic element when 

the parents made fun of having to wear a cycling helmet. You should not discuss why, you should just wear 

your helmet and then they made a song out of it. I thought this was very humoristic and a different take on 

the topic. (Appendix 6) 
 

Katja: “This one I grew up with, it hangs at my dad’s place. I really think it’s funny. Not because it makes 

me eat more vegetables, I don’t know. it is in my sub-consciousness the thing with the vegetables, but I just 

think it’s funny”.. (Appendix 6) 
 

Another important finding in relation to emotions was that the participants from the focus groups 

found campaigns that appealed to them emotionally much more effective, since they had a greater 

impact. When we tested the participant’s top-of-mind knowledge regarding health campaigns, and 

which ones they could recall, it was only those which included strong emotional appeals. However, 

this should be considered in relation to whether the consumers can relate to the message, as 

mentioned earlier, since it is influential for the consumer’s receptiveness. In other words, even if the 

emotional appeal is strong it will only make an impact on the consumer if they consider it relevant 

according to our findings. 
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Bothainah: “It is different, because some of them, well they appeal to you. Well we have seen the once where 

you see an accident and where people run over to the accident and try to rescue the involved, and then you 

get emotional, and it makes an impact”. (Appendix 6) 
 

Dejan: “Now, I drive, so the ones that are about driving cars appeal to me a lot. Because I do not bike the 

campaigns with remembering your cycling helmet i do not remember as well as the ones about driving, since 

I can relate to it. However I cannot relate campaigns about kids and cycling helmets, since I do not have 

either kids or a bike.”(Appendix 7) 
 

Sarosh: … “I do not have any close relatives that have been in an accident, so it would not appeal to me, but 

of course if you know somebody who has been in an accident and you see this campaign, it would make you 

think twice”. (Appendix 6) 

 

Emotions are necessary to consider in a cluttered market of messages, where consumers are 

constantly targeted with information from different parties, and have limited time to do any 

processing. Thus consumers are more likely to make affect-based decision rather than cognitive 

ones, which should definitely be taken into account when creating health marketing communication 

messages.  

 

Structural changes: 

Tax regulations 

There is no doubt that a tax regulation on unhealthy goods is the best solution according to Finn D. 

He mentioned that many studies show, that increasing the tax on cigarettes and alcohol, is the most 

efficient way to decrease consumption, especially among people with a low income and who are 

early school leavers. Increasing the price directly impacts the consumers cognitively, and is suppose 

to appeal to consumers rational thinking, however many smokers might display irrational behaviour 

since smoking is an addictive behaviour, where the barriers for quitting are very high compared to 

the benefits, which in this case would be saving money. 

 

Yannick: “ ...instead of smoking you can by something else. For me, this is what is appealing about quitting, 

the fact that it is expensive. So this is a very appealing campaign for me”. (Appendix 6) 
Finn D.: “I need to point out that the best effect would be a significant price increase on cigarettes”. 

(Appendix 3) 
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However, since this was not a plausible strategy due to conflicting interests among stakeholders (i.e. 

the tobacco industry, the alcohol industry, and politics standpoints among the Danish political 

parties), health campaigns and other communicative initiatives are believed to be the second best.  
 

Finn D. “It is a political issue, because in many countries they have already done many of these things, 

Denmark does have a much higher mortality rate… It is primarily due to the tobacco, narcotics and alcohol 

area. …But that is more due to the industry, Denmark is a little country, but we do have multinational 

alcohol and tobacco industry, so they are very strong”.(Appendix 3) 
 

In addition, he argued that the success of health campaigns depends on initiatives that complement 

the message, such as a decrease of taxes on healthy foods in relation to a campaign that promotes 

healthy eating. Sisse F. also agreed upon this, and suggested that a partnership between the 

government and the food industry could create a synergy effect because it could minimize some of 

the communication clutter regarding healthy eating, since they all try to communicate the same 

message towards the same target group. Thereby an increase in the availability of healthy food 

choices could result in an increased motivation for the consumers to make better choices.  

 

Finn D.: “Research now, shows that the campaigns are most effective when they first of all are shown along 

with what we call structural initiatives, that means that when they changed the smoking law then it would 

have been more effective to also raise the prices on cigarettes. ...The fact that you combine many different 

initiatives, has by science, shown that one initiative reinforces the effect of other initiatives. (Appendix 3) 

 

Sisse F.: …”When at the same time you get the retail stores and product developers to make a lot on the 

product side, then you make the accessibility to healthy food products easier, and more interesting, and at 

the same time you get a partnership where many different actors try to communicate the same message. I do 

not think that campaigns are bad, but they can stand on their own, that is not enough”. (Appendix 4) 
 

Findings 1.1. : 

In the following box the main findings from the theoretical, and empirical findings are listed. More 

specifically the findings are based on how behaviour change can be achieved according to parts of 

the theory, which our data supported or excluded. These are important takeaways that illustrate the 

Danish consumers’ perception on health campaigns, and health marketing communication 

messages. 
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Findings 1.1 

-       The HCMs are perceived as informative, instructive and as guidelines, which consumers are 

receptive towards but there is no link between HCMs and behaviour change. 

-       A majority of the focus group participants outlined the importance of message elements and 

in particular the quality of the arguments and the comprehensibility of the message. 

-       Bodily and environmental cues to action are very effective because consumers are more 

receptive towards HCMs when they can relate to them. 

-       Using TV is the most optimal choice of channel, however social media has mixed 

perceptions in terms of effectiveness. 

-       Fear appeals were considered ineffective and had a negative influence on behaviour 

outcomes, whereas emotional appeals such as humour was perceived positive, but did not 

change the behavioural intention.    

	
	
5.1.2.	Using	branding	strategies	
As proposed in the journal by Basu and Wang (2009), the use of branding strategies, can help 

achieve behavioural changes within public health campaigns. It is argued that branding focuses on 

shaping perceived values of the product as found in society. Branding can add campaigns long-term 

value, because the target audience can better relate with the campaign and its messages, which 

makes adaption of the message, and sustaining the relationship easier.  Branding also stresses the 

importance of educating while forging consumers’ engagement and relationships. The current 

communication strategy applied in Danish health campaigns is focused on health risks and 

consequences of certain behaviour, which according to our own research is perceived as guidelines 

instead of focusing on the consumer’s engagement and relationship. 

In order to create a strong brand strategy, there are three elements, as mentioned in the theory, that 

needs to be taken into consideration; Brand definition, brand communication and brand 

management (Basu & Wang, 2009) 
When looking into the brand definition, the problem with the current health campaigns has been the 

lack of focus on the symbolic and experiential benefits. The campaigns do not focus on meeting the 

consumer’ needs of social approval or personal expression and the feelings when using a product to 

satisfy sensory pleasure and stimulation. This is very important in order to create a linkage between 
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the product, which is the health behaviour you want them to adopt, and the consumer. The 

consumers in the focus group interviews several times mentioned that they did not find the 

campaigns relevant because they could not relate to the problems addressed, and the same was seen 

in the surveys, where only 9,1% had changed behaviour in relation to a health campaign. 
The second element in the brand strategy is brand communication, which refers to the devices that 

serve to identify, express and share the meaning of the product with consumers (Basu & Wang, 

2009). This includes brand names, logos, etc. and since the participants had trouble recalling health 

campaigns, it could indicate that there is a need to focus on brand communication between the 

product (behaviour) and the consumer. The integration of a variety of marketing communication 

vehicles have been used in governmental health campaigns, however from our data we found that 

consumers preferred TV for exposure to health campaigns. Thus it should be the primary marketing 

communication vehicle (see appendix 7). 
The third element in branding strategies is brand management, which refers to the organizational 

structures and processes in place for promoting, protecting and sustaining the brand. Most 

campaigns run for several weeks and is resumed at given times during different years, however 

since consumer do not build a relationship to the campaigns, the repetition is not enough to achieve 

maintenance. This was also shown from our data, where we found that consumers had a hard time 

recalling campaigns, could not relate to them, and perceived them as instructive and as guidelines, 

as mentioned earlier.  This indicates a need for a brand definition and brand strategy in order to 

build a long-term relationship with the consumers, which will be elaborated on in the next section.  
These aforementioned elements are important in order to create a distinct identity for a campaign, 

and in order for the consumers to establish a relationships with it, which is based on their beliefs 

and values.  
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Findings 1.2: 

- The data showed that there is a lack of symbolic and experiential benefits in health 

campaigns, since the customers thought of the HCMs as irrelevant, since they could not 

relate to the campaigns and very few had changed behaviour in relation to a campaign. 

- The participants were not able to identify and recall the campaigns, which indicates a need 

of brand communication in health campaigns. 
- Since consumers rarely were influenced to change behaviour in relation to a health 

campaign, and could not recall them, there seems to be a need for long-term initiative, 

which focuses on maintenance. This further outlines a need, which could be covered by 

brand management.  
 

 

 

5.2	Building	a	long-term	relationship	and	maintaining	behaviour	
In the previous section we have focused on how behavioural change is achieved through health 

communications messages and through branding. We have gained an insight into the importance of 

building long-term relationships with the consumer in order to achieve maintenance. Therefore in 

this section, we will look at how this can be done, through health communication messages and 

through branding, and the importance of this matter. 

5.2.1.	Using	health	communication	messages	
In the integrated framework focus is primarily on the consumer achieving behaviour change, where 

the ultimate goal is reaching the termination stage. However once, the consumer reaches this stage, 

little focus is on how to maintain the consumer at the stage, since the consumer has undergone past 

behaviour change and is at low risk of relapsing. Thus, it is the consumer’s confidence of not 

relapsing from their current behaviour, which is in focus, and little emphasis is on ongoing 

communication with consumers at this stage. However at the maintenance stage factors such as cues 

to action and executional elements are preferable since they have the greatest influence, compared 

to source, channel and message content factors. This was confirmed from our findings, where 

participants outlined the importance of friends, and family and experiencing sickness yourself as 

influential factors for taking action. But, on the other hand, our findings also showed that relating to 
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the campaign, and repetition of the message was important, since it served as inspiration (See 

Appendix 4.) 
In other words the integrated framework is not focused on communication with the consumers in 

the long run, but rather on how to influence them to reach the termination stage. Thus most of the 

effort is placed on affecting consumers at previous stages.  
 
Findings 2.1: 

- In the integrated framework building a long-term relationship is not in focus. However at 

the maintenance stage cues to action and executional elements are preferred to achieve 

maintenance of the behaviour. 

 
 

5.2.2.	Using	branding	strategies	
If branding is applied successfully it creates an association, so that consumers not only imbibe the 

health behaviour being conveyed by the brand, but also sustain it. The branding theory suggests that 

there is a need for shifting paradigm in health marketing communication – from educating, 

instructing and persuading the consumer to forging associations and relationships with the 

consumer. The health campaigns are perceived more as guidelines instead of people adopting them 

and making them an integrated part of their lives, which was mentioned several times in the focus 

group interviews (Appendix 6-7).  
Branding essentializes the need to gain insights into the consumers’ minds and understand what 

they want from a product, and accommodate these insights in the creation process of a product in 

this case the HCMs. Instead of HMC, which is based on guidelines or instructions for the 

consumers, branding is a culturally collaborative enterprise between the producer and the consumer. 

This relationship will also ensure that product adoption is followed by long-term use and 

solicitation of new consumers for the campaign (Basu & Wang, 2009). A lack of focus on 

sustenance of the prescribed health behaviour is a critique that has dogged public health campaigns. 

According to research the social marketing approach lacks focus on how to effectively 

communicate behaviour maintenance towards the campaigns’ audience. By creating awareness, 

improving the loyalty, increasing positive perceptions about the benefits of the health behaviour and 

by promoting associations with consumers, the public health campaign could achieve a high degree 
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of brand resonance. Thereby, consumers will not only adopt and maintain the behaviour proffered 

by the campaign; they will also act as agents of conversion, converting non-practitioners of the 

health behaviour (IBID).   

 

Findings 2.2: 
- The analysis of branding strategies are pointing towards them being the most efficient in 

terms of sustaining and maintaining the wanted behaviour 

- The branding strategies are helping to build long-term relationships with the customers, and 

are collaborative instead of only being educative.  
 

 

6. Proposed strategy 

Based on the above mentioned findings, we found arguments that support both the use of branding 

and health communication strategies, however our main findings show that using branding 

strategies can meet the consumer’s needs in a more fulfilling way than health marketing 

communication can. Our data showed that the focus group participants repeatedly mentioned that 

one of the most important factors for them, was whether they could relate to the HMC messages. 

Similarly, the industry expert Sisse F. outlined the importance of understanding the target group’s 

norms and values, which she mentioned required further research. In addition the factors, which 

they found influential in order to change behaviour, were environmental and structural factors, such 

as decreasing the price on healthy goods, having more time etc.  

However it is important to mention that applying branding strategies does not exclude the use of 

health marketing communication theories. The content factors, executional elements, and the 

understanding of message processing among others are still relevant but should be applied in 

relation to branding as the main strategy.   

6.1	Main	findings	
In the following table we have listed the main findings in order to compare the arguments for using 

branding strategies versus health marketing communication. The listed arguments are based on the 

participants and the respondent’s needs, in relation to the theoretical findings, and are the most 

relevant of the previously mentioned findings (findings 1.1-1.2 and 2.1-2.2).  
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Findings in relation to health communication 
strategies 

 

Findings in relation to branding 
strategies 

Mainly uses a one way top-down promotion, based 

on standard communication tools (e.g. source, 

channel, content elements, executional elements), 

which are applied according to what stage consumers 

are currently at. Thus the success of HMC messages 

is very dependant on the quality and the 

comprehensibility of the message.  

 

Has an overall strategy with and uses 

integrated communication 

marketing   in order to deliver brand 

meaning and dialogue/interaction with 

consumers.   

 

 

Many health campaigns are often launched without 

consistency and without maintaining a relationship 

with the target audience. 

 

Builds a long-term relationship with the 

target audience, thus it requires 

consistency and long-term initiatives 

to maintain the relationship.  

Lack of efficiency of health campaigns according to 

evaluations. However much experience and 

knowledge exists on usage and implementation.  

 

Few cases of campaigns that have 

applied branding strategies, however 

they have been successful.  

 

The communication is based on a top-down 

approach, does not include target audience in the 

planning process, and is not very focused on the 

target audience’s need.  

The communication is perceived as informative and 

instructive, which inhibits consumers from engaging 

in the message.  

  
Focuses on the target audience’s needs 

and includes their culture and context 

in designing, planning, implementation 

and evaluation of the campaigns (health 

is a function of culture and context).  
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Acknowledges the usefulness of emotional appeals, 

which are often used in HMC messages, and are 

perceived as effective, however research is missing 

on applying emotions in health related contexts. 

 

 

Based on these findings the arguments for applying branding strategies outweigh those for applying 

health communication strategies. Especially our empirical findings showed that there was a need for 

improving the current health communication strategies. Therefore we suggest that the Danish 

Health Authorities implements branding in their communication strategy, as well as elements from 

health communication marketing. In order to illustrate how this can be implemented in an optimal 

way we have incorporated the consumer characteristics from the contemplation stage TTM (stages 

of change model), with branding strategies and the four P’s. We will elaborate on proposed strategy 

in the following sections.  

6.2	Incorporating	stages	of	change,	branding	strategies	and	the	4	P’s	
The proposed strategy is built up as a strategic process, which can be followed in steps in order to 

built up a health campaign that is primarily inspired by branding strategies. We will refer to the 

proposed strategy as a strategic process model for branding health campaigns. In addition the model 

incorporates the four P’s (i.e. product, price, place, and promotion) because many of the elements 

are similar to those from branding, and provides valuable considerations in terms of understanding 

how to “sell” the behaviour in the given market place. Thereby it supplements the branding theory, 

especially in terms of understanding the product (i.e. behaviour) and its price (i.e. the cost of 

switching behaviour, time effort etc.) for the consumer.  

Lastly the model includes the stages of change, however the focus is primarily on understanding 

what characterizes the consumer at a given stage. Thereby it is possible to determine at what stage a 

given target segment is currently at, and more specifically whether they posses any knowledge or 

have done any prior processing related to the behaviour. This provides a better understanding of 

what characterizes the target segment in terms of cognition, and thereby what initiatives should be 

emphasized. For example if branding has already been used in order to promote a behaviour, then it 

is possible to evaluate on where consumers are currently at (i.e. what stage characterizes them), and 

which initiatives should be emphasized on future basis.  
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The model distinguishes between initiatives, which should be focused on in the short- and long-

term. The bold horizontal line indicates that initiatives listed there are particularly relevant in the 

short term, whereas initiatives listed along the dotted line are relevant in both the short and long 

term. The arrows which are inserted along the horizontal line and in between the different initiatives 

indicate the process flow, therefore the arrows that points in both directions indicate that the process 

is not successive but reversible and on going.  

 

The first step, which should be considered in the short term includes defining the product and 

understanding the price. This includes understanding the product, which is the behaviour and the 

price, as mentioned earlier. These are particularly relevant as an addition to branding theory, which 

mainly focuses on brand definition, brand communication and brand management. Thus little focus 

is on the product and the price for the consumer, which is essential for creating a holistic and 

incorporated marketing and branding strategy. The product represents the behaviour, and focus is 

on creating awareness, so that the consumer recognizes that he/she has a problem, which is a 

premises in order for the sender to offer a solution. The next step is creating brand definition by 

focusing on brand identity (i.e. the function, symbolic and experiential meaning), and differentiation 

by identity (i.e. points of differentiation and points of parity). The brand definition should be based 
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on the findings from the previous stage and take this knowledge into consideration in order to 

further add value to the process. Third step in the process is to define place and promotion, which is 

very similar to the fourth step, brand communication, which is why the arrow points both ways. 

However, the brand communication is the fourth step since it considers integrated marketing 

communication in order to apply consistent brand messaging across traditional and non traditional 

marketing channels. Thus, different promotional methods are used in order to reinforce each other, 

whereas promotion according the four P’s compromises these elements. The last P, place, includes 

exposure at point of purchase and considers areas such as nudging, which makes it an important 

element that complements the brand communication. Lastly, brand communication includes brand 

identity systems, which is intangible assets, such as logos, symbols, colour schemes, characters and 

jingles. However the brand communication strategy is not only a short term consideration, and 

should be incorporated in the long-term strategy and brand management, which is why the arrow 

between step four and five also points in both directions. Brand management, covers promoting, 

protecting and sustaining the brand, thus it should be considered in close relation to the brand 

communication, in order to maintain consistency both in the short- and long-term. Especially the 

maintenance is a key difference from existing health marketing strategies and a valuable addition to 

the four P’s and stages of change, since it collects and builds upon the previously mentioned 

elements from steps 1-4.  

 

The second part of the model, which is inspired by the stages of change, includes the 

characterization of the consumer at each stage of the TTM, but excludes the pre-contemplation 

stage. This is based on the assumption that all Danish consumers possess some level of knowledge 

on health related topics, since the Danish government and the media are constantly providing 

information and guidance, and have been doing so for several years. The characterizations provide a 

better understanding of the stages consumers undergo when they are exposed to health 

communication messages, in this case the elements from the stages 1-5, and thereby it is possible 

for the sender to evaluate on the efficiency of the applied elements. In other words the stages are not 

relevant before the branding strategy has been build according to the previously mentioned steps, 

but should be applied as an evaluation parameter. Thereby it is possible to detect areas that needs 

improvement, and which parts of the model should be focused further on. However the stages 

should not be considered successively, but as an on going process where the consumer can move 

back and forth between stages. In addition the bold vertical lines that are linked to the steps 1-5 
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should not be considered as direct links, but as suggestions to areas that can be improved when a 

brand strategy is being evaluated. More specifically once a brand strategy has been applied on a 

target segment, that target segment can be tested and based on the characteristics it can be situated 

along the stages 1-5. There it is possible to consider the relevant areas of improvement, which the 

lines lead to. For example if the characteristics of a target segment locates them at the preparation 

stage, the areas of suggestion for improvement of the branding strategy are to create brand 

definition, define place and promotion. But this does not exclude the other following steps, which 

should be revised as well.  

The characteristics of the stages can be found underneath in table 1.  

Stages of change Characteristics 

Stage 1 – Contemplation ·      Awareness but no elaboration 
·      Limited knowledge 
·      Limited involvement 
·      No prior elaboration 

Stage 2 – Preparation ·   Undecided 
·   No commitment 
·   Prior processing – available via memory 

Stage 3 – Action ·      Commitment but no action 
·      Benefits > barriers 
·      High self and response efficacies 
·      Prior processing outcomes associations via memory 
·      No/limited competing behaviours 

Stage 4 – Maintenance ·   Past behaviour 
·   Behaviour change and experience valence associations via memory 
·   Benefits > barriers 
·   High self and response efficacies 
·   No/limited competing behaviours 
·   Required sustained behaviour 
·   May not be relevant across all issues 

Stage 5 – Termination ·      Past behaviour and confidence of no relapse or message failure 

Table 1- Stages of change  
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7. Evaluation of proposed strategy  

Our proposed model is primarily based on branding strategies in a semi step-by-step model, which 

we recommend can be followed in order to create an optimal health campaign targeted towards the 

Danish marketplace. Even though we view this model as sufficient to cover the most relevant 

elements of creating a successful health campaign (measured by behaviour change) there are some 

disadvantages which limit its applicability. It only applies on new campaigns as it covers the 

different steps that are necessary to establish a brand, however the second part of the model can be 

used as an evaluation tool for the branded health campaign and sheds light on areas that need 

improvement. Thus our suggestion for existing health campaigns that are focused on health 

marketing communication, is to rethink their current strategy and replace it with a branding strategy 

that undergoes the steps from our model.     

  

One of the main areas, which the model does not take into account, is the perspective of the 

consumer as irrational, and therefore unreliable. Thus, it is hard to predict how consumers will react 

to the branding strategy, there are no specific scientifically founded parameters (such as emotions, 

cues to action, content- and executional elements etc.), which can be influenced in order to impact 

this process, as it is the case with the ELM, HBM, TTM, and EPPM. However, the two are not 

mutually exclusive and health marketing communication theories can be applied in branding 

communication via advertising, but it is not the primary focus when establishing the campaign. 

Focus is always on understanding the consumer’s need, which should also be reflected in the 

branding communication. Therefore the two, have different perspectives on the consumers, whereas 

in health marketing communication he/she is perceived as a passive audience whom we can 

influence in order to achieve a certain goal. On the other hand branding considers consumers as an 

active part of the planning, designing, implementation and evaluation process.   

 

7.1	The	example	of	Nej	Tak	
In order to illustrate how our recommendations and our suggested model can be applied we will 

focus on the campaign Nej Tak, which is a health campaign focused on decreasing alcohol intake 

among the 45-65 year old who are early school leavers both women and men. The campaign was 

chosen, since alcohol and cigarettes are the main reasons for health related deaths in the Danish 

society, and it is one of the campaigns with the most recent data.  
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In order to apply our proposed strategy and suggest how the campaign can be optimized, we will 

first analyse how the campaign could be optimized using the integrated framework in order to 

compare the results.  

 

What did they do 
As mentioned in the beginning of this section, we chose the Nej Tak campaign since it is the most 

recent campaigns focused on alcohol, with an available campaign evaluation. The campaign was 

launched in 2013, and ran for a whole week, where it was projected through several media channels 

such as TV, posters, flyers, banners and an online web-page.  

The main focus of the campaign was to communicate that it is “okay to say no to alcohol” and 

encourage consumer to decrease their intake to a level where it is not harmful for their health. 

Before the campaign was conducted a set of objectives that was supposed to be reached was set. 

The campaign should have reached the following objectives: 60% of the target audience, 60% 

should be aware of the message, 40% should find the campaign relevant, 40% should have thought 

of their own drinking behaviour after watching the campaign, 35% should have changed 

attitude/view as an effect of the campaign and 30% should as a cause of the campaign change 

drinking behaviour.  These campaign goals will be elaborated further on in the next section, with a 

focus on how they could have optimized the campaign in relation to the integrated framework. 

 

How could they have optimized the campaign in relation to the integrated framework 

The campaign was targeted towards early school leavers, however it is assumed that these already 

possess knowledge on alcohol intake and health consequences. However since they need to change 

behaviour they are most likely at either the contemplation, preparation or action stage.  

The campaign only reached one of its objectives, which was gaining knowledge on the message, but 

all the other factors such as reach, relevance, changing behaviour and changing attitude did not 

reach the objectives. The evaluation showed that 84% saw the TV spot but only 49% of the target 

audience saw the campaign overall, which could indicate that TV was an effective media channel, 

whereas the other chosen media channels were not an optimal choice for distributing the message. 

However, the target audience did find the informative flyers more useful than the TV spot and the 

posters, since the focus was on the side effects of drinking. However, few received the flyers, but 

those who did were positive towards the content. Their positivity could also mean that they found 

the knowledge useful, which is aligned with our assumption of them being at either the 
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contemplation, preparation or action stage. In addition their positivity towards the flyers could 

indicate that the consumers thought the quality of the arguments were good since they liked the 

content and found the information more relevant compared to the TV spot. The consumers also 

mentioned that they were unable to see the comprehensibility between the TV spot and the flyers. 

The TV spot was also criticised in terms of its relevance for the target audience, who outlined that 

they were unable to relate to how the message was delivered, in other words they could not see 

themselves in the situations presented in the TV spot. Overall the consumers expressed that they 

lacked understanding for how the campaign message was delivered (as mentioned with the TV 

spot), and did not appeal to them on a more personal level. Lastly the consumer were not able to see 

the benefits of adopting the message as opposed to their current behaviour, in other words their 

barriers were higher than the benefits of changing behaviour.  

To sum up, there is no doubt that the main problem with the campaign was that the consumers were 

unable to relate to the message, meaning that adoption of the message failed.   

 

How could they have optimized the campaign, applying our proposed strategy 

As mentioned, the main issue with the campaign was the consumer's’ ability to relate to the 

message. This is a strong argument for applying branding strategies and in relation to our proposed 

strategy the main step would be to define the behaviour and understand what the “price” of 

changing behaviour was for the target audience. Thus, it would have been necessary to conduct 

research on the target audience in order to understand the underlying factors which influenced their 

current behaviour, and thereby understand the “price” of changing this behaviour. Once the price is 

understood the brand definition can be established, which should be based on creating a brand 

identity, which is solely based on the knowledge of the target audience’s needs. Thereby the place 

and promotion can be determined, and there is no doubt that the preferred place for exposure should 

be in TV, along with other channels, since the only reached 49% of the target audience. In addition 

to this, the branding communication can be incorporated, and using a logo for example, could 

increase recognition and further enhance the identity of the brand. A combination of media vehicles 

should also be taken into account, as mentioned, however the most important factor is creating 

comprehensibility across the different media channels.  

Lastly brand management should be considered in order to determine how the brand should be 

protected and sustained in relation to the consumers’ needs. Here, the integrated marketing 

communication should be incorporated, in order to ensure the future communication with 
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consumers, in order to maintain the relationship. In addition repeated exposure of the brand can be 

applied, which our findings also supported.  

 

There is no doubt that this example and application of our proposed strategy is a simplified way of 

approaching the problem. However it illustrates and outlines how the proposed strategy can and 

should be applied, where in-depth knowledge of the consumers is crucial prior to applying our 

strategy.  
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8. Discussion 

The research methods (i.e. focus group interview, in-depth interview, questionnaire) that were 

applied in this thesis determined, and influenced the data, results and the findings of the research 

question. By applying different philosophical perspectives the outcome of the research question 

would vary, and provide different results. Thus, we are aware that our use of social constructivism 

as the philosophical perspective, influenced our results, as we mainly used qualitative research, 

which has a lower degree of objectiveness and reliability compared to quantitative research. This 

provided us with a better and more in depth understanding of the consumers’ reality, more 

specifically their perception of health and health campaigns, which is a construction in their mind-

set, based on social interaction with other consumers. Thus, our approach was very subjective, 

however we are confident that this approach is necessary in order to understand the consumers’ 

mindsets. 

We see this thesis as innovative, and adding new value to existing theory, as it contributes with a 

discussion and new research on the topic and further contributes with a strategic process model for 

optimizing health campaigns targeted towards Danish consumers. In addition our research builds on 

to the discussion of changing paradigm within health marketing communication, which is based on 

a top-down communication approach, which is educating and instructive. On the other hand 

branding strategies are focused on the consumers needs, and includes them in the design, planning, 

and implementation process. However there are few cases of applying branding strategies for health 

campaigns, but for those that did, it has proven to be very effective, as the objectives were met. 

Branding is very effective if used correctly, and we believe that our outcome can contribute to a 

better understanding of the Danish consumers, but we also believe that the general findings can be 

generalized and applied for consumers globally. However, it is important to keep in mind that 

different countries have different cultures, norms and values, thus consumer mindsets differ, which 

means their perceptions are unlike the Danes’, and a thorough analysis of the market, and the 

consumers is necessary in order to implement our proposed strategy properly.  
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7. Conclusion 

The aim with this thesis was to research Danish consumers’ perceptions of health, and health 

campaigns, in order to provide a strategy which could optimize and revitalize current and future 

health campaigns, which was examined through the following research question: How can current 

health campaigns be optimized using either health marketing communication or branding strategies 

based on the Danish consumers needs? 

Research and evaluation on prior and current public health campaigns showed that they were unable 

to meet the consumer’s needs, thus they often did not meet the initial objectives, and were not 

perceived as effective for achieving behaviour change. Thus we conducted in-depth interviews, and 

based on that knowledge and our knowledge from official reports on health, we were able to 

produce questions for our focus groups, which was based on understanding consumers’ perceptions 

of health and health campaigns. We found that many there were many similarities when the data 

was cross-checked, especially in terms of the consumers’ perceptions of health campaigns. The 

focus groups showed that consumers perceive health campaigns as instructive, and educational 

without being influential for behaviour change. In addition consumers could not relate to the 

communicated message, and content and executional elements were influential for their liking and 

adoption of the message. In addition to these findings we conducted a questionnaire in order to 

further validate and increase the generalizability of our findings. When cross checked with the focus 

group findings, the questionnaire findings overall showed similar results, especially in terms of the 

participants’ perception of health, and how they perceived the effectiveness of health campaigns. 

The participants also liked/ and disliked the same campaigns, however we were unable to derive the 

underlying motives, which led us to assume that our focus groups findings could fill in this 

knowledge gap. This led us to a discussion of the current strategies applied within health marketing 

communication on the Danish market, and we compared them with branding strategies in order to 

figure out which approach was the most optimal. We concluded that there was a need for rethinking 

the current paradigm, and implement branding strategies as opposed to the current approach.  In 

addition branding was applied as an important factor to strengthen the relationship between the 

campaign and the consumers. By focusing on branding, consumers will be more likely not only to 

adopt the message, but also maintain the promoted behaviour. Thereby we put together a combined 

model, which consisted of branding theory, the 4Ps and the stages of change model. The aim with 

the model was to provide a step-by-step process model in order to build up new health campaigns, 

which was based on the Danish consumers’ needs. However the model is theoretically founded and 
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many factors can influence the ultimate outcome, and success of health campaigns, thus we 

acknowledge that the model does not necessarily lead to the predicted outcome. Thus further 

research is needed before applying the model, in order to understand the consumers’ mindsets, and 

clarify their needs, which determines whether our model is relevant in that given context.  In 

addition further research is needed within the field of applying branding strategies to health 

campaigns, this means that our model needs testing, before it can be concluded whether or not is an 

effective strategy.  

Therefore we also applied the model to a previous health campaign, in order to illustrate how the 

campaign could have been done differently if it was established based on our model. We found that 

many of the elements from our model had not been considered initially, and for the same reason the 

model enabled us to see many of the weaknesses that needed improvement. This further outlines the 

relevance of our model as a tool for creating health campaigns, or in order to analyse existing 

campaigns. However the models’ applicability is limited due to lack of research within the area of 

applying branding strategies in health campaigns, and additionally since we did not have the time or 

resources to apply it to a real case.  

Overall we can conclude that the current strategies that are applied for health campaigns do lack 

focus on the consumers’ needs, which could be one of the main causes to why a majority of prior 

campaigns have not been able to meet their objectives. This means that the current strategies should 

shift towards branding strategies, which should be implemented and incorporated in the 

establishment of future health campaigns. Thus, we can conclude that we have created a model 

primarily based on branding strategies, which can optimize future health campaigns, since it is 

focused on the Danish consumers’ needs.  

 

8. Future research 

The main challenge for future research definitely lies within testing branding strategies in health 

campaigns. Few cases exist, and there is definitely a need to test the strategies across different 

nations in order to increase the generalizability and reliability of applying branding. However we 

strongly believe that there is a need for shifting paradigm from educating, and instructing 

consumers, which our thesis has also confirmed, and we believe that our model can contribute to 

this change even though it has not been applied to a real case. On that note, for future research the 

model should be tested on a real case and followed by an evaluation in order to compare the 
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outcome (i.e. whether it meets the campaign objectives) with prior campaigns. Thereby it is 

possible to test whether the model needs further improvement, and if there are elements of the 

model, which are not relevant or applicable on real cases.  

Further research can also test the generalizability of the model and confirm whether our findings in 

the thesis only apply within the Danish society, which raises a general question of what influences 

the effectiveness of health campaigns in other countries, assuming that culture is among one of the 

significant factors. 

Lastly the model’s relevance can also be researched in relation to companies that focus on 

promoting health as a part of their CSR or CSV strategy, thereby the theory and knowledge behind 

the model can be applied to other contexts than for health campaigns.   
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Appendices		

Appendix	1	
In-depth	interview	
 

• Som du nævner i din rapport har du forskellige anbefalinger til de forskellige problemstillinger der er 
i samfundet mht sundhed, men hvordan vurderer du at man mest optimalt kan implementere nogle af 
de anbefalinger du tilkendegiver? (Skal der gøres nogle forhåndsregler, er det danske 
sundhedssystem pt rustet til at kunne magte de forskellige ekstra initiativer givet at der konstant er 
nye besparelse)  

 
• Er disse anbefalinger realistiske i forhold til de eksisterende arbejdsgange og økonomiske ressourcer 

som kommunerne er underlagt? 
 

• Hvor langt vurderer du at regeringen er i forhold til de tiltag der bliver foreslået? Er der tale om at de 
skal lave små justeringer i eksisterende udbud eller skal der  foretages større investeringer for at 
efterleve de effektive indsatser mod ulighed i sundhed?  

 
• Rapporten udkom i 2011, har du I den forbindelse, med fokus på forebyggelse af sund  
• adfærd, set eller vurderet hvad der har den mest positive effekt (af dine anbefalinger, har i gjort jer 

nogle nye erfaringer)?  
• (Er i bekendt med hvorvidt nogle af jeres anbefalinger er blevet implementeret?) 

 
• Hvilke af dine indsatser vægter du som vigtigst i forhold til at ændre polariseringen i samfundet, 

givet den nuværende situation i samfundet, både politisk og økonomisk,  kortsigtet og langsigtet?  
 

• Hvordan vurderer du at langsigtede adfærdsændringer opnåes bedst, foruden at man fokuserer på 
indsatser der er rettet mod 0-8 årige? 

 
• Hvis man fokuserer på tidelige indsatser hvorledes vedligeholder man således folks interesse, skal 

målgruppen jævnligt påmindes? både hvad angår kommunikation og initiativer?  
 

• Skal disse initativer man foretager være målrettet til de specifikke målgrupper eller satse på 
universel kommunikation?  

 
• Hvilke fordele eller ulemper ser du ved de eksisterende kampagner og initativer der blive gjort?( vi 

er bekendt med strategierne, men i forhold til kommunikation, hvad så?) 
 

• Hvad ville du foreslå at de eksisterende kampagner fremadrettet ud fra dit research skulle gøre for at 
kunne have den bedste effekt? 

 
• Du nævner i rapporten at manglende tiltag på alkohol og tobaksområdet er en af de væsentlige 

grunde til at vi har en laver middle levetid, men på mange andre områder er vi jo begyndt at leve 
sundere, dvs. ryge og drikke mindre, kan du forklare til dette? (det er de højtuddannede der er blevet 
bedre til at ryge mindre så ved ikke om dette spørgsmål er relevant?) 

•  

 
Du nævner slut i rapporten at for at se kvalitetsudviklingen af forebyggelsen vil det være nyttigt med en 
kvantitativ epidemiologisk vurdering af determinanternes fremadrettede potentiale, og at den engelske 
erfaring viser at det måske er vigtigere at ramme de tidlige determinanter i årsagskæden,  

• (Er du siden denne rapport blevet klogere på hvad du mener fremadrettet ville være det bedste led i 
årsagskæden at påvirke?) 
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Appendix	2	
Focus	group	interview-guide		
 

• hvordan opfatter i kommunikative kampagner fra staten(f.eks. “kør bil når du kører bil”, 
“husk cykelhjelmen”, “bevæg dig 30 min om dagen”, “seks om dagen”....) (generelle 
holdning),  

• Hvornår synes i de gør de indtryk? (voldsomme, personlige, …), Hvilken kampagne(r), har 
gjort mest indtryk? 

• Hvad er en god kampagne for jer?  
• Hvis i tænker tilbage på en kampagne i husker bedst eller som i synes gør mest indtryk, hvor 

så i så denne henne? hav med sociale medier  
• Hvad er en sund person for jer?  
• Hvad kan påvirke jer til at ændre adfærd i forhold til livsstil? (Hvis de ikke siger det selv: 

Kan i huske nogle sundhedskampagner der har fået jer til at ændre adfærd)? hvad med jeres 
arb plads, ? hvor effektivt synes i det er  

Introducer kampagner  
• Rate kampagne (en der er emotionel, en der er oplysende, kombi,  : generelt god-dårlig, 

budskab: tydeligt-utydeligt,  
• spørg ind til svarene, hvorfor har i den dårlig/god, tydelig/utydelig…. 
• Hvilken kampagne gjorde mest indtryk, husker den bedst (og hvorfor det)? 
• Hvad synes i generelt om sundhedsbudskaber direkte på produkterne(f.eks.  cigaretpakker), 

sammenlignet med generelle kampagner? 
 
Appendix 3 
Transcription in-depth interview with Finn D.  
 
Du nævner i din rapport at du har forskellige anbefalinger til de forskellige problemstillinger der er i 
samfundet mht sundhed, men hvordan vurderer du at man mest optimalt kan implementere nogle af de 
anbefalinger du tilkendegiver?  
 
Et af problemerne med det her er jo at, mange af de ting der har betydning for ulighed i sundhed er jo ting 
som ikke foregår i sundhedsvæsenet. Det er jo nok uligheder der skabes af sundhedsvæsenet, og som sikkert 
nok også kunne gøres noget ved inden for sundhedsvæsenet… Men så er der jo også rigtig mange politikker, 
som ikke ligger inden for sundhedsvæsenet. Der er jo politikker som handler om vores afgiftspolitik, på 
tobak og alkoholområdet. Så er der politikker der handler om mange børn der vokser op i fattigdom, der er 
politiker der handler om hvordan vi behandler mennesker der er arbejdsløse, og arbejdsløshed er jo en 
sundhedsrisiko og effekten af arbejdsløshed på helbredet er vigtig for hvordan arbejdsmarkedspolitikken 
føres. Der er politiker som handler om miljø, der er politikk om vi former en fysisk miljø og miljøpolitik der 
fremmer fysisk aktivitet. Så der er mange forskellige politikker. Så er der så et kommunikationsproblem, at 
få de politiker der enlig har andre dagsordener end sundhed, til at også at lade sin politik påvirke af hvad som 
ville være godt for sundhed… Men det at bygge grønne områder hvor man kan have fysisk aktivitet først og 
fremmest hos de mindre privilegerede bydele som er vigtig for ulighed i sundhed… Der er udfordringen i 
forhold til at kommunikere og at de andre politikområder føler ejerskab i forhold til det her med ulighed i 
sundhed. Hvordan får man dem til at føle ejerskab, jo en ting er jo at de politikker også gavner dere eget mål, 
vi ved at børn som har det sundhedsmæssigt godt, hvad der gælder fysisk aktivitet og psykiske symptomer, 
de har også en meget bedre indlæring og det er også sådan at børn der har en meget bedre indlæring og der 
ikke hele tiden oplever vanskeligheder i skolen og at det ikke hele tiden mislykkes, de har et bedre psykisk 
helbred….  
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At få det der kommunikeret, der er også en masse økonomiske ting det kan så godt være at 
arbejdsmarkedspolitikken og skolepolitikken bruger nogle penge, men så om der kommer en gevinst af det, 
jamen så er det ikke kommunen der får den gevinst men måske regionen som spare nogle udgifter…  
Så er det klart så er der den anden del, som handler om at vi tror at folk ikke lever sundt fordi de ikke ved 
hvad det vil sige at leve sundt, det er nok lidt en vildfarse, i den forstand at det er på mange områder ikke så 
meget et vidensspørgsmål, men noget er det er er, f.eks. med kost der kommer så mange budskaber, det er 
enlig det samme sundhedsstyrelsen siger som de sagde for 50 år siden.. Mange kampagner bygger på tanken 
om vi skal informere folk.. Nu er Novo Nordisk i gang med at lave en undersøgelse blandt diabetiker i 
København og hvad man skal gøre ved det, da der er en meget stor social ulighed i diabetes... Det handler 
om at mennesker med kort uddannelse og små indkomster og arbejdsløshed passer ikke rigtig på deres 
sygdom, det er jo ikke fordi de ikke har råd til at få den hjælp, men det er faktisk gratis, det meste af den, 
men så når man interviewer så ved de det jo godt, men altså så siger de jeg er arbejdsløs, jeg er skide dårlig 
med penge, og børnene er i alle mulige problemer, så det der med vores sukkersyge kommer langt nede på 
dagsordenen… og det er i den situation at folk bliver trætte af “kommer du nu også og snakker om 
diabetes?”, man får snart den modsatte reaktion, for i informationskampagnerne ligger det enlig lidt at det er 
dit eget ansvar. 
 
Vil du måske sige at informationskampagnerne har fået en form for mæthedsgrad? 
 
Naah, der er jo rigtig meget forskning på det her og det viser sig jo at på nogle områder har kampagner jo 
haft en vis betydning… Forskningen nu viser at kampagnerne virker først og fremmest når de sker sammen 
med det vi kalder strukturelle tiltag, dvs. når man lavede rygeloven så ville det havde været effektivt hvis 
man så også havde hævet priserne på cigaretter… At man kombinere mange indsatser, så er der forskning 
der taler for at den ene indsats forstærker effekten af den anden..  
 
Så kampagnerne skal ihvertfald ikke være enestående?  
 
Nej, og i den udstrækning at de så tendere og har en effekt er det på de ressourcestærke… I tobaks 
spørgsmålet er det nok der hvor det har været mest tydeligt igennem årene, det er jo ikke sådan at der er en 
kampagne, og folk så tænker “shit det havde vi ingen anelse om det klart jeg skal holde op med at ryge”, 
sådan fungere det jo ikke. Det har jo været nogle kampagner der har betydet noget for denne normdannelse, 
at det er lidt taberagtigt at ryge, og det har så også gjort at der så er nogle der holder op med at ryge, og dem 
der så holder op med at ryge siger så “nu skal i altså ikke ryge i mit hjem”, og er de et eller andet sted jamen 
så beder de folk om at holde op med at ryge. Og dette boost er med til at det får en helt anden effekt…  
 
Så måske er det at fokusere på at man har nogle ambasadøre for de forskellige områder og på den måde at 
få dem til at faciliter?  
 
Man har prøvet at have en sundhedsambassadør i Københavns kommune, det var ikke en succeshistorie… 
Men det at der sker et normskred i befolkningen, det er delvist et resultat af at information og normdannelse. 
 
Vi har gjort os nogle observationer når det gælder sociale medier og overvægt, det er ihvertfald noget vi 
også fokusere mere på, der er blevet gjort rigtig meget i forhold til rygning, og den epidemi der begynder at 
blive rigtig stor det er fedme, fordi rygning er ved at stagnere, på de sociale medier er der er klart udtryk for 
at det er deres egen skyld, og følgesygedommene må de så også selv tage sig af, og de kan jo bare tabe sig. 
 
Det er jo heller ikke rigtig sandt i den forstand at, det er ens egen skyld, om man på en 10 års periode går 10 
kg op så handler dt om at spise 1 stk chokolade om dagen i 10 år mere end hvad man ellers gjorde. 
Vi ved jo glimrende at hvis vi forbød store flasker coca cola, og fik vi BigMac ned på det kalorieindhold det 
havde for 20 år siden, hvilket næsten er det halve, så ville det have kæmpe stor betydning. Det har man lavet 
eksperimenter med. Men det jo svært fordi da New York city prøvede at forbyde de store Coca Cola flasker, 
anlage Coca Cola sag an, og vandt. Lobbyismen er jo stor, men mindst lige så stor i Europa, så det gør at det 
ikke er nogen let kamp. Det er upopulært og så gør de det ikke.  
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Man kan sige mange af de forlag i skriver i rapporten de virker jo næsten åbenlyse, men man kan undre sig 
over at regeringen ikke gør noget. 
 
Det er jo politisk, der er i mange lande man har gjort nogle af disse ting, Danmark har jo en meget højere 
dødelighed.. det skyldes udelukkende på baggrund af tobak, narkotika og alkoholområdet.Danskerne er ikke 
så fede sammenlignet med resten af verden, så det er de tre ting og det har man vidst siden 80’erne.  
Men det skyldes jo industrien jo er, Danmark er et lille land, men vi har jo et kæmpe multinational både 
tobaks og alkohol industri, så de er stærke.  
 
Så man burde mere tage virksomhederne i betragtning end regeringen? 
 
ja, jeg mener det er virksomhederne der ikke tager sit anvar.  
 
Hvis man nu tager regeringen i betragtning i Danmark, det vi synes måske er lidt modsigende i forhold til de 
effekter og initiativer i snakker om i rapporten, det er jo den regering vi har fået nu, og generelt hvordan 
regeringen har været de sidste 10 år i forhold til der også har været en finanskrise, men der bliver jo hele 
tiden indført besparelser og de fremtidige politiske strategier er også meget fokuseret på besparelser, de 
modsiger lidt hinanden de her initiativer og politiske strategier? 
 
Ikke nødvendigvis, der er mange ting i den her rapport der koster penge, men der nogle ting der ville gå med 
overskud… Mange af tiltagene ville være besparende.  
 
Det perspektiv vi havde på det var at der i rapporten står, hvilken indflydelse fattigdom har tidligt i børns liv 
og der hjælper det måske ikke at man skære på alle de ydelser. 
 
Jo tidligere investeringer man gør i børns udvikling, og ikke mindst den her onde cirkel med børns helbred 
og skolepræstation, og om man kan bryde den, så taler man jo for at det er en rigtig god investering for 
samfundet… det kan man gøre ved at holde børnefattigdom nede på et absolut minimum, men det er den 
også i danmark hvor den er nede på 5 procent, hvor den i resten af europa er 25 procent. så skal man have 
sunhedsplejersker der tidligt kommer hjem til børnene og fremmer problemer med at moren er deprimeret 
osv.. man skal have barselsorlov, man skal daginstitutioner alle har råd til, og gerne af god kvalitet, og det er 
noget man sådan set har mange i skandinavien, men alligevel har vi en stor ulighed i sundhed.  
 
Hvordan er jeres vurdering af hvor langt regeringen er med de her tiltag i selv foreslår? 
 
Der har jo været to store sundheds udredninger, den ene var forebyggelseskommissionens betænken i 2009, 
den kom fordi Lars Løkke sagde vi skulle hæve middellevetiden med 3 år og det er på baggrund af dette 
bogen er udarbejdet.. Der var ikke et eneste af dem der blev implementeret.   
 
Hvis vi tager udgangspunkt i de her der bliver tabt på gulvet og føler sig uden for samfundet, der vurdere vi 
ikke at kampagnen er effektive og der er det netop at initiativerne der skal kunne gøre det.  
 
Der kan man også sige at der gøres rigtig meget, på den anden side er der også mekanismer der går den 
anden vej. F.eks. det at man nu har stor valgfrihed på skoleområdet, det gør at vi får en voldsommere 
segregation… Det er jo ikke noget man kan fordømme og hvor kampagner virker vanvittigt meget.  
 
Vil du så sige det er mere politiske initiativer der vil have den største effekt? 
 
Jeg bliver nødt til at sige, jeg ville hellere sige det var noget social interessant, men man kommer ikke uden 
om det der ville have den aller største effekt ville være en kraftig pris forøgning på cigaretter, altså en 
fordobling.  
 
Hvordan får man folk til at gå fra og være oplyst til at handle på det? 
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Der er jo det der Nudging, og det jo nogle rimelig gode resultater det har. Det kunne man jo også gøre. Der 
er nogle projekter i gang. Det kræver et bredt samfundsarrangement. Det jo ikke tilfældigt at de steder man 
har lavet disse nudging projekter det er på Sjællands Odde og på Bornholm. Der har man små lokalsamfund 
hvor folk kan tænke sammen, det bliver en vi følelse, den samme vi følelse får man ikke på Frederiksberg.  
 
Men ville du mene det skulle komme mere fra individerne selv og måske også deres omgivelser. F.eks. ved 
jeg at virksomheder gør rigtig meget for at fokusere på det. Det accepter folk bedre. Måske regeringen gå 
den alternative vej og lade hver med at fokusere på individerne.   
 
Man kunne også argumenter for firmaet Danmark, hvor borgerne var nogenlunde sunde, for det koster det 
hvide ude af øjenene.  
Jeg har nogen gange været i diskussion med ham Joakim B. Olsen, det var en kritik af den her kritik at han 
skriver i den avis debat der på et tidpunkt var at de der er en modsætning mellem menneskers frihed og 
frihedstrang og så er der alt de vi vil styre med priser, afgifter osv.. Mod det er der jo kun at sige at det der 
mest truer menneskers frihed er at være syg.  
 
Har du noget erfaring med noget man skal gøre bedre mht. det man gør nu i kampagnerne?  
 
Der er områder så som kost og motion hvor det ser ud til ikke at virke.  
  
Appendix	4	
Transcription	in-depth	interview	Sisse	F.				
    
Kan i se nogen udvikling der peger i nye retninger, eller det fortsat er den samme tendens ()? 
 
Tendensen er den samme hvis vi bare ser på de kortuddannede spiser mere usundt end de langtuddannede, 
men noget af det vi har set på er det der hvor vi går ind og undersøger på barriere og på motiver for at spise 
henholdsvis sundt eller ikke sundt og der kan man så se at det tyder ikke på at der er særlig stor forskel på 
hvilke motiver eller barriere der er for at spise sundt blandt kortuddannede versus langtuddannede og det er 
interessant når man kan se de spiser forskelligt men deres grundlag for at spise hvad de nu gør er den samme. 
så der ligger noget mere under, hvor man skal ned og se på værdier og hvorfor er det så at kortuddannede i 
deres hverdag er det ikke særligt fedt at spise salat, eller er det måske noget macho maskulint arbejder spiser 
sku ikke salat eller hvad er det der gør at de ikke spiser frugt og grønt. Fordi deres viden, motiver og barriere 
der er ikke særligt stor forskel på kort - og langtuddannede. Ikke hvad der angår mænd, det er mænd vi har 
analyseret, men du må kalde mig Mads hvis der er væsentlig forskel i forhold til kvinder - det tror jeg ikke. 
Man kan så sige de spørgsmål vi har i vores halve times interview med deltagerne i kostundersøgelsen, der 
kan det være vi skal stille spørgsmålene på en lidt anden måde for at vi skal rundt om problemstillingen på 
en lidt anden måde. For at man kan løfte den gruppe, de kortuddannede, så skal man have gravet mere ned i 
værdier og hverdag, og i sidste ende kan det være det handler om, jamen når det kommer til noget i en 
presset hverdag så har de altså bare ikke overskud til at gøre noget ved det, men de gør det ikke. De vil gerne 
men de gør det ikke.  
 
Men der står jo i den artikel du har skrevet at de langtuddannede spiser lige så meget slik og kager som de 
kortuddannede, så hvis de skulle være forskellige ville de vel også have forskellige kostvaner men det virker 
jo lidt til de begge spiser usundt. 
 
Helt grundlæggende, kort eller lang, så er der ingen der spiser helt sindsyg godt… derfor burde man enlig når 
man skal lave noget ernæringsoplysning have en masse strategi fordi man skal italesætte problemet over for 
begge grupper… Men det er en politisk situation hvem er det man vil gøre noget ved, og der er altid den her 
diskussion om hvorvidt kampagner virker og om man skal lave strukturelle tiltag og miljøstrategi og masse 
strategi 
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Burde man så ikke lave kampagner der er rette mod begge, når der ikke er stor forskel på de to? 
Vi jo ikke kloge på nu, hvilke normer der ligger under deres madvaner, det har vi ikke undersøgt endnu, og 
det tror jeg ikke der er særligt mange der har undersøgt…  
 
Så hvad vil du enlig foreslå at der skal til før vi får nogle effektive kampagner der virker? 
 
Jeg tror man bliver nødt til hele tiden at have de strukturelle tiltag over for kortuddannede. Hvis 
kortuddannede er på arbejde og er på arbejdspladser hvor der er kantine, sørge for at der hele tiden er noget 
sundt de kan vælge, eller groft set KUN er noget sundt de kan vælge, så bliver de nødt til at spise det. Det 
ihvertfald en ting, men hvad der angår hvordan man skal kommunikere til dem, der er den sværer for blandt 
andet har fødevarestyrrelsen lavet en kampagne sidste år der hedder Herre fedt, som handlede om 
nøglehullet, og om at få mænd til at spise sundere, og det kørte på det maskuline og man kan blive mæt.Man 
skal ikke i gang med at tale salat og quinoa til kortuddannede mænd. Og måske ikke til kortuddannede i det 
hele taget. Der er nogle trends vi skal holde ude af det. Men de strukturelle tiltag kommer man ikke udenom. 
Dem der ikke har overskud til at lytte de skal ligesom agere. De skal se det ved eksemplets magt - det smager 
sgu godt det her og jeg bliver mæt af det. 
 
De fleste danskere er jo oplyst i forhold til kostråd osv, så er det egentlig spild af penge at gå ud med disse 
kampagner? 
 
De laver oplysning om kostrådene, men de laver ikke kampagner som sådan, så har de lavet lidt på herre 
fedt, men det er i småtings afdelingen i forhold til det støjbillede der er, dels fra industrien, og fra de 
selvbestaltede eksperter der er. Og jeg tror det er utroligt vigtigt at der trods alt er noget information. Hvis du 
har en kampagne hvor du siger folk skal spise mere af noget, altså et positivt budskab, det er rent faktisk 
meget bedre end at de skal spise mindre af noget. Når man samtidig har at man får detailhandel og produkt 
udvikleren til at lave en masse på produkter så har du gjort tilgængeligheden let, og du har gjort udvalget 
mere spændende og samtidig har du et partnerskab hvor der er mange forskellige der prøver at kommunikere 
det samme budskab. Jeg synes ikke kampagner er dårligt, men det kan ikke stå alene, det er ikke nok.  
 
Spørgsmålet er om man skal tænke nye veje og bruge ressourcer et andet sted, bruge dem til andre tiltag end 
at udarbejde de her kampagner. 
 
Jeg tror ikke man kan slippe for oplysningskampagnerne. Jeg tror at folk jævnligt, dagligt, ugentligt skal 
mindes om, og skal inspireres af noget. Og mht de kortuddannede skal over i det mere visuelle end det 
tekstmæssige.  
Jeg ved ikke hvor meget fødevarestyrelsen snakker med deres målgruppe. Normalt går man ud og får fat i et 
kommunikationsbureau og så er det egentlig dem der skal have styr på målgruppen. Jeg tror det ville være 
rigtig godt at blive klogere på de kortuddannede, få noget mere viden om hvad der skal til at de spiser 
sundere for sundheds Interessen er der jo.  
 
Du nævner at de kortuddannede og de langtuddannede har samme værdier, synes du så kampagnerne skulle 
være mere universelle, eller indsnævret? 
 
Jeg tror nok sundhedsstyrelsen snakker ud fra de kortuddannedes værdier og så lave kommunikation ud fra 
det. og sige pyt med de langtuddannede, de ved en masse, så hvis man kommunikere universelt, men bygger 
på de kortuddannedes værdier er det meget muligt man får noget overløb for at de langtuddannede bliver 
mindet om at spise frugt og grønt. Der snakkes meget om at målrette information til de kortuddannede. Hvis 
man får løftet dem så tror man også man får løftet de andre gratis. 
 
Fremadrettet, er der noget i forhold til det data i har der viser at der er nogle ændringer i udviklingen? Er 
tendensen stor eller er der et lille skæl der er mellem de kortuddannede? 
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Vi har ikke set en øget polarisering på kosten. Vi har ikke kunne set det og vi er dem der har den bedste data 
på kostvaner. Men den øgede polarisering i sundhed er en ting, men når man skal forklare denne øget 
polarisering, har vi ikke kunne se særligt meget på kosten at der er en øget polarisering, så der er ikke 
kommet et større skel mellem kort og langtuddannede. Begge grupper er begyndt at spise lidt sundere men 
der er stadig lang vej endnu.  
 
Man kan vel altid lave forbedringer når det noget i sidste ende gavner samfundet. 
 
Men der er også nogle udviklingstendenser der går i stik modsat retning, med et øget fedt indtag, fødeindtag 
og ost-indtag, dels skyldes det der er en low carb bølge.  
 
Hvad burde man gøre? 
 
Man burde gå i dybden med værdier og holdninger og ikke kun i relation til kost men sundhed generelt, og 
blive kloge på hvad er det der gør det, der er en problemstilling med at det er langtuddannede der skal sidde 
og redde kortuddannede, og de langtuddannede ved ikke særlig meget om de kortuddannede,  
Desværre kan man sige Mette, min sociolog kollega som er i gang med at lave sin PhD om befolkningens 
sundhedsopfattelse, har haft kvalitative interviews hvor sunhed det simpelthen ikke er noget man kan 
italesætte overfor de kortuddannede… 
 

	
Appendix	5	
Email	correspondence	with	Mette	R.		
 
-----Oprindelig meddelelse----- 
Fra: Mariam Idris [mailto:mariam.idris@icloud.com]  
Sendt: 23. september 2015 13:15 
Til: Mette Rosenlund Sørensen 
Emne: Efter henvising fra Sisse fagt, vedr special om polarisering i sundhed 
 
Hej Mette vi har netop været i kontakt med Sisse Fagt i forbindelse med vores afhandling, der omhandler polariseringen i sundhed, 
og hvorledes man kan mindske denne ved brug af forskellige marketing tiltag. I den forbindelse skal vi udføre to fokusgrupper samt 
eventuelle semi strukturerede interviews, hvor vi er blevet bekendt med dit arbejde med at undersøge sundhed blandt kortuddannede 
mænd. Derfor vil vi spørge om du eventuelt har nogle anbefalinger eller lignende erfaring vi kan gøre brug af når vi selv skal ud og 
undersøge emnet, for det er os bekendt, gennem Sisse, og fra egen erfaring, at det er et problematisk emne at få fyldstgørende svar 
omkring. Derfor er en hver anbefaling meget vel modtaget.  
 
Hilsen Mariam og Sonja, fra CBS. 
____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Hej Miriam og Sonja 
 
Det lyder som et rigtig spændende projekt I er i gang med.  
 
Ja, det er rigtigt, at det kan være en udfordring at interviewe kortuddannede. Ganske enkelt fordi I typisk helt naturligt vil bruge ord 
og begreber der for andre kan være meget abstrakte, især hvis det er begreber man ikke normalt taler om eller tager stilling til. Min 
oplevelse er, at mange kortuddannede, og især mænd, ikke er vant til at tænke på og tale om sundhed. Som en interviewperson 
engang sagde til mig "er det ikke en del af mit univers". Det behøver selvfølgelig ikke betyde, at de ikke ved hvad sundhed er, men 
det kan være svært at sætte ord på. Mit bedste råd til jer er at gøre jeres spørgsmål så konkrete som muligt. I stedet for fx at spørge 
"hvad er sundhed for dig?", så kan I bede interviewpersonen om at beskrive en sund person, eller beskrive en dag eller en situation, 
hvor interviewpersonen har følt sig særlig sund. Prøv at spørge både konkret og abstrakt og se om/hvordan der er forskel. Det er jo 
ikke alle kortuddannede der er ens. I ved det formentlig allerede godt, men det er en rigtig god ide(!) at gennemføre et par pilot 
interviews, så I kan få afprøvet om jeres spørgsmål virker. Det er jo en learning by doing proces, uanset hvor meget I forbereder jer.   
 
I må endelig sige til, hvis I har flere spørgsmål.  
 
God fornøjelse:) I må da endelig gerne sende mig jeres afhandling, når den er færdig. 
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Kh Mette 
 
Appendix	6	
Transcription	focus	group	1	
 
Hvordan opfatter i de kommunikative kampagner fra staten (Kør bil når du køre bil. husk cykelhjelm, bevæg 
dig 30 min om dagen) 
 
Bothainah: B 
Stefan: ST 
Sarosh: SA 
Yannick: Y 
Martin: M 
Gry: G 
Marie-Louise: ML 
Katja: K 
B: Det jo forskelligt, for nogle af dem de er jo.. de rammer en. Altså vi har jo set dem hvor man ser en 
ulykke og hvor folk løber hen og prøver at redde, og så bliver man jo følelsesladt og man bliver ramt af det, 
og på en eller anden måde føler man at man… Der ligger man mærke til kampagnen. Den med cykelhjelm er 
jeg ikke så tilfreds med, den hvor man synger og danser for at børn skal have cykelhjelm på, og det skal man 
selv have. Men jeg husker den, så nogle af dem virker jo, hvor andre går i glemmeboksen, men jo man bliver 
påvirket af dem synes jeg.  
ST: jeg husker dem, og jeg ved hvad de handler om, men det er ikke fordi jeg indretter min adfærd efter 
dem, det ikke fordi jeg spiser seks stykker frugt om dagen, eller løber en halv time eller tager cykelhjelmen 
på.. Man tænker over det men der er mange ting man ikke gør alligevel 
K: Ligesom Stefan opfatter jeg dem primært som sådan nogle guidelines, men gør ikke som sådan noget ved 
det… Det er det ideelle og så må man gøre hvad man kan, hvad der passer ind i ens hverdag 
SA: Jeg synes det virker meget bevidst at vi er bevidste omkring at der er nogle problemer. F.eks. så så jeg i 
dag, en med cyklisten og den blinde vinkel med lastbiler. Det er ikke noget med man altid tænker over, men i 
og med København er en cykelby, og man cykler meget, så det meget godt at tænke, hey hvis der er en 
lastbil ved siden af en, det gør en opmærksom på tingene. 
K: Så du tænker også det virker forebyggende? 
SA: ehhhm.. Ja, det jo det det er, alle de her kampagner er jo forebyggende, også kør bil når du køre bil, det 
er jo for at forebygge ulykker. Så 100% jeg synes at det virker på ens bevidsthed, og det er nok også 
intentionen med kampagnen. 
 
Moderator: Men virker det på dig? F.eks. husk cykelhjelmen? 
 
SA: øh.. Nej 
 
Moderator: hvorfor rammer den ikke dig? 
 
SA: jamen det er jo… det jo cykelhjelm.. ja det er jo øhhh.. Der er ikke nogle i min sfere, nogle af mine 
nære, der har været ude for nogle ulykker på den måde, så det rammer ikke mig  på den måde, men 
selvfølgelig hvis man kender nogle der har været ude for en ulykke og man ser den her kampagne så kan det 
godt være man tænker sig om en ekstra gang, men det har aldrig nogensinde været et problem ikke at have 
sådan en på. 
ST: så du passer heller ikke på den blinde vinkel for du er aldrig blevet kørt ned? 
SA: det…… 
ML: Har du så heller ikke en forsikring for du har jo aldrig haft brug for en? Det jo det samme, man gider 
ikke have cykelhjelm på for man er aldrig faldet, der er aldrig sket noget 
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SA: det er jo ligesom hvis man lever i et samfund hvor man ikke kender nogle der har fået noget stjålet så 
har man heller ikke nogen forsikring.. 
ML: nej det er nemlig det.. Jeg giver dig bare lidt ret, altså det er ikke sket for mig endnu så ja… 
G: Men er det ikke lidt fordi man vælger hvilket af nogle af dem man vil tage til sig.. Altså det med 
cykelhjelmen har man jo også fået af vide siden man var helt lille, at man skulle have cykelhjelm på og så 
holdt man op med det på et tidspunkt.. Altså hvorimod det er lidt nemmere at stoppe for en lastbil end at tage 
en cykelhjelm på 
 
Moderator: er der andre der har nogle kommentarer? 
 
ML: jeg tænker også nogle gange at f.eks. spis fisk 2 gange om ugen og sådan nogle store kampagner, så 
tænker jeg nogle gange, det siger lidt om hvilket land vi lever i, når vi nu gøre rigtig meget ud af at folk skal 
have cykelhjelm på, hvor man måske i andre lande er sådan.. “Cykelhjelm hvad faen er det, vi har ikke 
engang cykel her”. Jeg synes nogle gange jeg tænker over at det er fedt at vi har råd til at gå op i at man skal 
række armen ud når man standser. De der enlig lidt mindre ting i et lidt større perspektiv. Det har jeg bare 
taget mig selv i at tænke, at det er fedt. 
M: mm.. også i forhold til branding, du plejer ikke at tænke over, nu læser vi så sammen, men du plejer ikke 
at tænke over hvem afsenderen er når du sætter dig ind i bilen, “Så sage staten lige at jeg skulle gøre det her 
og det her”. Du tænker måske at du skulle sænke farten fordi der var den der reklame på et tidspunkt, men 
det er ikke sådan at du tænker det er staten der er afsender. Budskabet kommer ud, men hvem budskabet 
kommer fra det plejer at være sådan lidt ligegyldigt, det ikke det man husker på, altså afsenderen er ikke top-
of-mind, men awareness er der omkring selve budskabet 
B: men jeg synes også igen, at selvom det bliver brandet af nogle, så kommer det også an på hvilken reklame 
det er. for det kommer også an på hvad det er du ser, er det noget der interesserer dig så ser du det også, men 
er det noget der ikke fanger dit blik så ser du det heller ikke, og også selvom man tager det til sig, men jeg 
synes også der er nogle reklamer der taler mere til dig, end andre, eller nogle kampagner der taler mere end 
andre, så det er også derfor man lægger også mærke til, det er et spørgsmål, hvordan de laver eller viser den 
her reklame 
K: Hvem de taler til 
B: Ja netop 
M: Ja men jeg er helt enig, men det også i forhold til som du siger med fiskeolie, man kan godt undvære 
fiskeolie, men når du ser nogle lidt mere skræmmende reklamer som biluheld, så ligger du nok mere mærke 
til dem, specielt dem hvor der er børn involveret, og der har været et par stykker hvor folk har noget over 
hovedet og hvor de kører rundt  i den der bil  
G: Men er det ikke også lidt fordi den er lidt mere, Lev eller dø 
M: Jo lige præcis, mens den anden er sådan lidt, jeg kan godt undvære den der laks der.  
G: Man ved jo også godt at man skal køre ordentligt, det bare mere en reminder 
M: Jeg tror også det har noget med problemet med dem med husk cykelhjelmen, de er ikke så dramatiske 
igen, det er som en af jer sagde det, det noget man lære fra folkeskolen hvor der kommer en eller anden 
brandmand ud og fortæller man skal have cykelhjelm på og allerede der så bliver det sådan lidt… 
Y: men er det ikke mere til forældrene husk cykelhjelm, tænker jeg? Altså mere til de forældre der har børn 
hvor de så for at vide at, børnene ikke gider fordi der ikke er andre der gør det, og så bliver det en sjov 
reklame til dem, selvom det ikke er så sjovt for barnet så skal de altså have den her cykelhjelm på. og så gør 
de det på sådan en sjov måde så forældrene tænker, det er rigtigt nok, børnene skal have den her cykelhjelm 
på, så den henvender sig nok ikke så meget til os der sidder her men måske folk der har børn på den her 
alder, kunne godt være den henvender sig lidt bedre til dem måske.. Fordi de tit får at vide at Nikolaj fra min 
klasse har det ikke.. eller whatever ikke også 
 
Hvad synes i så det er at i reagere stærkest på, eller hvilken reklame er det der snakker stærkest til jer? Er 
det voldsomme kampagner, eller hvad er det der skal til før. 
 
K: god gammeldags skræmmekampagne 
M: Der er nogle der skal dø 
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K: men f.eks. den med cykelhjelmen, vi havde nok set anderledes på den hvis man nu hørte om den 10 årig 
pige der blev kørt ned ved Damhussøen af den der lastbil, i stedet for nogle forældre der står og rapper 
G: tror du ikke stadigvæk cykelhjelm, det er jo også lidt om hvordan man ser ud når man har den på. Og der 
er jo lidt flere faktorer der spiller ind. I forhold til hvis du skal holde for en lastbil, det taber du jo ikke rigtig 
noget ved 
K: nej det er rigtigt.. 
G: Den reklame er til aldersgruppen hvor de tænker at vi er lidt tabte, hvorimod det andet kan de stadig 
måske nok få os til at gøre 
 
Moderator: Så i andre synes også det er stærke kampagner der virker bedst 
 
SA: det ved jeg ikke det synes jeg ikke… 
B: det er jo både kampagner og det der sker i det virkelige liv, som du selv siger. For man lytter jo også til 
sine omgivelser.. Jeg tog cykelhjelm på som 25 årig, men det var fordi min chef pressede på og sagde jeg 
skal ikke have flere med hul i hovedet eller sygdom, så det var en af grundene til jeg tog den på, men jo 
skræmmekampagner helt sikkert, det virker.. 
SA: jeg kan bedre lide kampagner der får dig til at tænke, du behøver ikke at være skræmt, ligesom den der 
kør bil når du køre bil, bare det der lille slogan får dig til at tænke, hvad er det enlig jeg laver når jeg køre bil, 
når der er nogle der skal sige til mig, kør bil når du køre bil, kører jeg ikke bil, eller laver jeg også andre 
ting? Man tænker ihvertfald lige over det.. Øhh nu snakker vi godt nok sundhed, men der er også den der 
batterikampagne omkring miljøet, hvor de siger Du skal ikke fucke med mit grundvand, i sådan et helt 
fornemt selskab hvor de sidder og drikker the, og hun går helt amok, og det får en til at tænke, den her fine 
gamle dame der lige pludselig bare går amok over batterierne ryger i skraldespanden, man tænker over det i 
forhold til hvis det bare er en reklame der bare lige fiser forbi, så husker man den ikke. Så en der sætter nogle 
tanker i gang 
 
Hvad indeholder en god kampagne for jer, nu har vi snakket om en der skræmmer en, og en der får en til at 
tænke, men er der nogle elementer eller andet? 
G: jeg tænker noget der henvender sig til noget jeg kan forholde mig til. Så feks. den med grundvandet, jeg 
kan forholde mig til jeg skal have vand, og det skal alle andre også have, så på den måde noget der har med 
min hverdag at gøre 
Moderator: Så det er ikke aldersbetonet? 
G: Joo det kan det godt være, nu har jeg ikke set den reklame med cykelhjelmen, så den skal jeg ikke kunne 
sige men altså..  
ML: Kan vi måske få nogle eksempler på nogle af de der kampagner? Bare lidt mere end bare lige 
cykelhjelmen og den med grundvandet? Hvilke nogle er der lige i øjeblikket jeg kan ikke lige huske nogle 
M: der har været nogle kampagner med en hjælpe telefon får børn der bliver misbrugt eller er blevet slået, nu 
har jeg ikke selv været i den der situation, men man husker reklamen da det er noget af det værste der kan 
ske at børn bliver misbrugt eller børn med alkoholiske forældre så var der den der hotline, havde jeg været i 
den der situation så havde jeg nok kigget mere efter reklamen, men jeg kan huske reklamen var dramatisk, 
men den henvender sig ikke til mig 
 
Hvis i tænker tilbage på en kampagne som i husker bedst og som synes har gjort mest indtryk  hvor var det 
så i så den henne? (Tv, udenfor etc.) 
 
Alle: TV 
G: Altså jeg har lige lagt mærke til de har sat de der skilte op at man skal give tegn når man cykler, men det 
er nok også fordi de er der hvor man kommer cyklende. 
 
Moderator: Så i har ikke set noget på de sociale medier eller? 
 
M: youtube plejer at bruge det som reklame inden man skal se det man skal se, men det bare irriterende 
fordi… 
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ST: ja lige de 5 sek inden man skipper 
K: Der plejer jeg bare at lukke jeg af 
 
Moderator: Så de virker ikke dem på youtube? 
 
Alle: Nej 
 
Hvis i skulle beskrive en sund person, hvordan ville sådan en være for jer? Hvad ville personen gøre, hvad 
er en sund person? 
 
Y: For mig er det en der måske går op i sin træning og i sin kost, en der er lidt mere bevidst om hvilke valg 
man tager og fravælger.  
B: en sund person kan også være en person som tager nogle beslutninger i sit liv hvor det ikke indebære 
stress, hvor man ikke er en stresset person og hvor man tager de opgaver man kan tage og ikke tager mere en 
højst nødvendigt og lever et sundt liv på den måde fordi stress er jo også afgørende  
K: Jeg har jo lidt de der kampagner i baghovedet, med 30 min motion om dagen, spis frugt og grønt, så det 
ligger i min underbevidsthed, så en sund person for mig er jo en person der har tid til at dyrke motion, det er 
nogle der spiser varieret, der er nogle der ikke ryger og sådan nogle tid. 
 
Moderator: Så det er på baggrund af kampagnerne du har lavet sådan en person? 
 
K: Ja det tror jeg faktisk 
 
Moderator: Hvad med jer andre, er det det samme eller? 
 
SA: jaa. Man kan dele sundhed op i to, fysisk og psykisk, de kan godt være relateret til tider, men hvis man 
tager den fysiske spiser du varieret grønsager, frugter og dyrker du motion er du fysisk sund. Den anden 
sundhed den kan vi blive ved med at snakke om i al evighed, men ja 2 forskellige sundheder det er lidt svært 
at definere den anden 
B: men der er også kampagner til begge 
Sarosh: ja præcis 
 
Hvad kunne så få jer til at ændre adfærd i forhold til jeres livsstil? 
 
B: Omgivelserne, øøøh.. de mennesker man støder på der lider af følgesygdomme af livsstilen. det er den 
største skræmmekampagne for mig.  
K: det sætter tingene i perspektiv at man selv kunne ende sådan.. 
M: Jeg har det lidt omvendt, folk der er sunde får mig til at være sunde.. Jeg kom hjem fra Beijing og havde 
taget 5 kilo på og min bror sagde til mig i lufthavnen Fuck du har taget på, og så var jeg nede og løbe i 
fitness og prøve at komme af med det 
Y: jeg har det sådan med rygning, jeg ryger selv og når der er de der skræmme ting på med dine tænder, det 
ikke det der rammer mig så meget, min mor hun er lige stoppet og det får en selv til at tænke på at det er en 
meget god ide at stoppe. Så ens omgivelser er ligesom med til at præge en til at leve sundere tror ikke det er 
de der skræmmekampagner der er med til det, man tænker over det men det er ikke det, der er primært 
påvirkende  
G: skræmmekampagnen giver vel bare en bevidsthed om det, at det er skidt for en, men der er stadig langt 
fra at så gøre det, for det kan godt være man dør om 50 år. 
Y: f.eks. de der smøger, jeg ved ikke om de er i Danmark, men i andre lande har de 15 pakke cigaretter er en 
flyrejse, altså det er mere motiverende for mig end en skræmmekampagne.. jeg tænker ikke over det andet på 
samme måde, jeg tænker ikke jeg dør af kræft af det. 
G: Jamen det er også først om lang tid  
 
Moderator: så er der slet ingen af jer der har oplevet at en kampagne får jer til at ændre adfærd? 
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M: Så skulle det være en tilbuds kampagne fra fitness  
G: Jeg tror altså den der hold øje med de der lastbiler der drejer til højre, men det jo ikke decideret sundhed, 
men altså der tror jeg ligesom jeg tænkte over det, men jeg har ikke rigtig tænkt over det før og det fik mig til 
at tænke over det, ved ikke om det var bevidst  
ST: Jeg synes mere det er når man får en oplysning som man ikke vidste om et eller andet produkt altså jeg 
kan huske da vi spillede bezzerwiser med din mor, så spurgte de hvad hovedindgrediensen i Nutella er, hvor 
jeg tænkte det er kakao, så var det et eller andet palmeolie, hvor jeg tænkte fy forhelved der er meget olie i 
det her 
K: Sådan noget må du ikke sige! 
ST: eller hvis man går ind og ser hvad alle de der sukkerfri produkter alt det aspethan der er i, og hvad det 
består af og hvor giftigt det enlig er, det er sådan nogle ting man ikke vidste eller ikke var bevidst om, sukker 
er usundt ja det ved vi. 
K: Så du har brug for noget mere fakta? 
ST:Ja og måske noget jeg så ikke vidste i forvejen, og hvor jeg så tænker, det er altså virkelig langt ude, det 
skal virkelig være slemt før jeg ligger det væk, det synes jeg feks det med nutella er, det har jeg ikke spist 
siden 
ML: det skal måske være mere konkret og ikke så meget som rygning skader eller rygning dræber, det sådan 
ja ja.  
ST: Ellers så skal de vise, hvad ved jeg et organ nede i cola og så ætser det op eller tænderne forsvinder, det 
skal være konkret ikke bare sådan cola er usundt.  
B: så skal du se den video på youtube hvor de renser et stykke metal på en bil, kæft mand så ved man hvad 
man drikker. 
 
Hvad med på jeres arbejdsplads, er der nogen der opfordre jer til at ændre livstil eller at i skal spise 
sundere? 
 
K: Vi har startet et projekt der hedder fit med fogedretten, og så har vi frugt ordning og så har vi en personlig 
træner på arbejdet og hun er så også ansat som retsassistent. Så har vi fået indrettet kælderen som et 
fitnessrum og bliver opfordret til at gå derned efter arbejde.  
ST: Det er mindre ting, men feks. hver onsdag er det fiskedag,  og så er der frugt på gangene, man bliver 
opfordret til at stå op og arbejde 
K: Ja også her 
ML: der er også den der kampagne i Maj cykel til arbejde, som der er mange virksomheder der er med i. Den 
føler jeg virker. 
ST: Der er også DHL 
G: da jeg var i Schweiz var der en kampagne om hvor mange skridt, så lavede man nogle teams, og så skulle 
man så gå flest skridt på en måned. 
 
Hvor effektive synes i så de ting er?(arbejdspladsen) 
 
ML: Det synes jeg 
K: de første 3 måneder, derefter faldt folk fra 
G: problemet var at da man gik rigtig meget i den der ene måned, så efter den måned var det ikke fordi de 
fortsatte med at gå 
K: Så var det konkurrencegenet der kom frem 
G: Ja nemlig, og så er der dem der ikke gider, de går ikke med til det, så det hjælper kun på dem der er 
bevidste om det i forvejen 
B: Men der synes jeg f.eks. sådan noget som DHL der er folk gode til at sige, jeg træner op et halvt år 
forinden, der er jo konkurrence og det gælder om at gøre det på kortest tid og det vil folk gerne opnå, så 
sådan en konkurrence er jo rigtig fedt, det jo der hvor folk kommer rigtig op af stolen. 
G: Men tror du ikke det er dem der gerne vil løbe i forvejen? 
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B: Nej ikke nødvendigvis vi fik tvunget nogle med i år, jeg var så ikke med fordi jeg tog på ferie i stedet for, 
men vi fik da lavet et hold og de kom afsted, men jeg ved ikke hvor hurtigt de løb så tilgengæld. Men du har 
helt ret, det er selvfølgelig dem der løber i forvejen 
ML: men  er det en kampagne? 
B: det er det ikke rigtig, men det er et initativ, men man kan gøre det  
 
Nu deler jeg lige nogle kampagner ud, som i lige kan få lov til at kigge på. Jeg vil gerne høre hvad i synes 
om den? (Get moving pattebarn) 
 
K: Den fanger mig ikke og jeg har ikke noget forhold til emnet 
ML: Jeg tror ikke jeg ved hvad…. Hvad mener de med at man bliver hentet, hvorfra? 
Y: jeg tror godt de vil have en til at selv at gå hjem 
ML: Altså sådan fra skole? 
Y: de vil gerne have man bevæger sig hjem fra skolen og så hjem 
ML: der er mange der bliver hentet i bil eller hvad? 
Y: så sådan lidt tabu agtigt. 
 
Moderator: Så hvad synes i, hvis i skulle rate den til at være god eller dårlig? 
 
G: Jeg synes den er fin 
Y: jeg synes den er dårlig. Fordi jeg synes ikke det er en dårlig ting man bliver hentet fra skole af sine 
forældre i bil i stedet for de går hjem feks. Jeg synes bare det godt hvis man kan blive hentet og sørger for at 
man kommer godt hjem 
G: Jamen er det ikke bedre at dine forældre kommer i cykel og cykler med dig hjem, så du selv kan finde ud 
cykle. 
Y: men nu står der ikke her om det er cykel eller bil, der står bare man bliver hentet. Jeg tror det de prøver at 
forklare er at børn skal gå fra skole og hjem 
G: ja eller cykle 
Y: jeg tror bare de 30 min kunne man godt få et andre steder end lige den passage hjemad 
B: de skulle måske bare havde ændret overskriften en lille smule 
K: men den er uklar i budskabet 
ML: ja det synes jeg også 
K: Og den er negativ ladet 
ST: Man skal se hvad pointen med det hele er, så skal man se ned på det lille grønne der står der “nåååh 
bevæg dig 30 min” 
ML: Jeg synes heller ikke det der med at man bliver hentet er en modsigende modsætning til at man ikke 
bevæger sig. Altså hvis nu det er langt væk eller nu er det jo ret stort det der barn, hvornår er det okay at 
blive hentet sådan rent trafikmæssigt og hvis man skal over mange veje og hun kan jo godt selv gå hjem på 
den anden side ligner hun måske der begynder i 8. 9. klasse og folk drikker lidt alkohol og så måske skulle 
blive hentet efter kl. 12 ikke. Der kommer måske et tidspunkt hvor man som forældre skal hente dem og lade 
dem selv gå hjem. 
G: er det måske ikke fordi der har været sådan noget oppe omkring curlingbørn og sådan noget, at folk bliver 
hentet og kørt alle steder hen og så kunne det være noget med det. Selvfølgelig skal små børn hentes men de 
behøver ikke at blive hentet i bil 
K: det viser bare hvor uklar den er. Altså vi ved ikke hvor den henvender sig til, henvender den sig til 
curlingforældre eller henvender den sig til tykke børn,  
G: Men kan den ikke godt henvende sig til begge dele? Curlingbørn bliver kørt alle steder hen, så får man 
ikke den motion og man lære ikke selv at komme rundt. Hvis derimod dine forældre kommer og henter dig 
på cykel  og du cykler sammen så lære du også at cykle selv.  
SA: Umiddelbart som i siger man burde ikke skulle tolke så meget. Fordi det er en kampagne burde den være 
skarp og man burde se den og tænke og så husker man et eller andet. Udover det appellere den til de unge 
tror jeg. Blir du hentet til de unge. Og så skal de unge stå og kigge på den, og måske flove sig, din mor 
kommer stadig og henter dig.. Men igen så skal de unge stå og tolke og analysere… Dårlig kampagne 
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K: teksten er til de unge og billedet er til forældrene. 
SA: jeg tror det hele er til de unge 
ST: tjjja jeg tænker de lidt ældre unge, folk der er oppe i slutningen af folkeskolen. Det er det det skal 
forestille når man bliver hentet af sin mor i 9. klasse så ligner man hende der 
M: Hvis du kigger på selve billedet, så er der ikke rigtig nogen følelse overhovedet. Altså det ikke negativt, 
det er ikke positivt. Hvis du fjerner de her to, overskriften og underskriften, der er ikke noget der appellere til 
dig. Du kan gå direkte forbi den, altså er det negativt at moren elsker sit barn og holder hende oppe, eller er 
der en rotte eller hvad sker der. Det ved man jo ikke. 
ML: det ikke en ødelagt cykelhjelm der ligger 
M: nej præcis, igen hvad er løsningen på det her problem, der er ikke rigtig nogen løsning, det jo bare en mor 
der holder et barn. Så man savner måske nogle følelser så en løsning på selve problemet 
ST: og så står de jo også op, det jo ikke fordi de sidder i en bil, så det ligner moren kommer og henter hende 
og bærer hende hjem, og så får hun (moren) en masse motion 
 
Næste kampagne, så igen kan i lige kigge på den. Hvad synes i om sådan en slags kampagne? (Skod 
økonomi) 
 
K: Den er meget sjov 
Y: det var også det vi snakkede om før, så kan man måske købe noget andet i stedet for at ryge. Altså for mig 
selv, er det det der appellere for mig måske, det er det der gør at jeg måske gerne vil stoppe med at ryge, det 
er fordi det koster en masse penge at ryge. Så umiddelbart vil sådan en kampagne appellere godt til mig.  
K: Der er også noget humor i og noget ordspil 
G: Men mangler der ikke noget mere konkret over hvor meget man får? 
SA: jo det synes jeg også, det en meget sjov reklame. Vi alle sammen ved jo godt når man køber en pakke 
smøger til 44 kr. så bruger man mange penge på smøger. Den siger jo bare at smøger er surt, men ligesom 
Yannick sagde tidligere, hvis man nu sagde at 15 pakker smøger er lig med en rejse til Thailand, så kan man 
forholde sig lidt til det, og tænke fedt, hvis jeg lige kotter ned så kan jeg rejse til Thailand. Men den viser 
bare noget åbenlyst 
Y: Men det er en stor pung, med en masse penge i 
SA: Den er ikke særlig stor den pung, der kan ikke være mange penge i 
ST: jeg kan godt se det sjove i det, og alle ved det er usundt og den appellere til noget andet, men jeg bliver 
lidt irriteret over det. For mig virker det lidt som om sundhedsstyrelsen reklamere med, stop med at ryge 
fordi det er dyrt og ikke fordi det er skadeligt og vi ved jo alle sammen det er skadeligt. 
ML: Det er lidt ligesom de har tabt, men nu vil de prøve noget andet end at det er usundt 
Y: men det er også ligesom det du sagde tidligere, hvis man får noget ny viden, så appellere det bedre til dig. 
Ja vi ved alle sammen det er usundt at ryge, så nu prøver vi på noget nyt at det også er dyrt. Det måske en ny 
tilgang at gå til det 
ST: det der Nutella det er også røvdyrt, men fordi det er dyrt vil man ikke stoppe med at spise det. Jeg synes 
bare det er irriterende at man appellere til noget der er så sundhedsskadeligt 
B: Men okay da du startede med at ryge, hvorfor startede du med at ryge? 
Y: Okay nu bliver det lidt personligt hehe…  
B: Jamen nu spørger jeg fordi, det sjove den her kampagne er jo at vi snakker om de her følelsesbetonede 
billeder der er på en pakke cigaretter, men de fleste unge starter med at ryge, nu ved jeg godt jeg ikke ved 
hvad din historie er, men de fleste starter med at ryge fordi de bliver påvirket af deres venner. Og de synes 
det er mega sejt. Men det er sku ikke skide sejt at du betaler 44 kr. om dagen for en pakke cigarette, så det… 
SA: det kan være sejt 
B: Det rigtigt det kan også være sejt , men det appellere jo til at unge mennesker ikke kan se det med 
sundheden de kan være ligeså ligeglade de skal jo være seje.  
SA: Det ligesom jeg havde en samtale med en fra min klasse, jeg er begyndt på et internationalt studie med 
mange fra sydeuropa, så snakkede jeg med en og hun sagde, det er meget sejere at ryge de smøger man ryger 
her, end de der selv-rulle smøger som de ryger hvor hun er fra, så der handler det ikke om smøger ikke 
smøger, der handler det om hvad for nogle smøger der er sejest. Så den dyreste er den sejeste. Jeg synes ikke 
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at det er tæt nok, fordi vi ved alle sammen godt at smøger bliver dyrere og dyrere det er nedern men man 
bliver ved med at købe dem.  
 
Moderator: Men budskabet her, er det tydeligt? 
 
Y: det er tydeligt 
B: Ja det er det 
ML: Den der pung er det sådan, her er der en stor sum penge du kunne have i stedet for smøgerne, men er 
der et eller andet med at den er rød og dameagtig og fin, er det bare et blikfang 
M: Det er sådan en mormor pung 
ST: er det ikke fordi en pakke er rød og pungen den er rød 
G: ja det kan også godt være 
ML: Ja først da jeg lige fik den så tænkte jeg, man kan købe en fin taske for de penge man brugte på smøger 
eller hvad.  
M: jeg synes ikke at illustrationen og budskabet passer sammen fordi du har sådan en mormor pung og så 
står der skod økonomi, de har for det første svaret på illustrationen og taget og lavet en wordpress og smidt 
det ind, og for det andet passer sproget ikke ind med sådan en mormor pung. Jeg ved ikke hvem den 
appellere til 
G: tror du ikke bare det er fordi der skal være en pung 
K: Ja at man skal kunne se det er en pung  
M: det bare i forhold til sproget, jeg ved ikke om der er nogle af jer der har sådan en pung,  
ST: jeg synes det er lidt misvisende, jeg ved godt at det er dyrt og derfor man skal bruge mange penge, men 
her er det en fyldt pung, altså hvis de havde vist vrangen af en pung  
K: men du har mønterne der asker dernede 
ST: er det mønter? Når jeg troede det var et askebæger 
SA: men pungen er stadig fyldt 
ST: Men jeg tænker hvis man så en pung på vrangen hvor der lå to tyver i, og sagde en pakke smøger, 
skodøkonomi så tænker man nå okay.  
SA: her har man enlig stadig råd til det 
ML: Smøger er lig kæmpe pung 
 
Vi går videre med næste kampagne, hvad synes i om den her? (Billede af rådne tænder) 
 
K: ulækkert 
Y: ulækkert men nu igen kender jeg rigtig mange mennesker som ryger, og jeg har ikke set sådan et sæt 
tænder endnu 
ST: Så har du ikke været i Østeuropa 
Y: Jeg har ikke erfaret sådan et sæt tænder  
G: Jeg tænker det ikke på grund af rygning at dine tænder ser sådan ud 
Y: det er nok noget andet 
SA: Det er en skræmmekampagne, det er hvad det er, det har ikke noget med smøger at gøre. I Danmark 
ryger man så meget, og vi kender mange der ryger og der er ikke nogle der har sådan nogle tænder. Og igen 
jeg synes det er lidt nederen at man ser sådan en kampagne, og tænker de lyver over for os. Det ikke sådan 
realiteten er og så forholder man sig ikke til det fordi det er ikke rigtigt. Han har drukket syre eller sådan 
noget  
ST: tror du det ville hjælpe hvis du vidste hvad de her ting var? Nu ved jeg ikke om du ved det. Men jeg tror 
den almene ikke ved hvad Formenhahyd er eller Nitrosamin  
G: Men det ville jo ikke rigtig gøre en forskel  
ST: Hvis der nu stod at røg indeholder  
ML: det der er i og så noget helt vildt klamt 
ST: Ja 
SA: ja noget man kan forholde sig til 
ML: ja jeg har det sådan det lyder som nogle meget fine ingredienser  
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ST: hvis der nu stod røg indeholder det samme som der er i nervegift, eller sådan noget  
B: Men er det fordi de forventer at unge i dag læser og så undersøger? Det gør man jo, man har jo google og 
det første man gør når man falder over sådan nogle ord er undersøge det. Så ville jeg slå det op. 
SA: gør man også det hvis man ryger? 
B: det ved jeg ikke 
SA: Hvis jeg er ryger, så vil jeg heller ikke vide det. Ligesom Stefan siger det, sig at det er os fra en bil eller 
et eller andet man kan forholde sig til.  
ML: men måske er det sådan en kombination med at man har set den en masse gange, videre, nu bliver man 
ikke påvirket mere, og det er sådan lidt urealistisk. Det ikke fordi at hver anden i ens omgangskreds har 
sådan nogle tænder og man tænker det vil jeg ikke være en del af.  
K: Vi bliver rykket mere og mere, og vi tåler lige pludselig meget mere, jeg var i Thailand og købte 
cigaretter og der puttede jeg cigaretterne over i min danske pakke, fordi billederne var meget klammere end 
det der.  
 
Næste kampagne, hvad synes i om sådan en type kampagne? (14 genstande) 
 
G: Jeg synes problemet er at man bliver nødt til at læse den. Ikke fordi det er dårligt, men jeg kendte den 
ikke så nu bliver jeg nødt til at læse den for at sætte mig ind i det  
 
Moderator: Så ud fra bare at kigge på kampagnen ville i ikke vide hvad det handlede om? 
 
Y: Nej 
B: Det ligner en ny bog der er kommet ud  
Alle: JA! 
SA: Plus jeg kan ikke huske den her kampagne, og det er også et problem, for det burde jeg bare ved at kigge 
på det her billede det burde vække et eller andet. Så det har vel været en dårligt kampagne.  
ML: Det sådan lidt sjovt, ham her er en relativ stor skuespiller i Danmark, når det går åbenbart stadig godt 
for ham, han har tydeligvis haft et alkoholforbrug engang 
G: jamen er det ikke fordi at alle kan komme over det. Selv de store stjerner kan komme over det 
ML: Er det det den vil sige? Bare bliv ved man kan komme over det? 
G: jeg tænker hvis du drikker for mange, så ikke tænk at dit liv.. der er en vej tilbage. 
ML: Hvorfor skulle de reklamere for det, det forstår jeg ikke? 
G: Jamen fordi hvis du drikker mere end 14 genstande så har du et problem som mand, og så viser ham her 
det har han gjort, men jeg kan godt kan komme ud af det. 
ST: er det noget i tolker, eller er det noget i ved han har haft? 
ML: det har han 
M: men han virker stadig glad 
ML: så er det lidt mere en opmuntrende kampagne eller hvad? 
G: jeg tænker mere du skal helst ikke drikke mere end 14 genstande. Ham her har gjort det, så hvis du har 
gjort det skal du ikke være helt bekymret for du ikke får et godt liv igen 
Y: øh fanger ikke budskabet af den 
SA: ligner mere forsiden af en bog 
ST: og hvad er 14 genstande? Skal man så sidde og regne 
ML: Eller så er det sådan noget at den her sætning den siger han, og så siger han jeg har selv været der det 
ikke for sjov, han har lidt autoritet i branchen og i Danmark, så folk siger måske at man skulle lytte til ham.  
B: Men jeg synes ikke opfordringen er særlig god, “gør som flere mænd, hold dig under 14 genstande”.  
ML: der skulle mere stå at man skulle tænke over hvor meget man drikker, for det er lidt sådan fint så må jeg 
drikke 14.  
 
Sidste kampagne, hvad synes i om den? (6 om dagen) 
 
K: Den her er jeg vokset op med, den hænger som plakat hjemme hos min far, for at det ikke skal være løgn. 
Jeg synes sku den er sjov. Ikke fordi den får mig til, jeg ved det ikke, den er i min underbevidsthed det med 
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grøntsagerne, men jeg synes bare den er sjov, jeg ved ikke om jeg tager den mere seriøst af den grund men 
den gør indtryk.  
 
Moderator: Hvad synes i andre, er den god til at komme ud med et budskab? 
 
Y: Man husker vel, den er sjov, og man glemmer ikke lige broccolien lige foreløbig. Den sidder lidt fast. 
Men jeg ved ikke om det får mig til at spise mere af dem, i forhold til budskabet.  
G: Er det ikke bare at man bliver mere bevidst 
Y: det synes jeg også den er fin til at gøre 
M: Det ville være svært at glemme at det er 6 grøntsager der er budskabet, fordi illustrationen er lidt sjov. 
Men om man spiser 6 grønsager det gør man nok ikke. Ligesom de der reklamer med biler, du husker 
budskabet det ikke sikkert du følger det. 
Moderator: Er den god til at vise et budskab?   
 
Y: jeg tror den er god til os fordi der også er humor i den. 
ST: den er visuel, og teksten er kort. Klart budskab. 
Y: Det humor den spiller på, det er lige til os der sidder her 
ST: man skal ikke sidde og tolke på noget 
 
Hvilke af de her kampagner som vi har vist jer, hvilke af dem gør mest indtryk på jer?  
 
Flest: grønsager, den med bogen,  
Moderator: så i synes det er den med grøntsagerne der virker bedst på jer? 
 
SA: jeg vil sige den fanger mig mere, men jeg spiser ikke 6 grønsager om dagen 
K: Men hvad er succeskriteriet? er det at man gør som de siger, eller at det får dig til at tænke over det? 
SA: Det kommer an på spørgsmålet, Nu var spørgsmålet hvilken der fanger dig mest? 
G: men pointen med det her er vel ikke at man skal spise, jo selvfølgelig vil de gerne have alle til at spise 6 
stykker grøntsager om dagen, men det er ikke det der er succeskriterier for den? Det tror jeg ikke.  
Y: jeg tænker hvis du har en reklame vil du gerne have folk spiser 6 om dagen, det vel derfor man laver den. 
G: Det vil du gerne, men du ved godt det ikke det folk kommer til, det bare at man bliver mere bevidst.  
 
Moderator: Men nu hvor i siger at det er den her kampagne der fanger jeg mest, er det fordi at når i husker 
6 om dagen er det så fordi i husker tilbage på den her kampagne? Er det den der har fået jer til at huske 6 
om dagen? 
 
ML: jeg ser mest den her som en kult plakat som hænger i hjemmene, og tænker ikke mere over, den har fået 
mere kult status. 
B: altså budskab mæssigt er jeg mere ude i den her, for at huske den er jeg ude i den her (6 om dagen) fordi 
den er farverig, hvor den her ville jeg bare gå forbi (14 genstande) men den rammer mig fordi jeg læser det 
ikke er for sjov med de her grænser, det sådan jeg har det med dem, de andre er sådan nogle man bare kigger 
forbi 
Y: jeg har det på samme måde i forhold til den her, men budskabs mæssigt er jeg mere til den her 
(skodøkonomi) men det er fordi den henvender sig til mig. Fordi ingen, det er også hvor man er henne i sit 
liv, hvis man ryger så henvender den sig mere til dig. Men når vi går herfra kan vi alle sammen huske den 
her (6 om dagen) det er den der fanger opmærksomheden mest tror jeg. Hvor du måske ikke lige husker 
bogen med ham der. 
 
Moderator: Hvad synes i så om sundhedsbudskabet direkte på produktet? Hvad virker bedst?  
 
G: Jeg tror ikke det skal være på produkterne, det bliver bare vanedannende  
 
Moderator: Hvad med nøglehulsmærket? er det noget i tænker over hvis der er sådan nogle mærker? 
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SA: jeg tænker over det i forhold til produkter jeg putter på min krop, men generelt med shampoo og sæbe så 
tænker jeg på om det er parabene frit, men ikke sådan andre ting.  
 
Moderator: Så hvis man tager en pose med nøglehulsmærket er det bare et ekstra plus? 
 
Alle: ja 
K: jeg tror også jeg vil give dig ret, hvis jeg står overfor et produkt der er svanemærket og hvor et andet ikke 
er svanemærket, så tror jeg også jeg ville tage det der er svanemærket på, fordi det er bedre for miljøet, det er 
bedre for mig.  
Y: altså hvis prisen er ens ikke også? 
ML: Ja det tænker jeg også (prisen) 
SA: du laver lige en cost benefit oppe i hovedet 
K: Hvis differencen ikke er for stor 
Y: Man skal lige tænke om det er det værd at give det ekstra for så også at få det her sundhed. 
B: det kommer også an på om man er studerende, eller om man har et fast job. For som studerende har du ret, 
men jo ældre man bliver og jo flere penge du har i lommen, der begynder man at tænke, skal jeg tage det 
økologiske eller skal jeg tage det jeg kan blive mere syg af. Det kommer an på hvilken gruppe man taler til.  
 

Appendix	7	
Transcription	focus	group	2	
 
Michala: M 
Ahmed: A 
Ahmnah: A 
Dejan: D 
Milan: M 
Ezza: E 
Shanne: S 
 
Hvordan opfatter i de kommunikative kampagner fra staten (Kør bil når du køre bil. husk cykelhjelm, bevæg 
dig 30 min om dagen) 
 
M: Jeg synes, dem jeg i hvert fald lige kan huske, er ret fine fordi de er lette at forstå, for eksempel det med 
huske cykelhjelm er noget som alle let kan gøre, så skal jeg tænke mig om, hvad er der ellers,  
Så synes jeg også der har været noget med noget 30 min om dagen, motion, og det er heller ikke noget som 
uoverskueligt for nogen det er meget ligetil synes jeg, så det er ikke noget med at man skal ud og have købt 
alt muligt eller gøre alt muligt. det er meget gode råd på meget okay niveau  
 
A: jeg vil sige loyal, at man kan stole på det, at der ikke er en bagtanke, at der bliver kommunikeret at det her 
er for jeres skyld, og man kan stole på det. det er ikke en virksomhed der står bag det.    
 
AM: det når vidt omkring det er ikke aldersbetinget, ligesom cykelhjelms reklamen, der når de både ud til 
voksne og børn, og den er sjov og humoristisk, også det der med bilerne de når vidt omkring, det er en bred 
målgruppe de rammer  
 
D: Den med bilerne, kør bil når du kører bil, synes jeg er en god fordi den virker voldsom når de kører galt 
med bilen, den er detaljeret lavet og det sætter fokus på at der er mange der ikke kører bil når de kører bil. 
den rammer meget godt bilisterne i hvertfald.  
 
I forlængelse med det, er der så nogle i særligt synes gør indtryk er der nogen i husker bedre end andre 
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D: Nu kører jeg selv bil, så den med at køre bil rammer mig meget, fordi jeg ikke cykler så sætter reklamerne 
med cykelhjelm sig ikke i min hukommelse lige så meget som den med bilen gør for den kan jeg relatere til 
det kan jeg ikke med at børn skal huske cykelhjelm, for jeg har hverken børn eller cykel.  
 
E: Den med en der har en pose over hovedet den synes jeg rammer meget også fordi jeg i starten tænkte ej 
hvor er det mærkeligt hvorfor har han en pose på hovedet så begyndte jeg at følge med, hvorimod nogen 
gange har jeg bare en tendens til at zappe videre når jeg ser reklamer. så den fangede mig lige hen til 
slutnignen fordi jeg synes den var spændende og jeg husker den stadig. ingen andre kan jeg faktisk huske 
lige nu. 
 
AM: jeg kunne lide cykelhjelmsreklamen fordi den var sjov der var et humoristisk element at forældrene 
lavede sjov med at man skal huske sin cykelhjelm du skal ikke diskutere hvorfor, du skal bare tage din 
cykelhjelm på og så at de lavede en sang ud af det. det synes jeg var ret skægt og et andet take på emnet.  
 
Er der noget der generelt gør at i synes kampagner er gode, eller gør dem gode: 
 
S: Jeg tænker at det er ret vigtigt at når det er sådan en kampagne, når der er et ret vigtigt budskab at det 
fanger visuelt og følelsesmæssigt hos folk, og at ligesom cykelhjelmsreklamen som de andre husker, at der er 
noget specielt som en sang eller en melodi med som ligesom er det man husker hvis man husker med lyd. og 
det er de gode reklamer synes jeg, som spiller på de her forskellige elementer. i stedet for de der reklamer 
hvor der er stille og man ser et billed, dem husker man bare ikke så tydeligt som de andre 
 
AM: For eksempel vaccine reklamen der kører for tiden, der er det også en kampagne hvor det også er meget 
meget simpelt, så står der bare en masse ældre mennesker og gravide, og jeg ved ikke hvad, og det er deres 
målgruppe, men det er ikke en jeg husker, og jeg husker den kun fordi vi snakker om kedelige kampagner og 
der er det den første der popper op. det er ikke en jeg vil huske og det er ikke en der betyder noget for mig, så 
den vil jeg glemme hurtigt.  
 
D: For mit vedkommende, så husker jeg de her kampagner meget bedre end dem for produkter fordi de har 
et budskab. De kampagner der er fra staten eller det offentlige sidder bare meget bedre end de andre reklamer 
i fjernsynet.  
 
S: De har også oftest en større økonomisk støtte så de kan nå ud til os på en skarpere måde end andre 
reklamer som var det et produkt de gerne vil ud med. For man ser dem jo nede ved busstopstedet og hører 
dem i radioen og i fjernsynet, flyers hos lægen. 
 
Hvis i tænker på de kampagner i så har set og som i husker, hvor har i så set dem: 
 
A: Fjernsynet, youtube,   
AM: Fjernsynet en gang imellem busstationer  
E: Fjernsynet, busserne    
S: Fjernsynet 
D: Fjernsynet  
M: Fjernsyn  
 
Hvad med sociale medier 
 
AM: Har lukket dem ud ser dem ikke  
E: Der kommer for mange reklamer og man ser dem ikke  
 
Hvad er en sund person for jer, prøv at beskrive den slags person? 
 
M: Jeg synes der er to ting ved det, det er både det mentale og det fysiske, det fysiske er blandt andet 
useendet, og det mentaler tænker jeg kommer meget fra arbejdspladser og skoler   
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AM: der er jeg enig mentalt og fysisk, at man ikke stresser rundt at man ikke er belastet af en masse 
påvirkninger, arbejdsmiljø osv. samtidig er sund og rask, træner det man skal og spiser det man skal  
 
S: Jeg ved ikke om jeg er enig at fravær og sygdom er lig med sundhed, for en syg person kan sagtens være 
sund, men jeg er enig i at en enig person må være noget med at man er i balance både fysisk og psykisk,  
 
Hvad associere i med sundhed 
 
A: Kost  
D: kost og motion  
generel enighed 
 
Hvad kan få jer til at ændre adfærd i forhold til jeres livstil, hvad kan have indflydelse 
 
D: hvis man blev syg,  
AM: hvis man får det tæt på og selv oplever sygdom 
D: hvis man får en partner eller en kæreste som gør det lidt anderledes så kan det være at man blive lidt 
påvirket af det også   
S: oplysning, viden 
E: rollemodeller, når man ser folk der har løbet marathon så bliver man lidt inspireret  
 
Kan i huske nogle kampagner der har haft en effekt på jeres adfærd? 
 
Moderator: dig med der nævnte at du godt kunne lide cykelhjelmsreklamerne, fik de dig til at bruge 
cykelhjelm  
AM: Nej, og jeg kunne heller aldrig finde på det, det var en god reklame og den mindede mig om at jeg 
burde bruge cykelhjelm,  men der skal mere til  
M: Men jeg tænker sådan en som den der reklame hvor de gør opmærksom på lastbiler og blinde vinkler, 
den synes jeg egentlig er meget god, og der er jeg egentlig selv begyndt at være meget opmærksom, så jeg 
stopper bare automatisk før at lastbilerne drejer  
enighed blandt de andre deltagere  
Moderator: hvad med dig der nævnte at du kunne lide reklamerne med at “køre bil når man kører bil”, er du 
mere opmærksom nu når du kører bil 
D: nej, man laver også alt mulig andet, men jeg bliver da lidt påvirket af den for jeg tænker nogen gange at 
jeg ikke burde skrive sms’er når jeg kører og lægger telefonen væk, men det er ikke altid  
M: Det er også kun engang imellem for mig, for ugen efter jeg fik et klip i kørekortet for at køre for hurtigt 
endte jeg alligevel med at køre for stærkt  
 
Hvad med arbejdspladsen synes i at denne har fået jer til at ændre adfærd så i levede sundere  
 
A: ikke til at leve sundere jeg har aldrig været på en arbejdsplads, hvor de ikke har solgt snickers eller alt 
mulig andet de nu må have solgt,  
AM: på min arbejdsplads, der er der meget fokus på sundhed, men der føles det på tvang, så jeg er begyndt 
at droppe kantinen for jeg synes at det bliver for meget af det gode, hvor jeg ikke føler at jeg får nogen 
valgmuligheder, jeg får bare at kantinen er lavet om og det skal jeg bare finde mig i, men jeg vil selv vælge, 
det skal ikke være på tvang, og så er det alt det med stress og de kampagner kan jeg godt lide, der tilbyder 
man nemlig også noget man kan gå til, og hvor man så kan finde ud af om det hjalp på mig, hjalp det på min 
stress, 
A: men er det fordi du er imod at kantinen er blevet sundere 
AM: nej jeg er ikke imod at kantinen er blevet sundere, men jeg er imod at jeg ikke har andre muligheder, 
der er kun den kantine,  
A: jeg forstår det godt men hvad hvis de har fokus på sundhed 
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AM: Jamen hvorfor skal jeg tvinges ind i det  
A: fordi det kan nedsætte antallet af sygedage 
E: Jeg vil ikke mene at det er tvang man kan jo stadig gå ud og købe noget andet at spise, efter arbejde, så 
hvis arbejdspladsen gerne vil have at det skal være et sundt sted, så er det lidt op til dem, ligesom de også har 
andre regler man skal følge, så længe det ikke er sådan at der kun er salat med noget varieret sundt, så synes 
jeg det er okay 
A: jeg har ikke prøvet det men jeg ser kun positivt på det, hvis det har en effekt på sygedage,  
S: jeg tænker på børneinstitutioner, der synes jeg at det er ret vigtigt, fordi børn kan have svært ved at vælge, 
og der synes jeg ikke at det er et problem at det bliver trukket lidt ned over hovedet på børnene, for man har 
lavet undersøgelser hvor det viser sig at børnene bedre kan fokusere og følge med i skolen når der er en sund 
kantine,  
 
Moderatoren introducerer anden del af interviewet som går an på at deltagerne får udleveret en kampagne 
de skal forholde sig til  
 
første kampagne “get moving” 
Generelt hvad synes i, god/dårlig 
 
AM: jeg synes den er skæg denne her  
A: jeg synes der er to personligheder er ekstreme på hver sin måde, moren der ikke kan slippe sit barn og 
barnet som er så forkælet at det ikke kan slippe sin mor, men har det noget med bevægelse at gøre siden der 
står bevæg dig? 
AM: Ja det står også dernede  
A: jamen hun bevæger sig jo også når hun bærer på barnet  
AM:: nej det er for at få børn til at bevæge sig, de skal kunne hjem fra skole alene 
S: uden at blive hentet i bil af deres forældre  
 
Synes i den er god eller dårlig 
 
A: dårlig, jeg vil heller have set en bil og en far der henter sin datter fordi der ikke er nogen der må røre 
hende, det havde jeg da grint mere af,  
 
der var generel enighed omkring at kampagnen var dårlig blandt de resterende deltagere 
 
D: jeg synes de rammer godt med at de kører på samvittigheden hos børnene, man kan tydeligt se at det er en 
stor pige, og så kører den på pattebarn get moving, hvor man tænker du er vel gammel nok til selv at gå 
hjem, så den kører lidt på samvittigheden, men jeg synes godt den kunne være lavet på en anden måde, ikke 
at jeg ved på hvilken. 
E: jeg synes den er god fordi den adskiller sig fra andre reklamer, det er noget man husker, at hun bærer et 
stort barn på 13-14 år, det er meget symbolsk 
 
hvad med budskabet synes i det er tydeligt eller utydeligt 
 
A: jeg synes det er utydeligt,  
S: budskabet synes jeg egentlig også er utydeligt lige til at starte med og det visuelle, det kunne også sagtens 
være gjort lidt bedre men jeg synes virkelig at i har ret når i siger at den rammer både den voksne og barnet, 
når den siger get moving pattebarn, den er stærk men den mangler lidt kant, 
M: jeg synes synes den er lidt provokerende, det der pattebarn irriterer mig lidt, næ det skal i da ikke 
bestemme, men også fordi det er et negativt ord for mig,  
 
Næste kampagne introduceres denne omhandler rygning og er baseret på det økonomiske incitament for at 
droppe cigaretterne  
 
hvad synes i om denne kampagne god/dårlig 
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A: Jeg vil hellere have set et par ødelagte lunger, ej det er bare det man er vant til at se gennem mange år 
(humoristisk tone) 
E: jeg synes den er meget god og at den belyser det med økonomien, jeg vil gå ud fra at det ikke er alle der 
går op i sundhed og det ene og det andet også er det penge, og det er jo dyrt for pengepungen at betale for 
smøger hver dag 
D:jeg synes den er elendig, først og fremmest skal man læse hele teksten for at forstå hvad den overhovedet 
går ud på, og hvis man kører forbi den reklame vil man ikke vide hvad den handler om uden at have læst om 
det, en anden ting, hvad nu hvis man er rig, så er det ikke noget der rammer en på økonomien overhovedet 
M: jeg er enig i at det virker bedre hvis man så et billed af de dårlige lunger 
AM: også ens prioritering, der er nogen mennesker der tænker, at jeg har nok til at betale for en pakke om 
dagen, jeg behøver ikke seks frugt eller grøntsager om dagen, så vil jeg hellere bruge det på cigaretter altså 
det er også prioriteringen der rammer helt forkert, synes jeg,  
D: jeg synes også det er underligt at pungen buler ud, så det ligner at der er mange penge i, hvis man i stedet 
lavede en pung hvor der ikke var en rød reje i, vil man bedre kunne forstå det.  
S: jeg synes den er helt vildt god, fordi det koster bare penge at ryge cigaretter, og dem der ryger meget det 
er der hvor det også er usundt, og dem har man allerede prøvede at ramme en gang og det virker ikke, så skal 
vi ramme dem på en anden måde og det gør man ved at slå ned eller minde dem om at det er dyrt at ryge for 
det er den lave klasse der ryger det er det lave borgerskab det er dem der ikke har mange penge dem der har 
mange penge er dem med gode uddannelser, og de ved godt at det ikke er sundt at ryge,  
E: jeg synes også at der er rigtig mange unge, studerende der ryger nu om dage, dem ser man over det hele 
og jeg vil vædde med at de ikke har røven fuld af penge, så dem rammer det, det rammer så ikke så bredt 
men måske rammer det dem der ikke har en god økonomi, og det der med lungerne det har man set for meget 
af i over tyve år, for det står jo direkte på pakkerne at rygning dræber det hjælper jo ikke særlig meget 
M: jeg tror der er forskel på om der står rygning dræber eller et billed af lungerne for i Australien, jeg ved 
ikke om det er Australien eller New Zealand, der mindskede der 30 procent i andelen af folk der røg indtil 
tobaksfirmaerne hev regeringen i retten og fik tilladelse til at få fjernet billedet så der kun kunne stå at 
rygning dræber, så jeg tror det hjælper,  
 
A: men i ved godt at rygning er steget blandt unge, det har aldrig været mere ekstremt end nu,  
D: der er flere der starter men flere der stopper, der flere der starter tidligere men også flere der stopper,  
A: Men så er spørgsmålet om den kampagne overhovedet er det værd, at der er så meget fokus på rygning at 
folk tænker, at det måske er spændende at ryge,  
 
næste kampagne bliver introduceret, omhandler også rygning og viser et skræmmebilled 
 
hvad synes i om denne kampagne god/dårlig 
 
AM: den er ret provokerende ikke,  
E: så vil jeg hellere se på den anden 
S: altså, et eller andet sted er den også lidt fjollet, fordi røg indeholder så står der bare alt muligt, som jeg 
ikke ved hvad er,  
A: men det er måske også med vilje, at der står de der ting for du ved ikke hvad det er du indtager,  
AM: hvis man nu skifter røgen med vandet, vandet indeholder benzen netro et eller andet, og formaldehyder, 
vil du så drikke vandet, jeg synes den virker lidt mere på mig 
M: det første jeg tænkte, jeg har nogle familiemedlemmer der har røget i over tyve år og de har ikke sådan 
nogen tænder, det er et worse case scenario  
A: jeg tror hvis den samme mund var på en coca cola flaske, så ville den virke på mig, så havde jeg troet på 
det, men cigaretter tænker jeg bare, (undren), men det sætter fokus, i forhold til nogle af de to andre så sætter 
den gang i nogle andre ting  
 
hvad med budskabet tydeligt/utydeligt 
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A: overhovedet ikke tydeligt 
enighed blandt de andre deltagere der heller ikke synes at det var tydeligt,  
D: altså den her virker mere på mig end den anden,  
E: budskabet her er mere tydeligt vil jeg sige alle ved jo godt at røg er usundt og at det ødelægger tænderne 
og lungerne, så lige så snart man ser det så ved man at det er det det handler om, hvorimod den anden der 
skulle man lige analysere lidt,  
M: men også fordi de spiller på to meget forskellige ting, hvor det her er mere det er jo mig, og det vil jeg 
ikke have sker for mig, hvorimod en dårlig økonomi det vil jeg heller ikke have men det kan jeg altid redde,  
 

næste kampagne bliver introduceret, omhandler alkohol  
Hvad synes i om denne kampagne god/dårlig 
 
D: det der må være den kampagne der har virket mindst herhjemme, for i Danmark ligger vi stadig nummer 
et i forhold til teenagere der drikker mest, så den virker i hvert fald ikke på mig 
M: den virker heller ikke på mig,  
A: jeg har aldrig drukket så det er svært for mig at forholde mig til, men det ligner en forside til en film,  
M: også fordi han ser meget tilfreds ud 
AM: men jeg husker reklamen og den siger at man skal skære ned og ikke stoppe med at indtage alkohol. 
Derfor forbliver han tilfreds, det er også det ansigtet giver udtryk for jeg er tilfreds jeg har skåret ned, jeg kan 
stadig være sund, altså selvom jeg bare lige tager fire genstande på en uge 
A: men der bliver jeg irriteret for her står der at man må tage fjorten genstande, hvorfor står der så ikke at jeg 
må tage fjorten cigaretter om dagen. med rygning skal man bare stoppe men med alkohol må man gerne 
fortsætte  
AM: det er vel også et nyt take de har på det her med sundhed, at det ikke hjælper at sige stop det ene stop 
det andet der er ikke nogen der er ikke nogen af os der er stoppet med noget som helst, hvor at det her er 
mere, prøv at skære ned så, det er det mindste du kan gøre for at komme frem til det du skal  
S:den har nok mere effekt i fjernsynet, lige den her, men jeg synes det er interessant at den siger skær ned 
men ikke stop, og man bruger ham her som forbillede, og han er gammel alkoholiker, og stofmisbruger, så 
man bruger ham for at gøre budskabet lidt skarpere, så på den måde fungerer det måske meget godt, og så 
ved jeg at sundhedsstyrelsen har lavet grænserne om for alkoholindtag for både mænd og kvinder for tre år 
siden, og jeg tror så også at man har lavet den for at sætte fokus på at man nu skal være klar over at mænd nu 
ikke skal drikke de der sytten genstande eller hvad det nu var, men at det nu er skåret ned til fjorten 
genstande. 
D: jeg vil synes at den er svær at forholde sig til for der er nogen weekender hvor man slet ikke drikker noget 
og andre hvor man drikker 30-40 genstande, så det gør det lidt svært at forholde sig til, så det er selvfølgelige 
nogen weekender hvor jeg holde rmig under de fjorten og andre hvor jeg ikke gør 
 
hvad med budskabet tydeligt/utydeligt 
 
D: det virker ikke,  
A: for mig hyggeligt 
AM: jeg synes den fungerer bedre i fjernsynet 
S: jeg synes budskabet kommer frem, men den kører ikke på følelserne på samme måde som de andre,  
M: jeg tror den havde virket bedre hvis man havde taget en der drikker mere end 14 genstande, og som er 
ulykkelig  
AM: Men man er nok også nødt til at have en baggrundsviden om ham personen,  
M: ja for ham kendte jeg ikke til,  
A: ja eller at man skulle have set reklamen tilstrækkelig mange gange i fjernsynet, og når man så ser ham 
hænge på bustoppestedet, så kan det måske virke, 
A: men det er nok også en anden aldersgruppe de vil have fat i som nok også kender ham,  
 
den sidste kampagne introduceres sex om dagen  
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hvad synes i om denne kampagne god/dårlig 
 
S: jeg synes den er så god, sex sælger,  
AM: det er faktisk en af de bedste  
D: den fanger opmærksomheden med det samme,  
A: det er noget alle kan forholde sig til,  
AM: jeg kan huske den fra skolen af,  
A: men det er noget man sidder og tænker over,  
 
Hvad med budskabet tydeligt/utydeligt 
 
A: altså hvis jeg lige gik forbi den så tænker jeg bare hvad sker der, og så kan man gå nærmere og se at der 
står sex om dagen og grine lidt af det, den er meget minimalistisk på en enkelt måde som er fantastisk, og det 
synes jeg sætter sig,  
AM: det er en af dem jeg husker bedst, og en af dem hvor jeg husker på budskabet 6 om dagen, fordi de har 
det der ordspil, det husker jeg rigtig rigtig godt, det er noget der fanger,  
General enighed blandt de andre deltagere 
 
Hvis i skal udvælge en af kampagnerne i synes bedst om hvad synes i da 
 
A: sex om dagen, men jeg synes måske den er dårlig fordi det er en man har set mange gange før  
D: sex om dagen  
E: sex om dagen  
S: jeg er nødt til at vælge den med rygning, jeg synes bare virkelig den er god fordi den har en anden 
indgangsvinkel og jeg har ikke set den før,   
M: get moving, fordi jeg synes den er lidt provokerende 
 
Foretrækker i sundhedskampagner direkte på produkter, eller hvor synes i de virker bedst? 
 
A: busser, når jeg har kørt bag en bus og alligevel har kedet mig, og der gør det indtryk fordi jeg alligevel 
keder mig,  
D: for mit vedkommende, det vil det virke bedre hvis det var direkte på produkterne fordi man så hele tiden 
bliver mindet om at det er dårligt for en selv, det er der det ramme en, for en ting er at det er i fjernsynet, 
men når man så går ned i butikken og ser det stå fremme hver gang man skal købe det så gør det indtryk 
 
AM: jeg synes det er en god ide at gøre det overalt, jeg skal påmindes om det hele tiden, enten på youtube på 
tvang, på tv, rundt omkring i byen, jeg vil mene det vil påvirke mig hvis det var produkterne,  
M: de gange jeg har set det på fjernsynet og efterfølgende på de sociale medier synes jeg at det gør indtryk 
fordi der er en rød tråd og at det så giver mening, at de bruger forskellige kanaler,  
E: de er gode på hver sin måde, busstoppesteder synes jeg også virker for der står man bare og venter, så 
begynder man at kigge lidt og analysere,  
 
	

Appendix	8	
Online	questionnaire	
 

Vi er to CBS studerende der er i gang med vores speciale, og i den anledning fokuserer vi generelt 
på statens sundhedskampagner. Spørgeskemaet tager 5 minutter, og vi sætter stor pris på din tid. 
På forhånd mange tak! Hilsen Mariam og Sonja 
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Alder 
(1)  15-20 
(2)  21-26 
(3)  27-32 
(4)  33-38 
(5)  39-44 
(6)  45-50 
(7)  51-56 
(8)  57-62 
(9)  63-68 
(10) 69- 
 

Køn 
(1)  Mand 
(2)  Kvinde 
 

Senest færdiggjort uddannelse: 
(1)  Folkeskole inklusiv 10. klasse 
(2)  Gymnasium (HTX, HHX, STX, HF) 
(3)  Kort videregående uddannelse 
(4)  Lang videregående uddannelse 
(5)  Andet _____ 
 

Indtægt (Efter skat) 
(1)  0 - 144.000 kr. 
(2)  145.000 - 225.000 kr. 
(3)  226.000 - 300.000 kr. 
(4)  300.000 - 580.000 kr. 
(5)  Mere end 580.000 kr. 
 

Hvor ofte dyrker du motion? 
(1)  Aldrig 
(2)  Under 5 gange om måneden 
(3)  Under 10 gange om måneden 
(4)  Under 15 gange om måneden 
(5)  Over 15 gange om måneden 
 

Hvor ofte indtager du gennemsnitligt alkohol, uanset mængde? 
(1)  Mere end 5 gange om måneden 
(2)  4-5 gange om måneden 
(3)  2-3 gange om måneden 
(4)  1 gang om måneden 
(5)  Aldrig 
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Ryger du? 
(1)  Ja 
(2)  Nej 
(3)  Festryger 
 

Nævn min. 3 ord du associerer med sundhed 
________________________________________ 
 
Føler du dig sund? 
(1)  I meget høj grad 
(5)  I høj grad 
(2)  I nogen grad 
(3)  I lav grad 
(4)  I meget lav grad 
 

Nævn min. 3 faktorer der ville kunne få dig til at leve sundere 
________________________________________ 
 
 

I hvor høj grad mener du at sundhedsministeriets anbefalinger, (herunder, drik mindre, bevæg dig 
mere etc.) har indflydelse på dine daglige valg? 
(1)  I meget høj grad 
(5)  I høj grad 
(2)  I nogen grad 
(3)  I lav grad 
(4)  I meget lav grad 
 

Har du bevidst ændret adfærd i forbindelse med en sundhedskampagne? 
(1)  Ja 
(2)  Nej 
 

På hvilket medie oplever du at sundhedskampagner er mest fængende, eller gør størst indtryk på 
dig? 
 
(1)  TV 
(2)  Social medier 
(3)  Reklamer i offentlige rum (Busser, stationer, plakater, etc.) 
(4)  Radio 
(5)  Print (Magasiner, aviser, etc.) 
(6)  Ved ikke 
(7)  Andet _____ 
 

De følgende 5 spørgsmål omhandler fem kampagner som vi vil bede dig om at tage stilling til. 
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Hvordan fremgår budskabet 
 
(2)  Tydeligt 
(3)  Utydeligt 
(4)  Ved ikke 
 

Hvad synes du generelt om kampagnen? 
(1)  God 
(2)  Dårlig 
(3)  Ved ikke 
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Hvordan fremgår budskabet? 
 
(1)  Tydeligt 
(2)  Utydeligt 
(3)  Ved ikke 
 

Hvad synes du generelt om kampagnen? 
(1)  God 
(2)  Dårlig 
(3)  Ved ikke 
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Hvordan fremgår budskabet? 
 
(1)  Tydeligt 
(2)  Utydeligt 
(3)  Ved ikke 
 

Hvad synes du generelt om kampagnen? 
 
(1)  God 
(2)  Dårlig 
(3)  Ved ikke 
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Hvordan fremgår budskabet? 
 
(1)  Tydeligt 
(2)  Utydeligt 
(3)  Ved ikke 
 

Hvad synes du generelt om kampagnen? 
 
(1)  God 
(2)  Dårlig 
(3)  Ved ikke 
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Hvordan fremgår budskabet? 
 
(1)  Tydeligt 
(2)  Utydeligt 
(3)  Ved ikke 
 

Hvad synes du generelt om kampagnen? 
 
(1)  God 
(2)  Dårlig 
(3)  Ved ikke 
 

Vi takker for din hjælp! 
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Appendix	9	
The	campaigns:	
	
Campaign	1
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Campaign	2 
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Campaign	3	
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Campaign	4	
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Campaign	5	
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Appendix	10 

	
Figure	1:Distribution	of	men	and	women	in	the	self-completion	questionnaire	

 
Figure	2:	Age		

 
Figure	3:	Educational	level	
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Figure	4:	Income	level	

 
	
Figure	5:	Exercise,	Alcohol	and	smoking	habits	
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Appendix	11	

Nævn min. 3 ord du associerer med sundhed 
·    motion 
mental balance 
kost 
·    være rask 
motion 
sund mad 
være glad 
·    Motion, kost, socialitet 
·    Varieret kost, motion, vand 
·    Pizza, Burger og Godt Humør 
·    Grønt, kondi, aktivitet 
·    Motion, Kost, Piller 
·    sund kost, motion, kondition 
·    Motion, kost og døgnrytme 
·    motion 
sport 
grøn kost 
·    Motion, mad, sport 
·    Motion, varieret kost, undgå sukker 
·    Kost, Motion, Psykisk velvære 
·    Træning, mad og velvære 
·    Varieret øko sund mad 
·    Økologi, motion, naturlighed 
·    sport, mad, smil 
·    Balance, velvære, energi 
·    Grønsager, motion, viljestyrke 
·    Sund kost 
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Aktivitet 
God søvn 
·    Motion, kost, godt helbred 
·    Kost, motion, Happiness 
·    Kost 
Motion 
Helse 
·    Overskud kostplaner styrke 
·    Økologi, motion, grønsager, fisk 
·    motion, løb, kost, trivsel, glæde 
·    Motion, sport, glæde 
·    Mad, motion rygrad 
·    Velvære, helbred, tilstand. 
·    Motion, kost,  forebyggelse 
·    Kost 
Motion 
Søvn 
·    Motion, sund mad og gode omgivelser 
·    Kost, træning, velvære 
·    Aktiv, mad og livstil 
·    Kost 
·    Velvære Helbred Naturlighed 
·    Aktivitet, livskvalitet, sund kost 
·    Kost, træning, nattesøvn 
·    Motion. Kost. Velvære 
·    Sund kost, motion & livsglæde 
·    Fitness, Sygehus, kost 
·    Motion, fornuftig kost, økologi 
·    Velfærd, grønt, livskvalitet, motion, 
·    Motion, frugt, grøntsager, vand 
·    Motion,kost,livsstil 
·    Kost, velvære og motion 
·    Kost, motion, helse 
·    velvære, motion, sund mad 
·    Grønt, frugt, sol 
·    Sund kost, motion, undgå alkohol og cigaretter. 
·    Kost, motion, velbehag 
·    Bevægelse, sund mad, frisk luft 
·    Grøntsager motion og protein 
·    træning, kost og indre balance 
·    Kost, træning, fornuft 
·    Varieret kost, søvn og gode hverdags rutiner 
·    Grøntsager, frisk luft og livsglæde 
·    grøntsager, søvn, motion, rask 
·    Frugt,solskin,morion 
·    Grøntsager, motion, kød 
·    Vægt, helbred, mentalt 
·    Glæde, træning, grønt, vand, sundt forhold til slik 
·    Motion 
·    mad, motion, livsstil 
·    Motion, kost, selvdeciplin 
·    Grønt, motion, godt helbred, indre ro 
·    Sex 
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·    motion, sund kost, søvn 
·    kost,motion,rask 
·    Helsekost, fitnesshysteri, motion, 
·    Motion 
·    Fibre, grøntsager og motion 
·    Motion, grøntsager, 
·    Motion, Frugt&Grøn, vand 
·    motion, kost, frisk 
·    Velvære, kost og motion 
·    Overskud, balance, kost 
·    Velvære 
Form 
Glæde 
·    mad, motion & opmærksom på sin krop 
·    Vægt mad  motion 
·    Velvære, motion, kost, balance, overskud, energi, 
·    Motion, frugt & grønt, økologist. 
·    Motion 
Kost 
Mental balance 
·    Motion 
Grøntsager 
Grin 
·    Fornuftig kost, motion, økologi 
·    Kost, aktivitet og indre ro 
·    kost, vitaminer, kulhydrater 
·    fysisk bevægelse, kost, økologi 
·    grønsager, løb og meditation 
·    .... 
·    Motion, sund kost og flot krop 
·    Kost, motion, livsglæde 
·    Træning, kost, motivation 
·    Økologi, motion og mindfulness. 
·    Motion, sund kost og et godt helbred 
·    Motion, søvn, vand, grøntsager 
·    Motion, økologi, søvn, uddannelse 
·    Nærende mad, motion og glæde. 
·    Velfærd, glæde, mad 
·    Økologi, Grøntsager, Motion 
·    Motion, kostvaner, proteiner 
·    Motion 
Søvn 
Grønt 
Glæde 
·    Kost, motion og helbred 
·    kost 
motion 
helbred 
·    sport, sund livsstil, sund psyke 
·    Sport, mad og bevægelse 
·    Vitalitet 
Overskud 
Velvære 
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Økologi 
·    motion 
kost 
velvære 
·    kedeligt, 70'er pis,overvurderet 
·    motion, mad, søvn 
·    Kost, motion og søvn 
·    Motion, kost, sygdomsfri 
·    kost, motion, søvn 
·    Motion, Grøntsager, ingen rygning 
·    fisk 
motion 
grønt 
·    Kost, Motion, Velbehag 
·    Kost, motion, livsglæde 
·    Nøglemærket, økologi, sind 
·    vand, løbe og natur 
·    Motion, grøntsager, vand 
·    ??? 
·    Social velvære 
Fri for sygdomme 
Kost og motion 
·    Motion, grøntsager, glad 
·    motion 
røgfrit miljø 
sex 
·    Mad, motion, natur 
·    Røde kinder, ufed mave, godt humør 
·    Kost, livsstil, røgfri 
·    Motion, meditation, kost 
·    Kost motion søvn 
·    positivitet, mad, aktivitet 
·    Motion, sund kost, regelmæssig motion 
·    Grøntsager, motion, økologi 
·    Motion, spisevaner, søvn 
·    Kost, motion og psykisk velbefindende 
·    Kost, søvn, glæde, livskvalitet, hobby, positivt sind 
·    Indeklima 
Ren udeluft 
Daglig cykel 
·    Kost 
Motion 
·    Proteiner, fedtprocent, kredsløb 
·    Motion, sund mad 
·    Trening, mat, helse 
·    Motion kost vaner 
·    Grønsager, kvalitetsmad, økologi, sunde olier, urtete, motion. 
·    Kost, motion, velvære 
·    Kost, motion, økologi 
·    Motion, grøntsager og ikke ryger 
·    Motion - varieret mad - 
·    Kost, motion, fornuftige valg 
·    energi, glæde og god nattesøvn 
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·    Fysisk og psykisk velbefindende,herunder  bl.a. glæde,godt fysisk helbred samt positivt sind. 
·    velvære, glæde og selvtillid 
·    Kost, motion, velvære, frugt ,grønt , 
·    Træning kost søvn 
·    Fitness, løb og sundt mad 
·    Motion, spis sundt og varieret, ikke ryger 
·    Motion, grønt og søvn 
·    kost motion rask 
·    Motion, kost, sex 
·    motion, kost, søvn, velvære, vitaminer, natur, afstresse 
·    Motion, sund kost , renhed 
·    Balance mellem sind/krop 
Psykisk velvære 
Fravær af fysisk sygdom 
·    Frugt, grønt, motion, godt humør, positiv, glad,gode relationer og netværk 
·    Velvære, glæde,glød 
·    Kost motion glæde 
·    Luft, kosthold, mosjon 
·    Motion mad velvære 
·    kost,motion,ingen stress 
·    Kost Motion Livsstil 
·    Motion, kost, livsnyder 
·    Motion, motivation, sund kost 
·    sund mad 
·    Motion, sund kost, søvn 
·    Pas 
·    kost, motion,kærlighed 
·    Motion mad vægt 
·    Motion, kost og miljø 
·    Motion, kost og livsstil 
·    Psyke, mad, bevægelse 
·    Livsglæde, aktivitet og samhørighed 
·    Vand, grøntsager, frugt og motion 
·    Motion, sund kost, overskud i hverdagen 
·    Kost, motion og psykisk 
·    Frugt, motion og vand 
·    Motion, frisk luft, kost, 
·    Motion, sund kost, godt helbred, at være rask, fravær af sygdom, 
·    Løb, grøntsager, motion 
·    Motion, sund mad og ingen rygning/alkohol. 

 
KRAM 
Faktorerne 
·    Aktivitet, søvn, grønnsaker, lykke 
·    Motion, søvn, sund kost 
·    Vand, søvn og kærlighed 
·    Motion varieret kost mindful 
·    kost, motion, glæde 
·    Fravær af sygdom 
Glæde ved livet 
Omsorg for sig selv 
·    frugt salat lever 
·    Motion, kost, balance 
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·    økologi, motion, søvn 
·    Kost, motion og positiv 
·    Motion, kost og viljestyrke 
·    Motion frugt velvære 
·    Godt helbred 
·    økologi-gåture-sove 
·    Motion, kost, overskud (mentalt) 
·    Kost, motion, velvære 
·    Balance mellem krop og sind. Følelsen af sammenhæng 
·    Kost, motion, sport 
·    NÆSTE KÆRLIGHED, ØKOLOGI, OMEGA3 
·    Trening, grønnsaker, glede 
·    Kost,trim og trivsel 
·    Motion, kost og kærlighed 
·    Livstil, aktivitet, madvaner 
·    Motion, sund kost, grøntsager 
·    Raw food , motion, frisk luft 
·    Grønsager, motion og smil på læben 
·    Kål yoga udendørs 
·    Varieret kost, motion og kærlighed 
·    Balanceret, veltilpas, stærk 
·    Motion, sund kost og sex, kærlighed og tryghed 
·    BROCCOLI 
MOTION 
SEX 
·    Motion - kost - viljestyrke 
·    Kost motion søvn 
·    Kost 
Cykelture 
Et godt arb klima 
·    Motion, diet & kost 
·    Vitaminer, grøntsager ,frugt 
·    Sund mad 
Motion 
Sex 
·    kost, motion, søvn 
·    Kost, motion og søvn 
·    Dyr grønt motion 
·    Røgfri, alkoholfri og salat 
·    Kost,frisk luft, velvære 
·    Sport,?,? 
·    Fitness, grøntsager, vand 
·    Motion, varieret kost, afslapning 
·    Kost, motion, lykke 
·    Motion, søvn, 
·    motion, frisk, nyttig 
·    grøntsager motion humor 
·    Bmi, mentalitet 
·    Motion, mat, vækt 
·    Sund kost 
·    Motion mad klima 
·    motion 
frugt 
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fibre 
·    Tizman 
·    Mad søvn motion 
·    Rask, varieret kost, glad 
·    Kost motion søvn 

	
Appendix	12	

Nævn min. 3 faktorer der ville kunne få dig til at leve sundere 
·    omgivelser 
lavere afgifter på sunde madvarer 
arbejdspladsen 
·    mere tid til motion 
mere overskud/tid til at spise sundt 
·    Motion, bedre kost, ikke så meget parfume i hverdagen 
·    Overvægt, sygdom, overfølsomhed for madvarer 
·    Dollars 
·    resultater, tid, økonomi 
·    færre skader, billig sund fast food, forhøjet pris på usund kost 
·    Kost, motion og rygestop 
·    dyrere fast food 
billigere fitness centre 
dyrere slik 
·    Tid, mere tid, 
·    Billigere sund kost, flere sunde alternativer (take-away), hvis jeg tager på 
·    - Færre sociale medier 
- Revidering af afgifter på sunde fødevarer som nødder og generelt økologisk frugt og grøntsager 
- 
·    Bedre kenskab til sundhedsfarer, flere sunde opskrifter og generelt mere viden om sundhed 
·    For mange kg på kroppen! Manglende vejr som forpustet og motivation! 
·    Rygestop, mindre alkohol, mere stabil søvnrytme 
·    mere tid, flere penge, mindre doven 
·    Bedre økonomi, bedre vejr, personlig træner 
·    Mere motion, mindre portioner, mere viljestyrke 
·    Mere tid 
Mere overskud 
Flere penge til at handle mere grønt og økologisk 
·    Mere motion, mindre sukker, nul cigaretter 
·    Kost, fritid, skadesfri 
·    Et lods i røven 
Mere fokus på nem sund livsstil 
En træningsbuddy 
·    Mere motion, mindre slik, mere grønt 
·    Flere sunde og spændende take-away alternativer. flere konsekvenser af min nuværende livsstil. 

Indbyrdes konkurrencer og lign. initiativer på arbejdspladser og institutioner 
·    Motion, spisevaner , selvtillid 
·    Billigere frugt og grønt samt kød 
·    Mere energi 
·    Rygestop, motion, bedre kost 
·    Ved ikke 
·    Ingen skader, vejledning og billigere frugt og grønt 
·    Træne mere, tid, overskud 
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·    Mindre chokolade, sukker og sodavand 
·    Fedme, dårlig kondi og alkohol misbrug 
·    Mindre alkohol 
Mindre søde sager 
Mere regelmæssige spisevaner 
·    Spise sundere, dyrke mere motion, bevæge mig mere på arbejdet 
·    Droppe chokoladen, droppe alkohol, mere søvn 
·    Sundere mad. Mere motion. Opbakning fra kæreste 
·    Flere timer på døgnet, så man fik tid til at priotere sundhed og lækker madlavning 
·    Økonomisk incitament, forespørgsel fra kæresten, livsstilsygdom 
·    Sygdom, 
·    Bedre fællesskab,  motivation, 
·    Godt spørgsmål 
·    Motion,kost, 
·    Billigere fitness og billigere økologi og flere muligheder for sund mad på arbejdspladsen (Cph) 
·    viljestyrke, ændring af kost vaner, nye motions former 
·    Billigere grøntsager 
Hvis jeg følte jeg havde behov for at leve sundere 
Hvis sociale arrangementer ikke altid betød man skulle hygge med lidt lækkert 
·    Mere sport, mere grønt - mindre sødt 
·    Hvis min familie var med til at ændre kosten her hjemme. Hvis jeg kunne træne med én det kunne 

motivere mig. Hvis jeg havde en sygdom som krævede at jeg var sundere. Hvis jeg kunne se resultatet 
med det samme. Hvis sund kost smagte bedre. 

·    Billigere priser på grønt og fisk, fokus på sundhed på arbejdspladsen og min omgangskreds 
·    billigere sund mad, sund takeaway fra supermarkedet og mere motivation til træning 
·    Oplysning, sygdom og mere fritid 
·    Skiftende arbejdetider gør at jeg ikke får den søvn og træner ligeså meget som jeg gerne ville. 
Billigere økologi og i det hele taget sunde råvarer. 
Flere restauranter og ske away steder med udelukkede sund mad 
·    Mindre sukker, tabe 5-10 kg. Flere typer motion 
·    Tid, inspiration til sund hverdagsmad, 
·    Mange penge, mere tid, mere ferie 
·    Tid penge overskud 
·    Helbred, familie, arbejde 
·    Et vigtigt foretagende, selvglæden, vægten 
·    tid 
·    Motion, kost, 
·    Mere motion, flere grønsager, mindre slik 
·    Mere sex 
·    Tid, penge, lykke 
·    sundere liv vil gør mere glad have mere overskue og være mere energisk 
·    Billigere fitness, sundere fastfood, billigere fødevarer 
·    Min krop 
·    Bedre søvn, motion og varieret kost 
·    Vished om forventet levealder, mere tid 
·    Mindre stress, mere motion, motivation 
·    Jeg kan ikke komme på nogen. 
·    Mere tid, motivation, et fællesskab at motionere med 
·    Mindre, stress / mere overskud, sundere take-away tæt på mig, undervisning/information om mental 

sundhed 
·    Mere motion 
Flere usunde sager (til den psykiske sundhed) 
·    motion, motion & motion 
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·    Økonomi motion tid 
·    Overskud, energi og velvære 
·    Kort i trainingcenter, billigere frugt og grønt, billigere mad som indholder mindre sukker 
·    Billigere økologisk mad 
Billigere sund mad 
Sundt fastfood skulle kunne konkurrere prismæssigt med usundt 
·    Billigere grøntsager, mere vilje, ingen modvind på cykelstierne :-D 
·    Helbred 
·    tid, overskud, penge 
·    Min kærestes livsstil, mad o.a. initiativer på arbejdet, flere timer i døgnet 
·    stoppe med at spise slik, kage og chokolade 
·    ... 
·    Hvis man var flere om at træne og hvis grøntsager mm ikke var så dyrt 
·    Sygdom, stress, tid 
·    Mere tid i hverdagen, billigt træning, godt vejr 
·    Mere tid i hverdagen. 
·    Mindre Arbejde, mere fritid, mere motion 
·    Motionere mere, sove længere, få mere frugt og grønt, være bedre til at passe på mig selv 
·    Mere tid, billigere fitnessabonnementer og nem sund mad. 
·    Tid, lokation, venner 
·    Mere grønt i butikker. Mere tid til motion. bedre madvarer 
·    Hvis det var billigere at spise sundt, hvis det var nemmere at spise sundt, hvis det var sjovere at dyrke 

motion 
·    Billigere grønt og økologi 
Lettere adgang til grønne arealer 
·    Spis mindre sukker, gå tidligere i seng, vær mere positiv 
·    motion 
mere vand 
stå tidligere op 
·    inddrage mere grønt i min hverdag. drikke mere vand. dyrke mere sport 
·    Mindre træning, flere grøntsager og mere kød. 
·    Sygdom 
Mere tid (til at dyrke motion) 
Højere indtægt (bedre fødevarer) 
Fælles beslutning / udfordring 
·    Følge sygdomme af alkohol og cigaretter 
·    absolut ingenting 
·    stærk overvægt, sygdom 
·    Mere motion, sundere kost, mere søvn 
·    Mere tid og overskud til træning, billigere økologi (især kød produkter), 
·    (1) Pris på sunde ting; fitness/sportsklubber, mad osv 
(2)Tid 
(3)Det sociale aspekt/påvirkning 
·    dårligere helbred, dårligere kondition, dårlige velvære 
·    1. Lettere tilgængelighed til sunde, billige færdigretter 
2.Billigere frugt og grønt men stadig god kvalitet 
3. Pas 
·    Motivation, familie, personlig vejledning 
·    ??? 
·    tid, energi, natur 
·    Motivation, lettere tilgængelighed til god sund mad, billigere priser på grønt 
·    .?? 
·    Hvis jeg ikke havde så sød en tand, spiser nemlig meget chokolade :-) Men føler mig sgu stadig sund 
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·    sund kost 
ikke ryger 
sex 
·    Målsætninger, helbredsproblemer, mindreværd 
·    En der gider at lave min mad, forbud fra læge, alvorlig sygdom 
·    Tid, økonomi, rygrad 
·    Mad, motion og meditation 
·    Kost motion søvn 
·    Mere motion 
·    Mere grønt i supermarkedet. 

 
Bedre sunde frokost alternatver 

 
Sunde fødevarer er billigere 
·    Motion, spisevaner, mindre stress/bekymringer 
·    Tid, overskud og "et los i r...." 
·    Motion, mindre sukker, kortere arbejdsdage 
·    Bedre tid 
Bedre perspektiv 
Bedre tillid til fødevaresektoren 
·    Billigere grønt og sunde varer 
·    Billigere fødevarer, mere tid, flere penge 
·    Mad og mation 
·    Økonomi, helse, glede 
·    Vægttab, velbefindende, længere levetid. 
·    ? 
·    Bedre økonomi, vejledning og mere tid 
·    stoppe med at ryge, dyrke mere motion og spise sundere 
·    Billigere frugt og grønt - mere tid i hverdagen 
·    Sundere kost, mere inspiration, mindre fristelser 
·    bedre dagsrytme (stå op og gå i seng tider ens) 
bevæge mig mere 
spise flere grønsager 
·    Mindre stress, mere søvn og mere motion 
·    Sygdom, inspiration, venner 
·    Penge penge penge 
·    Spiser meget sundt, så ikke noget. 
·    Ikke ryge, spise mere sundt, sove mere 
·    Mulighed for at få sund take away. Kcal oplysninger når man er ude at spise og større afgifter på 

slik/chips 
·    stoppe med at ryge, spise sundt og motionere 
·    Stop rygning, dyrke mere motion, stresse mindre 
·    Hvis jeg drak mindre alkohol, blev lidt bedre til at slappe af i hverdagen og spiste mere fisk og brugte 

mere tid på madlavning generelt 
·    Mere tid , tid , tid 
·    Fysisk motion 
Respekt i systemet til min mand, som er diagnostiseret med PTSD=arbejdsskade 
·    Have overblik over min fremtid, her tænker jeg på økonomi og job 
·    , billigere sund mad,flere penge, mere tid 
·    Bedre tid 
·    Tætter på motionscentret 
Bedre vejr 
·    Helbred,spise mindre,motionere 
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·    Billigere grøntsager, 
·    Andre arbejdstider, motivationen, vilje 
·    mere motion sundere mad mindre smerter 
·    Tid, opbakning fra partner, overskud 
·    Pas 
·    kost, motion,kærlighed 
·    Mad motion sundhed 
·    Al mad var økologisk, tvungen motions fritime på arb og mere tid og overskud til at lave sund og 

varieret mad 
·    Sund mad/økologi var billigere, jeg havde mere tid, og jeg havde en cykel 
·    Tid, prioritering, sjov 
·    .... 
·    Sygdom, overskud og mere tid 
·    Prisen på sunde varer falder, prisen på usunde varer stiger, 
·    Familie og venner, sygdom overvægt 
·    Et bedre heldbred, bedre læger, lavere vægt 
·    ... 
·    Priserne på sund mad falder. 
·    En god turvenn, mindre jobb, sykdom 
·    Mere Motion, flere penge, 
·    Motion bl.a. 
·    Vægttab mere motion mindre sukker 
·    billigere sunde råvarer, fasciliteter i det offentlige rum til træning, sund take-away i nærheden 
·    At krop / psyke 'halter' 
Hvis jeg får en sygdom, der kræver livsstilsændring. 
Kan ikke komme på flere ;) 
·    billigere økologi, billigere grønt og frugt, have en sambo til at lave mad med 
·    mere søvn, vægttab, motion 
·    Vægttab, "bedre samvittighed" og mere overskud i hverdagen.. 
·    Mere motion ikke ryge mindre sukker 
·    Billigere øko 
·    bedre helbred > mindre smerter >mere energi 
·    Mindre stress, rygestop, mere tid til fx madlavning 
·    Økologi, mere tid til selv at lave maden fra bunden, motion i arbejdstiden 
·    Mindre slik, mere grønsager, mindre indtag af mad (spiser for store potioner) 
·    ??? 
·    svømning, dyrke grønt,posivitet 
·    Mindre stress. Mere søvn. Mer humor 
·    Motivasjon,økonomi,bedre trivsel 
·    Ved det ikke 
·    Priser på sunde madvarer sænkes, mere fleksible fitness forhold, mere viden om sundhed generelt 
·    Sygdom , vægttab, stresse af 
·    Lavere priser på øko grønt, flere tilgængelige variant er at økø grønt, flere hunde 
·    Helbred, overskud, mere energi 
·    lala 
·    Forebyggelse af sygdom 
Billigere varer 
Helbred 
·    Stoppe rygning, dyrke mere motion, spise masser af kylling og salat 
·    STOPPE MED AT RYGE 
SPISE MERE BROCOLLI 
BEVÆGE SIG MERE 
·    Bedre ryg 
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Billigere motionscentre 
Billigere sunde madvarer 
·    Mindre arbejde 
Billigere økologi 
Mere fritid 
·    Rygestop, kost & livstil 
·    Dedikation 
Kedeligt liv 
Søvn 
·    stoppe med at ryge, dyrke mere motion 
·    Kost, motion 
·    Mindre stress, penge, nogen at gøre det sammen med 
·    Hvis det ikke var så nice at være fuld. Hvis cigaretter ikke indeholdt nikotin og hvis det er var sjovere 

at træne 
·    Vægttab,motion, mindre slik 
·    .... 
·    Ved ikke 
·    Overskud i hverdagen, simple kostråd, god økonomi 
·    Stoppe med at ryge, spise sundere motionere mere 
·    om jag var frisk nog att orka mer... 
·    ingen alkohol mindre sukker mere søvn 
·    ? 
·    Rygning, mer motion, sund mat 
·    Motion 
·    ingen cigaretter 
sundere mad 
mindre stress 
·    Løbe fra politiet, giv mine venner tæsk, kaste med tv'er 
·    Svært lever sundt 
·    Familie, venner, sygdom 

 

 


